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The impact

of covid-19 and our collective responsibility

Dear NIHSS community,

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought unimaginable
challenges for our nation and the world. Our
country’s response has been decisive, to prevent
the spread of the virus and minimize its impact.
At the National Institute for the Humanities and
Social Sciences, we acknowledge that it cannot be
business as usual. Our focus and priority continue
to be serving and supporting the humanities
and social sciences community in any way we
can, particularly when requested. We have put all
necessary arrangements and with all measures in
place, we are confident that our systems will enable
us to continue with operations remotely.
NIHSS is compliant with government protocol
and will continue to follow all advice, guided by
health experts and the World Health Organisation
(WHO) guidelines.
As President Ramaphosa said, “Covid-19 is a
real threat to the livelihoods of our people. We all

agree that our country is in an extreme position
that requires extraordinary measures, but that
also requires that we should find a way of working
together, in solidarity as well as in partnership.”
More than ever, as the humanities and social
sciences community, we will be expected to
support and work together during this critical time.
As the Institute, we welcome any information and
advice on how best we can continue to support
you and many others. We would like to hear from
you; our office number is 011 480-2300 and/or drop
us an email at: info@nihss.ac.za.
Our thoughts and sympathies are with everyone
infected and affected by the Covid-19 virus.
Morena boloka sechaba sa heso.
Yours sincerely,
Sarah Mosoetsa
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Lockdown

in townships will be safe but different

L

et me be clear upfront. The spread of the
coronavirus is one of the biggest threats to
humanity and I fully support the researched
scientific proposals that have been put on the table
suggesting mass testing, mass quarantine and a
countrywide lockdown as the best possible measures
to manage and ultimately defeat the virus. We have
seen the fruitful results of a lockdown in Wuhan,
China and we have also seen the devastating effects
of delayed responses and partial ignorance in Europe.
As such, I fully support and understand the call for
a nationwide lockdown - and I encourage everyone
else to do the same.
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By Pedro Mzileni
Lecturer in the Department of Sociology and
Anthropology at Nelson Mandela University

Since the President’s announcement for the country
to undergo a 21-day lockdown to curb the spread of
COVID-19, the media has not spared a day without
broadcasting the impact on the livelihoods of people
who reside in South Africa’s townships. The reporting
angle is largely negative and condescending,
depicting township dwellers as people who do not
care about their safety nor listen to the national call.
It is important to counter this and put things properly
into context.
Firstly, the socioeconomic design of South African
townships dictates how life gets to be structurally
experienced in them. Townships do not originate out
of the authentic seed of the architectural, geographic,
social, economic, spiritual and cultural sensibilities of
African people’s choices. Townships are an outcome
of decades of social engineering of South Africa’s
major cities. They were constructed as temporary
residences of migrant labour and controlled by
the industrialised class of colonisation to serve the
minority regime in the urban city centres.
Township congestion has its roots in
mass labour
As such, the congestion of people in townships must
be seen alongside the high demand for mass labour
in the apartheid economy. Those labour dynamics
have continued into the post-apartheid epoch as
the present economy remains untransformed – it
still resembles the racialised and spatial patterns
of its past. In this regard, it is alarming then for the
media to blame victims of the geographic design
of townships and the services they utilise as a mass
group of people - conditions that are clearly not of
their own choosing.
As fragmented as townships are by their histories
and their present social constraints, township
dwellers have for the past 50 years consistently
redefined and reconfigured their living experiences
to be as fulfilling as possible. From these conditions
emerged functioning families and schooling
systems with strong community values, pioneering
entrepreneurship ventures and unbelievable tales of
human resilience; university graduates of all sciences
and disciplines; theories and ground-breaking
philosophies; languages; various research innovations
and leaders of our democratic transition in public
service and business corporates.
These townships and similar rural communities
across the globe are seized by thoughtful and
responsible human beings who have a rich
history of responding to economic and medical
challenges using their own knowledges and

I am positive
that these South
Africans will still
innovatively operate
their businesses,
undoubtedly with
their fair share of
difficulties, through
their cellphones,
backyards and other
means that the
ordinary eye and
our media will never
comprehend.

limited resources. They have consistently
survived numerous “lockdowns” such as poverty,
unemployment, immune deficiencies and climate
disasters such as floods.
Closer to home in the Eastern Cape, the 2018
Statistics South Africa report showed that townships
in the province account for 54% of the unemployment
rate, with half of their citizenship living below R922
per month. Such statistics are supposed to be
indicative of a humanitarian crisis where such families
would be expected to have deaths every day from
starvation. But why is that not the case? Because
Eastern Cape township families are heavily involved
in entrepreneurial ventures that maintain their
microeconomies and sustain each other’s livelihoods.
The media would not understand this reality
because its obsession with townships is limited to the
coverage of service delivery protests, crime rates and
now the long queues of innocent people who are
collecting their social grants from an administrative
system they did not design.
The proposed structure of the Asian and European
lockdown to curb the spread of COVID-19 will be
easily applied in urban areas, as has been the case
already - but it will not be applicable completely
across the board in the South African context.
For the overwhelming majority of South Africans
who survive from self-employment on our streets,
business for them is for the household to have
dinner in the evening. These business ventures
require outdoor settings with masses of people
converging in the space. However, in light of the
safety measures announced to curb the virus,
I am positive that these South Africans will still
innovatively operate their businesses, undoubtedly
with their fair share of difficulties, through their
cellphones, backyards and other means that the
ordinary eye and our media will never comprehend.
In this regard, the infantilisation of township
communities and the commodified reporting
of their plight has to be dismissed. No matter
their backgrounds, people must be treated with
sensitivity, respect and dignity. Every person in
South Africa is committed to safeguard themselves,
their families and communities. People are capable
of formulating their own safety mechanisms that
will be contextually relevant and fit for their living
conditions – as they have always done in the past.
They do not need any false generosity or public
lectures from the urban class that has never cared
about them to begin with.
Our lockdown as South African townships and
villages will definitely be safe but different.
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By Omphile Molefi

My name is
Coronavirus AKA COVID-19

Greetings to you my children
I am a virus that visits all the homes...
I travel all around the world
with my friend flu
guess my name?
When I am around families stay home
and there is no...
playing outside, going to school, shopping malls
and even high fives to our loved ones
You might not see me
but I have my signs for you to notice me
When I have arrived
You’ll see with cough, fever and difficulty breathing
If you have signs of me and friend
tell your parents.
I do not do long visits
people get better and I have to pack my bags and
leave...
For me to not visit your home
You and your family have to...
wash your hands with soap and water
use hand sanitizers
cough/ sneeze on a tissue and flush it in a toilet
or throw it in a bin
The doctors are working on finding
a vaccine that will help me to say Hi...
without you getting sick
While I am still around your parents or siblings
will be your teacher and friends
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By Professor Fred Hendricks
Faculty of Humanities
Rhodes University

COVID-19 pandemic offers
a chance to address

racialised
inequality
T

he late pan-African scholar Thandika
Mkandawire made the pointed statement
that one of the major problems in postcolonial Africa was the “failure of the political class
to establish a productive and organic rapport with
their own intelligentsia/intellectuals” and that across
the continent, only in Algeria and in apartheid
South Africa did such an organic link develop
between the two.
The establishment of the National Institute
for Humanities and Social Sciences (NIHSS) as
a statutory body five years ago offers us the
opportunity to avoid this mistake and it’s up to us
to explore ways in which we might ensure that the
modalities between the intelligentsia and the state
are carefully moulded so that the independence
of scholarship is preserved on the one hand while
the knowledge produced allows for alternative
perspectives to flourish.
The novel coronavirus pandemic has thrown
into sharp relief the utility of the humanities and
social sciences. The main question to be asked is
how and where we might make a contribution to
countering this pandemic, which is historically the
most widespread yet, having surpassed all previous
pandemics in its reach and economic influence. It
has reverberated across the globe, affecting 203
countries and devastating markets along the way,
and by disrupting supply chains, has impoverished
millions by the simple halting of production and
services.
The fatality rates have been staggering, especially
in Western Europe where people are dying by the
hour. There are now 885 221 cases of the disease and
44 210 deaths, but these figures will be meaningless

“…our settlements
remain unresponsive
to the aspirations
of our people and
are largely based on
Apartheid spatial
planning patterns”.
Minister of Cooperative
Governance and Traditional
Affairs, Nkosazana DlaminiZuma

by tomorrow morning as the disease is far from its
peak and many more lives will inevitably be lost.
In South Africa the spread of the disease after the
first 1000 cases has been markedly slower than in
Western Europe and the United States of America,
but it is still far too early to tell whether this pattern
is sustained.
Race and class are determining factors in how
people respond
These are unprecedented times and they call
for unprecedented coordinated action, hence
the necessity, in fact urgency, for an intervention
from the NIHSS. It is true that the virus does not
discriminate on the bases of race and class. Yet, in
South Africa these are the determining factors in
how people respond to it. While the virus may infect
people living in Alexandra or in Houghton, these
metaphors for race and class afford the residents in
each very different prospects for dealing with it.
For example, we are in lockdown at the moment
and we are compelled to stay at home, but our
homes are very different, assuming of course that
you do have access to a home in the first place. It is
well-nigh impossible to practice social distancing
in an informal settlement where people live check
by jowl, where multiple households share toilets
and taps and where people are squeezed into
extraordinarily dense and unsanitary conditions.
Of course, the situation is entirely untenable for
the homeless. It is not as if officialdom is unaware
of the problems. At a Human Settlements Indaba
held in Johannesburg on 6 March 2020, the Minister
of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs,
Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma, made the following
statement, “…our settlements remain unresponsive
to the aspirations of our people and are largely
based on Apartheid spatial planning patterns”.
How to undo the legacy of apartheid has been
an abiding problem since 1994 and while there’ve
been many missed opportunities over these years,
ironically, the coronavirus pandemic offers us yet
another chance to address the problems of deeply
racialised inequality. President Cyril Ramaphosa must
be commended for the comprehensive and decisive
manner in which he has led the government’s
response to the crisis. But his grand statements
have failed to fully embrace the deep problems of
homelessness, unemployment and poverty and a
one-size-fits-all approach is simply inappropriate in
the context of such extreme inequality.
Capitalise on the current commonality
of interests
Yet, there is now a real chance to capitalise on
the national solidarity which the coronavirus has
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engendered, precisely because of the indiscriminate
manner in which it infects the rich and poor, black
and white. It might appear bizarre that a virus
should unite us as a country but when our Minister
of Health, Zweli Mkhize, says that “We are all in this
together”, he is emphasising the commonality of
interests across class and race lines in combatting
this zoonotic disease, in the interests of everybody’s
health.
In the short term, it goes without saying that there
has to be shelter for the homeless, but we need to
think of ways in which we might imagine the kinds
of communities we want for a democratic anti-racist
future in the long term. While we must acknowledge
that a considerable number of so called “housing
opportunities” have been made available for people
living in informal settlements, the housing shortages
still remain an intractable problem as long as the
current approach remains in place.
The contradictions of policy and practice are
palpable. We can’t on the one hand set up antiland invasion units to forcibly remove people who
have established informal settlements and on the
other hand only provide shelter for people who
are homeless during a pandemic. For example, on
Friday, 27 March, despite a moratorium on evictions
during the coronavirus lockdown, the eThekwini
municipality’s anti-land invasion unit violently
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“While I struggle
to sleep at night
knowing that
people around us
have no food, being
part of Cape Town
Together is at least
letting me dream
of the possibility of
a different future.
It has shown me
that parts of Cape
Town distant from
Gugulethu physically
and financially can be
my community too.”
Pamela Silwana, Gugulethu
resident

evicted communities in the Ekuphumeleleni
settlement in Mariannhill, sending some residents
to hospital. This is definitely not the way to foster a
sense of national unity and solidarity.
A much more encouraging development in
Cape Town is the recent attempt to cross the
divide between township and suburb through
the establishment of Community Action Networks
(CANs) as part of a local effort to keep the people
of the city safe from the coronavirus pandemic.
It is a remarkable attempt to bridge the race and
class barriers that we’ve inherited from apartheid
without necessarily dismantling them by twinning
townships and suburbs in a coordinated manner
to serve practical purposes and seeing to people’s
basic needs like water, food, soap and toilet paper,
while educating people about the dangers of
COVID-19.
As Pamela Silwana puts it, “While I struggle to
sleep at night knowing that people around us have
no food, being part of Cape Town Together is at least
letting me dream of the possibility of a different
future. It has shown me that parts of Cape Town
distant from Gugulethu physically and financially can
be my community too.” The divides in Cape Town
have stubbornly resisted change and the spatial
geography of apartheid remains largely intact. Yet,
Silwana and Cape Town Together are attempting to
overcome the spatial barriers to the development of
a unitary imagination of the South African nation.
While their community agency is absolutely vital
in tackling problems, a bigger question is why the
ward councillors are so strikingly absent during this
crisis. As public representatives they ought to be
doing much more in mobilising people to counter
the pandemic, but this points to how very much our
current political set up has drifted away from serving
the interests of the people. The more people are
mobilised, the more their ineptness and lethargy will
be exposed.
The NIHSS has a definite role to play in ensuring
that there is widespread appreciation of the spread
of the COVID-19. The current information, where it
exists, is either scanty or very hard to come by. We
need both on-the-spot accounts of the outbreaks
and hotspots for purposes of social awareness, as
well as longer, more reflective pieces on the social
implications of the pandemic.
In an age of widespread fake news, there is now
an even greater urgency for reliable and credible
information that is evidence based. By encouraging
a public discussion on COVID-19, the NIHSS is
directly contributing to the making of an informed
citizenry, so vital to the sustenance of democracy.
We applaud this effort and we hope that the powers
that be heed Mkandawire’s warning.
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Love

in the time of corona

By Octavia Roodt
Artist / Poet

borrelvas en sfeer gegiet
nasie deur verleen verhuur
gierig gorrel vrese voer
trap miershoop vas
en venster toe
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Prof Hugo ka Canham
Associate Professor
University of the Witwatersrand

Black death

and mourning in the time of COVID-19

B

lack bodies have been the sight of
devastation for centuries. We who
inhabit and love these bodies live in
a state of perpetual mourning. We mourn
the disproportionate dying in our families,
communities and in the black diaspora. We
are yet to come to terms with the dyings
that accompanied the AIDS pandemic.
Tuberculosis breeds in the conditions within
which most of us live. We die from hours
spent in the belly of the earth where we dig
for minerals to feed the unquenchable thirst
of capital. Malaria targets our neighbours
with deathly accuracy. Ebola was contained
to West Africa. It is a rapacious black disease.
It kills us. In the black diaspora, African
Americans are walking targets for American
police who kill and imprison them at rates
that have created a prison industrial complex.
The dying began centuries ago when
human cargo fuelled empire building
through the slave trade. Ships traversed the
wide expanses of the world’s oceans bearing
black bodies to harvest cotton, chop sugar
cane, bear tree trunks, pave roads in chain
gang formation, and fetch and carry at private
homesteads. Millions died in the dungeons
before the ships arrived to measure and prod,
exchange cash and trinkets, and stock bodies
in the hold of plagued ships. Those who
died and were killed on board were thrown
into the ocean (Hartman, 2008). Once on
the plantation, those who spoke back were
hanged and strung on branches like strange
fruit. We have come to know this as lynching.
And so we are agreed; we die at
disproportionate rates both historically, in
the present and into the future. Black people
know death intimately. We have become
habituated to dying. The black condition is
to sit with dying. We live in a perpetual wake
(Sharpe, 2016). But before we really take
stock and measure the extent of our loss, the
next wave of dying crashes upon us without
so much as a warning. And so, when the
murmurs coming out of China spoke of a
virus, we sighed knowingly. But China is far
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away. When Europeans began to die, some of
us marvelled at this equal opportunity virus
that infected princes and prime ministers
and did not fix its target on black bodies.
Others even suggested that with all our other
vulnerabilities, we had become immune to
this latest contagion. Our bodies had finally
built up resistance after centuries of black
plagues and diseases.
We watched a distant disease quickly
become a local reality. We have joined
the world in locking down borders, gates
and doors. Our long and elaborate African
handshakes have abruptly ended. First a
middle-class disease, the virus was carried
by those with funds to travel by air and ship.
They spread it on among themselves as they
travelled. But because we clean and service
their lives, we awake to the news that the first
person in Khayelitsha, the sprawling working
class and informal settlement of Cape Town,
has now been infected.
Before the virus became a black condition,
fears of contagion had become racialised
and classed. In the northern suburbs of
Johannesburg, black domestic workers
and gardeners – people whose job is to
clean – were being trained to wash their
hands in large-scale tutorials by old white
women. Before we got the virus, we were
cast as already contagious. But now we have
formally joined the global community as an
infected people.
As the virus silently yet swiftly spreads
among us, we have to ask what it means
to be always infected even before we are
infected? What does another wave of dying
mean for us? What does containing a virus
entail for an imprisoned community like that
of Khayelitsha where a shack fire imperils
the entire community? How will we bury
our dead when we cannot take their bodies
home to the village? What does it mean to
have a funeral when we cannot travel and
congregate in our numbers around the
dead? Will this iteration of dying continue the
tradition of black death as excess bodies that

do not matter? How will this epoch of dying
further complicate our mourning when even
the mourners die? How will we mourn our
dead?
This season of dying reminds us of Haiti,
the celebrated first black republic constituted
of formerly enslaved people who overthrew
their colonial oppressors. Now we think of
Haiti less with chests swelling with pride and
possibility but as the place of apocalyptic
earthquakes and shrivelling freedom dreams.
Two hundred and thirty thousand dead
bodies. One seismic quake that rocked the
black world on a January afternoon of 2010.
Their dead are ours too. We are still gathering
the bodies of our dead from the reeds in
the aftermath of the Mozambique cyclone
Idai. We locate them from the smell of their
decomposing flesh. As drought spreads like
a dark stain in the horizon, what death and
forms of dying await us? How many more
Live Aid concerts and images of emaciated
and starving Africans? Will the world fatigue
of the spectacle of flies buzzing around our
decomposing faces? Climate change batters
us with a punitive ferocity reserved for those
whose humanity is always in question. How
do we mourn when others forget? If grief and
mourning require witnessing, time, seclusion,
rites and weeping, when will we mourn
when we die without pause? What does it
mean not to attend the funeral of a loved one
because we cannot travel under lockdown?
Do we keen on the other end of the phone?
Do we dial into the funeral?
And so we count the dead with bated
breath. Daily, we call home hoping the viral
spread will miraculously pass by. How will we
mourn when we cannot say goodbye? How
much more dying can our collective psyches
take before we succumb to the sweet
temptation of forgetting and madness? Will
our nightmares allow forgetting? Will we
ever pause to take stock of black death and
its sedimented traumas? How do we brace
ourselves for the deadly tsunami about to
overtake us in this iteration of dying?
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by Pule Welch
http://www.isibheqe.org.za

IGCIWANYANA LAMAGODA-2

CORONAVIRUS-2

Igama elithi “Khorona” lisho “umqhele” noma “indingiliza”, ngoba
izingqamuzana zakhona zingungwa ngezicoco zamagoda.

The name “Corona” means “crown’ or ‘circle”, because the
cells in question are encircled with a ringlet of tufts.

Amagoda wona ayazibophisisa olwelwesini lwengqamuzana
yephaphu lomuntu, bese igciwanyana liyangena phakathi.

The tufts adhere themselves to the membrane of the lung
cell of a person, then the virus enters it.

Uma selingenile liqala ukuzandisa, kuze kube kugcwele
amagciwanyana engqamuzaneni, asuka aqhumisa olwelwesini
aqala ukuthelela kwezinye.

When it has entered it begins to replicate itself, until the cell is
full of viruses, which then burst the membrane and begin to
infect other cells.

Ngalendlela amagciwanyana lawo ayagulisa umuntu ngesifo
samaphaphu.

In this way these viruses make a person sick with lung disease.
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Covid-19 and India’s

Development
Crisis
O

n 31 December last year, as China first
alerted the WHO about several cases of
unusual pneumonia in the port city of
Wuhan, India was in the throes of the largest protests
the country had witnessed since Narendra Modi and
the right-wing Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) first took power in 2014. Thousands of
people were on the streets, protesting against antiMuslim citizenship laws, and the nation looked set to
face a 2020 that would revolve around a contest over
the future of its secular constitutional democracy.
Three months later, the equations have changed
as the Covid-19 pandemic has tightened its grip
on the world. India registered its first case of the
virus in late January. Since then, and at the time
of writing, the number of cases has increased to
4218, and 111 people have died as a result of the
illness This is moderate compared to countries like
China, Italy, Iran, and the United States, but the
prognosis for India does not look good. In fact,
even conservative estimates suggest that India will
see approximately a million confirmed cases and as
many as 30,000 deaths by late May.
Lockdown and Exodus
How have Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his
party – the right-wing Hindu nationalist Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) – responded to this situation?
Initially, Modi pursued a cautiously optimistic “don’t
panic” approach. As the situation worsened, he
declared a one-day People’s Curfew on Sunday
22 March, and encouraged Indians to bang pots
and pans from their balconies as an expression
of appreciation of their fellow citizens providing
essential services. A spectacle ensued, in which
middle-class Indians took out processions in their
neighbourhoods – more as an expression of their
admiration of Modi than anything else, and in
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“While I struggle
to sleep at night
knowing that
people around us
have no food, being
part of Cape Town
Together is at least
letting me dream
of the possibility of
a different future.
It has shown me
that parts of Cape
Town distant from
Gugulethu physically
and financially can be
my community too.”
Pamela Silwana, Gugulethu
resident

complete violation of anything remotely resembling
social distancing.
Things changed just two days later. On Tuesday 24
March, Modi declared a 21-day lockdown, exhorted
Indians to practise social distancing and careful
hand hygiene, and warned against hoarding and
panic buying of basic goods. The 1.3 billion-strong
nation was given all of four hours to prepare for an
unprecedented disruption of everyday life. “The
nation will have to certainly pay an economic cost
because of this lockdown. However, to save the life of
each and every Indian is our top most priority,” Modi
said in his address to the nation. “Hence, it is my plea
to you to continue staying wherever you are right
now in the country.”
The country’s 120 million migrant workers,
however, did not abide by the Prime Minister’s
appeal. Instead, the past ten days have witnessed
a massive exodus as migrant workers have begun
making their way back from India’s mega-cities to
their villages in rural areas on foot along interstate
highways. There are good reasons why these
workers ignored Modi’s plea for Indian citizens to
stay put. Their livelihoods evaporated as a result
of the lockdown: “Work just disappeared,” a young
plumber, who was making his way from Mumbai
to his village in Madhya Pradesh, told a journalist.
In such circumstances, rural homes hold out the
promise of at least some kind of subsistence.
But getting there is gruelling – many migrant
workers walk for days on end, covering hundreds of
kilometres with their families. Many have embarked
on their journey without sufficient food, and have
found themselves at the receiving end of harsh
and humiliating treatment by state authorities.
In Bareilly district in the northern state of Uttar
Pradesh, for example, a group of returning workers
were rounded up in a bus stand and hosed down
with a disinfectant based on sodium hypochlorite
– the main ingredient in bleach. Others have been
sent back to where they came from, as Modi’s
government has ordered state borders to be sealed.
So far, 22 migrant workers are reported to have died
while trying to make their way back home. “The only
thing that kept us moving,” said one female factory
worker who had spent four days on the road with her
family, “was that we had nowhere else to go.”
A Crisis Beyond the Pandemic
It would be profoundly misleading to chalk up
India’s current situation only to the exceptional
circumstances brought about by a biomedical
emergency. There is no doubt that India is
confronting a major crisis, but this is a first
and foremost a crisis of uneven and unequal
development. In fact, the impact of the pandemic
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can only be understood in terms of how it
intertwines with India’s slow-burning development
crisis.
What does that mean? Isn’t India one of the
dynamos of the world economy, and an emerging
power on the global stage? For sure, this is the image
that Modi prefers to tout both to India’s citizens and
to the world more generally. But it is very far from the
actual truth.
Contrary to Modi’s promise during the 2014
election campaign that he would extend the
development miracle that he claimed to have
engineered in his home state of Gujarat, which he
ruled from 2001 to 2014, the BJP government has
actually presided over a protracted slowdown in
the Indian economy. In fact, late last year, India’s real
gross domestic product growth rate was reported
to have shrunk to 4.5%, the lowest the country had
seen in 26 quarters. This is the climax of a process
of stagnation that has been ongoing, according to
data from the World Bank, since 2016. Consumption
and investments are down, and activity in the
manufacturing and construction sectors has also
contracted significantly in recent years. And all of this
this is despite Modi’s tax cuts to the rich.
Covid-19 will undoubtedly worsen this scenario.

Last Friday, the Asian Development Bank cut India’s
growth forecast for 2020 to 4% – and that is based
on the assumption that the pandemic dissipates and
full economic activity resumes in the third quarter of
the year. As lockdowns and social distancing further
dampen economic activity, unemployment will
increase much beyond its current 45-year high of
8.5% of the country’s workforce.
However, the slowdown under Modi is just the
tip of the iceberg. The tremors of the coronavirus
pandemic will hit an economy shot through with
fault lines that have only deepened since India began
to liberalise its economy in the early 1990s. The most
evident fault line is this: despite the fact that India’s
economy grew strongly from the early 2000s up to
2016, some 60% of the population lives on less than
$3.10 a day, while the richest 1% in the country hold
more than four times the total wealth of the poorest
70% and the top 10% earn 56% of all income.
What these numbers reveal is that economic
growth in India has failed to reach the country’s
working classes in any meaningful sense. And
this, in turn, has to be understood in light of the
fact that more than 90% of all Indian workers are
employed in the country’s informal sector where
wages are low, working conditions poor, and
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access to social protection very limited. The Covid19-fuelled intensification of India’s slowdown will
doubtlessly deal its harshest blow to this disposable
workforce. Street vendors and factory hands,
domestic workers, carpenters and plumbers, taxi
drivers and rickshaw pullers, construction workers
and daily labourers – these are just some of the
precarious workers whose livelihoods are now being
dramatically undermined by the impact of the
coronavirus.
The cruel paradox here is very clear. When the
Indian economy was growing at higher rates, this was
in large part fuelled by the cheap labour provided
by the country’s informal working class. And now,
it is precisely their informal status that makes this
working class so intensely vulnerable – not just
because they are easily hired and fired, but also
because their access to social protection and public
welfare services is extremely limited. In a nutshell,
what we will see unfold in the time ahead, are
the perverse consequences of the world’s largest
democracy having consistently failed to extend social
rights to its poorest and most vulnerable citizens.
This becomes even clearer when we consider
the fact that India, a middle-income country, has
invested very little of the fruits of the growth that the
country has witnessed in its social infrastructure. As a
result, India’s development indicators — for example,
infant mortality rates and malnutrition — are far
weaker than those of poorer South Asian neighbours
such as Bangladesh, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka. The
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situation is particularly grave when it comes to
healthcare. Consider, for example, that in 2017, India
had only 0.5 government hospital beds per 1,000
people – an “abysmally low” ratio even in the best
of circumstances according to researchers at the
Brookings Foundation – and that there is only one
public sector doctor for every 10,189 people in India.
In contrast, the WHO recommends one doctor per
1,000 people.
These numbers are a direct result of low levels
of investment in public healthcare in India —
according to the WHO, India ranks as number 184
out of 191 countries across the world in terms of
public spending on health care as a share of GDP,
and spending has stagnated around 1% of GDP over
the past two decades. Countries such as Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh, and Indonesia spend far more than this,
and even low-income countries spend an average
of 1.4% of GDP on healthcare. The dismal levels of
public spending on healthcare compel people to
resort to the private medical sector, and this in turn
pushes 63 million Indians into poverty every year
as a result of the out-of-pocket expenses that they
incur.
With the pressure that is bound to come, there
is no doubt that this system will buckle. And when
it does, it is the working poor, who are vastly more
exposed to infection due to crowded dwellings and
insanitary living conditions – as many as 160 million
people don’t have access to clean water, and 600
million Indians face acute water shortages – that will
be the hardest hit. In other words, those who were
always expendable in India’s predatory economy will
also be vastly overrepresented among those who
perish in the coming weeks and months.
Relief From Above?
Can India’s poor look to the current regime for
succour in this situation? I doubt it.
Five days after he ordered the lockdown, Narendra
Modi, in his weekly radio programme, apologized
to the country’s poor: “My conscience tells me that
you will definitely forgive me as I had to take certain
decisions which have put you in a lot difficulty,” the
Prime Minister said. Apologies, however, do very
little to fill empty pockets and empty stomachs, and
the same can be said for his tweet, on the same day,
which listed quilt-making and learning how to cook
new dishes as some of the ways in which Indians
were coping with the lockdown. It is also unlikely
that Modi’s tweet the following day, which showed
an animated version of his yoga routine, achieved
much by way of alleviating the plight of the working
poor. Whether his call for Indians to spend nine
minutes at five in the afternoon on 9 April shining
“candles or diyas, torches or mobile flashlights” in
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doors and on balconies will be more useful in this
regard remains to be seen.
But what about the more tangible measures that
have been announced to address the needs of the
poor? After the lockdown was implemented, the
Indian Finance Minister announced a relief package
to the value of $22 billion. This might sound
promising, but as medical journalist Vidya Krishnan
has pointed out, the amount is woefully inadequate
when we consider that it only amounts to 0.8% of
GDP. This is negligible in and of itself compared to
the packages provided by governments elsewhere,
and careful examination has shown that, due to
the fact that much of the package revolves around
frontloading and refreshing existing schemes and
initiatives, its actual value stands at approximately
$8.1 billion.
Day labourers and other informal sector workers
stand to receive very little from the relief package,
and there are also no measures for migrant workers.
Cash transfers of $7 per month will be woefully
inadequate in a context where wages are vanishing
and much the same can be said about the provision
of five kilos of rice or wheat and one kilo of pulses
per month per person for the next three months.
In addition, the actual delivery of food aid is likely
to take time and to be hampered by the lack of an
adequate infrastructure for provision. This, of course,
should come as no surprise, given that India, despite
being a food-surplus country, ranked as number 102
of 117 countries on the Global Hunger Index in 2019.
When we reflect on the prospects of India’s
working poor, it is also important to recall that the
villages that many migrant workers are heading
back to have been embroiled in a decades-long
agrarian crisis that have undermined their capacity
to function like a safety net. In short, this crisis
revolves around a pincer movement where the costs
of cultivation have escalated strongly, while at the
same time, agricultural incomes have declined or
stagnated. This has resulted in increasing levels of
indebtedness, and indebtedness has in turn led tens
of thousands of farmers and agricultural workers to
commit suicide – in 2016, for example, which is the
last year for which data is available, more than 11,300
farmers and agricultural workers took their own lives.
The Covid-19 pandemic is already intensifying this
crisis. Crops are currently ripening in the fields, but
despite the fact that the Ministry of Home Affairs has
exempted agricultural activities from the lockdown,
farmers across India fear that they will not be able to
harvest, transport, and sell their crops. In addition,
the autumn crop is likely to be disrupted. Despite this,
the Modi regime’s relief package offers little to India’s
already ravaged agricultural sector. The outcome, as
veteran journalist P. Sainath has pointed out, could be

a dramatic worsening of an already precarious food
security situation in India.
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Looking Ahead – From Below
The current situation in India brings home a more
general point – namely that the Covid-19 pandemic
plays itself out on economic and social terrains that
have become perversely unequal over the past four
decades, and that it intensifies those inequalities
in devastating ways. In this context, glib assertions
from on high that “we are all in the same boat”
are not only meaningless; they are downright
dangerous because they obscure these inequalities
and the asymmetrical power relations that underpin
them. And this, in turn, diverts attention from the
imperative of challenging these inequalities through
collective action from below.
What would such collective action look like in
India? First and foremost, it means that oppositional
forces have to mobilize around immediate demands
for a drastic expansion of social security for the
working poor. Indeed, this is already happening
through the activism of the labour rights group The
Working People’s Charter, which has demanded
that the Modi government establish a $6,5 billion
emergency fund to address the needs of workers
in India’s informal sector. The group has also
demanded expansion of cash transfers and food
distribution, as well as immediate initiatives to
expand access to healthcare for the working poor
and to regulate the prices of essential commodities
such as food and medicines. Since the imposition
of the lockdown, we have also seen NGOs and
civil society groups engaging in relief activities
independent of the state – for example food
distribution to migrant workers on the move from
cities to the countryside.
Mobilizing and organizing for an immediate
expansion of social protection for the working
poor is absolutely crucial in the present moment,
but progressive responses, both from political
parties and from social movements, must extend
beyond this to address India’s development crisis.
Most fundamentally, this entails a struggle for
social citizenship and radical redistribution in
the world’s largest democracy. Rallying around
social citizenship also provides an opening for
linking such a struggle to the concerns and
demands of those who, until very recently, were
on the frontlines of the struggle against the BJP’s
anti-Muslim citizenship legislation. In the long
run, it is only a fusion of the defence of secular
civil and political citizenship with the struggle
for social citizenship that can halt India’s descent
into deeper inequality and a malevolent religious
majoritarianism.
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What Africa can learn from
Cuba in combating the

COVID-19
pandemic
I

t is close to four months since the first case of
COVID-19 was reported in China and today the
world is faced with one of the worst health,
humanitarian and economic crises in modern history.
The pandemic not only threatens to take hundreds of
thousands of human lives but also to drive the global
economy into recession and render millions of people
unemployed.
The crisis triggered by COVID-19 is voracious to
the extent that highly industrialised countries which
constitute the centre of the global economy, such
as the United States of America (USA), the United
Kingdom (UK), France and Germany, are some of the
most worst affected, with health systems that are
failing to cope.
A number of analysts have argued that COVID-19
represents the failure of the global capitalist system,
which survives on greed and the plundering of
resources and the ecosystem (see Shivji 2020; Editorial
2020). In essence, this may mean the collapse of the
system. The COVID-19 outbreak is a long-coming signal
that calls for a rethink of a broader economic trajectory
and policy frameworks to liberate people in peripheries
from a hierarchical globalised capitalist system that
has plunged people of the South into deteriorating
living conditions. For example, the African continent
has borne the brunt of the globalised capitalist system
as shown by the below-substandard life-threatening
healthcare system”. To date, there are countries in the
South that have been able to contain and deal with the
pandemic and this article draws lessons, inspiration and
courage from Cuba and Venezuela. In what follows, the
paper discusses policy frameworks, the importance of
solidarity and other crucial interventions that African
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countries can immediately implement in the short
to medium term to contain COVID-19 and eliminate
poverty.
COVID-19 and neoliberal capitalism
There is no doubt that the spread of COVID-19 is
directly linked to neoliberal capitalism, a global
economic system that has been dominant over the
past four decades. The effect of neoliberal capitalism
on the health system has been a retreat of the state
in providing basic healthcare services in many African
countries, and this has seen the privatisation of the

“Cuba has made advances in fighting this pandemic and there are
specific features inherent in these countries that we must closely
analyse. These include development paths pursued by these countries
that place emphasis on egalitarianism, complete repudiation of the
capitalist path, strong investments in public healthcare systems,
internationalism, solidarity and voluntarism.”
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Institute for Agrarian Studies, Rhodes University

healthcare sector. Globally, this phenomenon has
resulted in a catastrophe particularly in the recent
days of COVID-19 where access to healthcare has been
the preserve of the rich. Many African countries have
since their transition from colonialism been unable to
fully develop their public health systems due to fiscal
constraints imposed by World Bank and International
Monetary Fund (IMF) prescriptions centred on limiting
government expenditure in the public health sector.
The privatisation of the health sector now manifests
itself in the inability to absorb the growing number
of COVID-19 victims not only in the metropolis but in
peripheral countries as well. The failure to provide free
or affordable tests and shortages of personal protective
equipment (PPE) for health workers who are leading
the fight against this pandemic are all indicators of
a capitalist system that has failed to deliver in this
neoliberal era.
Amidst crisis there is hope. Despite attempts by
neoliberal apologists and mainstream international

“When we talk of
Africa, we must
however take into
account its historical
and present realities.
Colonialism,
neoliberalism
and in some cases
poor leadership
have rendered
African states
almost incapable
of resolving some
of these emerging
issues.”

media to project capitalism as the only solution to
the crisis we are facing. Cuba has made advances
in fighting this pandemic and there are specific
features inherent in these countries that we must
closely analyse. These include development paths
pursued by these countries that place emphasis on
egalitarianism, complete repudiation of the capitalist
path, strong investments in public healthcare systems,
internationalism, solidarity and voluntarism.
It is important to state at this point that in spite
of sanctions and other economic and political
destabilisation tactics employed by the USA and its
key allies against Cuba for close to six decades, the
number of COVID-19 fatalities it has recorded is among
the lowest worldwide. Cuba’s Minister of Public Health
Dr Jose Angel Miranda reported that by 29 March
2020, a total of 139 cases and three deaths had been
recorded. This is in contrast to the USA which despite
its wealth now has over 300 000 COVID cases and more
than 10 000 fatalities, with the fatality level surpassing
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1000 on some days. This present COVID-19 lethality in
the capitalist system calls for analysis as it defies the
common narrative that a privatised healthcare system
is efficient and accessible when services are required.
Thus, the capitalist system’s touts under the so-called
banner of the invisible hand that it can sort out any
demand and supply challenges, defies logic. Below we
discuss the health sector in Cuba.
Socialising the healthcare system
It is important at this stage to acknowledge the
wisdom of Fidel Castro, the former leader of Cuba,
who saw through the evils of privatision and
commodification of the public health sector. Unlike
many countries in the North and the South that
privatised their public health systems, President Fidel
Castro did the opposite by ensuring that support for
this sector was increased and made available to all
members of the society.
Although faced with an economic embargo, it must
be emphatically stated that the country has been a
shining star in the fight against COVID-19. Quite clearly,
the successes are rooted in the universal healthcare
system and tough measures put in place by President
Raul Castro. These measures include declaration of a
health emergency, home visits to all citizens suspected
to be infected and offering free treatment. This is unlike
many countries where such services could only be
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accessed after payment of a certain fee. Patnaik (2020a)
notes that the current crisis has brought about:
“the socialisation of healthcare and production of some
essential services, which departs from the capitalist norm;
and the more severe the crisis the greater is the degree of
socialisation.”
There is no doubt that the socialisation and
nationalisation of healthcare services is something
that was learnt from countries such as Cuba. This
phenomenon has advanced with varying intensity in
highly capitalist countries such as Spain, the UK and the
USA and it is an approach which must be emulated by
African countries in the fight against COVID-19.
When we talk of Africa, we must however take into
account its historical and present realities. Colonialism,
neoliberalism and in some cases poor leadership have
rendered African states almost incapable of resolving
some of these emerging issues. The plausible way
forward is to rethink development models best suited
for the continent instead of adopting prescriptions
from the Bretton Woods Institutions which have stalled
development on the continent. Key in this will be a
reversal of privatisation and adoption of universal
healthcare.
The continent, alongside other developing regions,
has experienced a brain drain in the health sector and
the time to put this to an end is now. The presence of
healthcare workers is critical in minimising the damage
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in times of outbreaks such as COVID-19. As Max Ajl
(2020) notes:
“Training excellent nurses and doctors can be done
extremely cheaply, part of the reason Cuba has a worldclass medical system. But if wrenched from a nation
through the quiet inducement of market coercion or the
louder process of social dislocation/primitive accumulation
on a national scale, the commonwealth resource of
medical training can become a resource to be pillaged.”
The loss of health personnel to the metropolis
is not only a loss of human personnel but financial
resources for peripheral states. This is so because
underdeveloped countries pour resources into
training health personnel for the benefit of developed
countries; this is an important indicator highlighting
new forms of imperialism under global contemporary
neoliberal capitalism. Although recognising that it
is almost impossible to halt the brain drain given
the unequal power relations on the world stage, it is
equally important for developing countries to put in
place mechanisms to slow this brain drain.
Another key lesson to be drawn from Cuba in the
face of a massive skills haemorrhage, is the use of an
important untapped resource in the form of medical
students and volunteers who can be equipped to
work under supervisors in times of outbreaks such as
COVID-19. The story of Cuba’s containment of COVID-19
would be incomplete without mentioning the role of
volunteers in spreading the message and door-to-door
treatment of affected and infected people. This can
only happen when there is a sense of patriotism which
compels everyone to save people and the nation.
Venezuela has also shown that the issuing of food
packs, which is a socialist approach, can despite the
battering of its economy, help during times of disaster
such as COVID-19. This a recognition that during
disaster-enforced lockdowns, most people are unable
to work and fend for their families. A food distribution
programme, if implemented alongside suspension of
payment of rentals and protection of worker rights,
can go a long way in protecting Africans during these
difficult times and this is an important lesson to be
drawn from Venezuela.
International solidarity
One of the major failures of neoliberal capitalism at this
current juncture has been its resort to inward-looking
strategies and the practice of “new nationalisms”
(see Shivji 2020) and fascism (Patnaik 2020b; Yeros
and Jha, 2020). By this we make reference to what we
have seen of late in developed countries, with the
exception of Portugal, where the state has turned
against immigrants in offering health and other social
services. This phenomenon has also been witnessed
in some countries located in the South. Instead of
sending medical supplies to rescue a continent that

has been ravaged by imperialism for over a century,
western countries are sending aeroplanes to evacuate
their nationals as if COVID-19 originated from Africa. The
metropolis has been found wanting when it comes to
international solidarity.
Turning to Cuba, we learn a number of lessons.
Despite having its own challenges whose origins are
rooted in the international onslaught led by the USA,
Cuba is currently present in 13 countries, which include
Andorra, Italy, Spain, China, Venezuela and Caribbean
nations, to help fight against COVID-19. Turning to
Africa, there is clearly a need for close cooperation
among African states at this stage and it is surprising
that since the outbreak, there has been no notable
collective action or statement coming from the
leadership of the African Union on how it proposes
to tackle the pandemic. The continent can build on
the already existing sub-regional blocks to launch an
offensive against the pandemic.

“Despite having
its own challenges
whose origins
are rooted in the
international
onslaught led by
the USA, Cuba is
currently present in
13 countries, which
include Andorra,
Italy, Spain, China,
Venezuela and
Caribbean nations,
to help fight against
COVID-19.“

Conclusion
To end, emphasis must be placed on the need
to abandon the neoliberal path in economic
development and social service provision for the
continent to be able to deal with COVID-19 and other
health system challenges that are likely to emerge in
future. Apart from denouncing the privatisation agenda
of health and other social services, it is also important
to socialise the health services and the production of
essential services. The need to utilise the untapped
resource of medical students and volunteers while
dealing with the brain drain in the health sector cannot
be overemphasised. Lastly, as already highlighted
international solidarity is critical when dealing with
global challenges such as COVID-19. The African Union
and sub-regional bodies must step up and be counted
in critical times like these. COVID-19 is a real test for
the African leadership and an opportune platform for
charting a new pro-poor development path.
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Psychosocial
needs
of women in informal settlements:
Creating a humanities agenda during and post COVID-19

C

OVID-19 is an unexpected virus with
unprecedented consequences that has rocked
and shocked the global community. Global
and national television, as well as alternative news
media, provide daily and sometimes hourly updates
on infection and death rates. South Africa’s COVID-19
National Command Council provides detailed daily
reports reduced to its lowest common denominator
such as the sex, province and tangible geographic
locations of those who succumb to the virus. This
detailed mode of reporting, although unprecedented,
is germane and proper for our democracy.
This is probably a favourable time to generate
a South African (collective) sense of belonging as
the virus displays its non-discriminatory nature,
showing that it will not discriminate based on race,
gender, sexual orientation, socio-economic status or
geographic location.
Yet understandably global and national public
discourse on COVID-19 is rooted almost exclusively
on a medical model of intervention. Undesirably,
overemphasising this model could be at the risk of
discounting psychosocial impacts of the virus on poor
and other vulnerable communities, particularly, for the
purpose of this opinion piece, women living in informal
settlements. Like all other citizens, these women are
required by law to exercise social distancing in their
limited physical space, in addition to fulfilling other
roles such as managing how their children practise
social distancing in confined spaces, along with other
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competing priorities they must accomplish for their
and their families’ survival.
As recently as 5 April 2020, the following headline,
“Living through a coronavirus pandemic: Moms anxious
about their children’s welfare”, appeared in an IOL
news report by Karishma Dipa. The article eloquently
articulates the actual sentiments of an interviewed
mother: “I’m from a big family, and they are always
asking to hold and play with her (baby) but they
don’t wash their hands as often as we do, and we are
struggling to keep a distance from each other.”
The mother goes on to say that “their lackadaisical
approach” to the pandemic could result in them
contracting the virus and then infecting her and her
daughter. Further, she expresses the psychological
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. “The lockdown has
been very stressful for me because most of the people
in my village have not been taking it seriously.”
A similar sentiment on social distancing was
publicised in a tweet on 4 April from our president Cyril
Ramaphosa: “The @UN are aware of specific spatial
challenges in Africa that make isolation and distancing
difficult.” (pic.twitter.com/4Vz7EN6LOO Cyril Ramaphosa
(@CyrilRamaphosa) (Eye Witness News). Green and Farr
in the Daily Maverick intentionally clarify the following
in their news report on coronavirus: “Shack settlements
are places in which life has never been confined to the
indoors. People go out, share bathrooms and need
time out on the street. Imported solutions designed
for the elite and middle-class areas cannot be imposed
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settlement is like being a soldier in a war. It is everyone’s
problem and we can’t’ continue to ignore them.
They are a reflection of a failure of our society.” Even
international institutions recognise “Reaching out to
friends and family is critical, as well as paying attention
to the impact our physical health can have on our
mental health - from diet and exercise to getting
enough natural light and a little fresh air.” (BBC news, 2
April 2020). As humanities researchers and academics,
are we ready for this journey now and post COVID-19?
Are we able to transcend our interventions from talk
shops to “intervention shops”?

in these areas, especially if the objective is to improve
health in body and mind.”
Yet the rest of the world believes citizen’s lives
during the pandemic are equal. Mothers believe the
woes of parenting are universal, undermining the
socioeconomic circumstances of the majority. Men
and women believe that sympathising with the cause
of vulnerable people in informal settlements during
COVID-19 implies they understand their plight. Citizens
around the world transmit messages of the vulnerable
via social media platforms and are elated at some form
of acknowledgement they receive for forwarding some
vulnerable woman’s challenge. Those with unlimited
data and wifi access express pity and believe they are
have contributed to the daily struggles of vulnerable
women.
This is foolhardy. Unless we have walked the journey
of the disadvantaged and poor we cannot pretend
to understand. Unless we have lived or physically
been in informal settlements or similar geographic
spaces then it is improbable that we understand.
We cannot pretend that women living in informal
settlements have the same concerns and facilities as
their bourgeoisie counterparts about their children’s
education when their most immediate focus is on
accessing clean (optional) running water and dignified
sanitation. COVID-19 has refocused us. Yet our
responses to COVID-19 continue to be predicated on
bourgeoisie and medical discourse.
Humanities academics must stand up and
be counted
Will the rest of the world and humanities academics
in particular be enablers in perpetuating inequalities
experienced by women living in informal and slum
spaces or will we as an academic community stand up
and be counted during this pandemic?
Will the virus coerce academics to reflect on ways
to aggregate data sets collected from vulnerable
communities (for PhD’s and publications) to plausible
community interventions? Have we reflected on
aggregating data (previously generated for disciplinespecific purposes) to emerge with co-ordinated
interventions that transcend academic purposes such
as attaining qualifications and producing publications?
Is it possible that we can show mettle by testing our
individual level of care and commitment to those who
have enabled us to live our privileged lifestyles? Are we
capable of suspending our own needs during these
challenging times by investing our energies in bringing
together humanities researchers in a co-ordinated
manner to give back to women (and others) in informal
and vulnerable geographic spaces?
I am influenced by Rise - Episode 4 (SABC Education
Shows): Informal settlements (SABC TV), where
the following was expressed: “Living in an informal

“The intention of this
piece is to provoke
debate on how a
larger community
of academics and
researchers in the
humanities may
meaningfully
contribute to
ameliorating some
of the psychosocial
impact on women
living in informal
and other unequal
geographic spaces
by translating their
findings to solutions.”

Best practices are missing from the SA debate
My own keen observation of the South African
public COVID-19 debates and information
dissemination has not evidenced reflections or an
iota of interest in borrowing best practices from
countries that previously experienced and largely
survived natural disasters such as Hurricane Katrina
(2010), Indian Ocean Tsunami (2004), Cyclone
Nargis, Burma, Sri Lanka (2008), Haiti Earthquake
(2010), Tohoku Earthquake and Tsunami (2011).
Documented evidence demonstrates how these
countries managed psychosocial impacts on
vulnerable communities and women in slums and
informal settlements. Neither have I seen any public
reference to scientifically documented lessons on
the psychosocial impact of the Spanish Flu (1918),
Asian Flu (1957), Hong Kong Flu (1968), Russian Flu
(1997) or Swine Flu (2009) as a compass to inform
psychosocial interventions for vulnerable and unequal
communities in South Africa.
The Economist (E @ The Economist) reminds us:
“Suppression strategies (e.g. social distancing) may
work for a while. But there needs to be an exit strategy.”
The words of a Chinese doctor Ai (The Guardian, 11
March 2020) in the time of COVID-19 further reminds
us of the role we may play during this calamity: “Give a
voice to those less heard.” Those less heard could very
well be the humanities nationally and internationally.
Humanities has the scientific power to fulfil the
United Nations’ 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG). However, these goals will be bereft of meaning
unless we fulfil SDG 5 “Achieve(ing) gender equality and
empowering all women and girls.”
The intention of this piece is to provoke debate on
how a larger community of academics and researchers
in the humanities may meaningfully contribute
to ameliorating some of the psychosocial impact
on women living in informal and other unequal
geographic spaces by translating their findings to
solutions.
Professor Nirmala Gopal is an academic activist on
human rights and is anti any form of oppression and
discriminatory behaviour.
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Introduction
South Africa, like most countries in the world, is
dealing with the coronavirus, also known as Covid
-19. In its attempts to ensure that the spread of this
virus is arrested, the government declared a state of
disaster, which was followed by a declaration of a
21-day lockdown. What has been apparent to me in
the government’s attempts to deal with the pandemic
is that context matters. Whether through President
Ramaphosa’s addresses to the nation or regulations
announced by Ministers, the government’s challenge
has been ensuring that the regulations are workable
in different contexts. Below are some of the key issues
where the measures and regulations were arguably
inconsistent with some of the contextual realities in
which they were to be implemented, thus reminding
us about certain long-standing socioeconomic
challenges that seem to be perpetually deferred.

The
outbreak
of Covid-19 in South African:

The re-emergence of contextual realities

Measures announced by the World Health
Organization
The World Health Organization (WHO) has
recommended different measures countries need to
take to deal with Covid-19. These measures, which
South Africa has adopted, include social distancing,
constant washing of hands with water and soap, using
alcohol-based hand sanitisers and implementing
lockdowns. While these measures are well intended
medically, they are underpinned by the assumptions
that people can afford to implement them. In South
Africa and possibly in many other developing countries,
a large section of the population may find it difficult
or impossible to do so. There are many informal
settlements where people live in overcrowded
conditions, lack access to running water and lack space
for self-isolation, all of which are likely to undermine
the effective implementation of the measures and
regulations. As the principal of a school located in a
township with an informal settlement, I know that
implementing these measures is a challenge. It is
common to find five people living in a two-room shack.
The government’s attempts of acting with speed by
implementing strict lockdown measures seem to be
underpinned by the understanding that a virus like this,
once it reaches some of these contexts, will be very
difficult or impossible to contain.
The Covid-19 pandemic provides all South Africans
and especially our government with an opportunity
to re-commit ourselves to deal with apartheid spatial
planning. It further raises the question of whether the
current political elites have the political will to do deal
with such issues beyond rhetoric.
Dependency on social security
The national statistics indicate that the money which
government spends on catering for those in our
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By Dr SH Ncwane

the complaints of taxi owners.
These two examples provide us with compelling
evidence of the need to support informal businesses
through regulation that assists them rather than
adding red tape. In the case of the taxi business, the
government needs to take bold decisions to assist the
industry, which has massive potential. For a role model,
the taxi industry could look to the Premier Soccer
League (PSL), one of the most successful black-owned
business, The PSL is the pride of the nation as it has
adopted professionalism in its approach. Government
could assist the taxi industry to professionalise by
providing well-deserved subsidies to an industry that
provides an important public service.

country who are unable to provide for themselves
is constantly increasing. This includes child support
grants, old age pensions, the school nutrition
programme, fee-free higher education for students
from poor households, free housing schemes, free
healthcare and no-fee schools. The television footage
of people queuing for social grants has illuminated this
time-ticking bomb once again. Seeing many of our
people unable to observe the social distancing rule
while waiting in these queues is a reminder of how
much still needs to be done to build people’s financial
independence.
The work that will need to be done post the
pandemic is not going to be easy. It will entail assessing
the damage done to the economy and finding
ways to achieve economic growth and increase the
employment rate. Even before the pandemic, Statistics
South Africa’s GDP figures for the previous quarter
indicated an economy in recession. Other economic
knocks were Moody’s downgrading of South Africa to
junk status, state capture and corruption, insufficient
energy sources to support economic growth (loadshedding) and bailouts for state-owned enterprises.
In this regard, the Covid-19 outbreak reminds us that
our Constitution enshrines our inherent dignity. Central
to the notion of inherent dignity is the ability for every
person to provide for his or her family rather than being
a recipient social grants, even those in the form of socalled dignity packs.
Informal business and formal business
The pandemic has once again clearly demonstrated
the divide between formal and informal business in
this country, or between the haves and the have nots.
The formal sector is organised, has a voice and stands
a better chance of benefiting from the measures to
assist affected businesses, whereas the informal, with
little voice, does not stand a good chance of directly
benefiting from these measures. During the first few
days of the lockdown, we saw how most of the formal
grocery businesses, mostly supermarket chains, were
allowed to continue operating. The informal traders
lost a lot of business as they were initially not allowed
to trade. The government has since amended the
regulations dealing with the selling of food, thus
allowing informal food traders to sell under certain
conditions.
The initial crafting and promulgation of regulations
to deal with Covid-19 hit a snag when they failed to
deal with the contextual realities of South African
society. The divide between the haves, as represented
by chain stores and/or formal businesses, and the
have nots, as represented by informal traders, was not
initially taken into consideration. This challenge also
emerged when government was dealing with taxis,
and the regulations had to be amended to deal with

“The social
responsibility
shouldered by
schools is a reflection
of our country’s
failing socioeconomic
situation. The more
people there are
who have jobs and
are able to provide
for their family, the
less need there will
be for schools to take
on responsibilities
which are not their
core business.”

The social role played by schooling system
The outbreak of Covid-19 has made everybody
remember the social responsibility role played by
schools, especially disadvantaged schools. Over and
above their core business of teaching and learning,
schools play a critical social role in disadvantaged areas
through provision of meals and coordinating social
grants (as school principals are expected to confirm
learner attendance for the Department of Social
Development). At schools, learners have access to sport
and other useful activities they might not otherwise
participate in. Most importantly, learners who are at
school stand a better chance of avoiding social ills
such as drugs and crime. During this 21-day lockdown
period, many social commentators and activists have
expressed concern about the nutritional needs of
learners as they are not at school. Some households are
unable to provide food for the children, who may be
missing out on meals normally provided at schools.
The social responsibility shouldered by schools is
a reflection of our country’s failing socioeconomic
situation. The more people there are who have jobs and
are able to provide for their family, the less need there
will be for schools to take on responsibilities which are
not their core business. In these difficult times, however,
where Covid-19 has forced the closure of schools, there
is little that schools can do to fulfil their usual social
responsibilities, as the Minister of Basic Education, Mrs
Angie Motshekga, has pointed out.
Conclusion
This discussion has sought to illuminate the need for
context-responsive solutions in the way we respond
to the Covid-19 outbreak. South Africa is a highly
diverse country, making it very difficult to implement
regulations that are workable in all contexts. There
is no doubt that the lockdown experience is a steep
learning curve for our country – especially since our
schools, which in ordinary times fulfil a critical social
responsibility function, are not available to contribute
in this way.
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Social distancing, social grants
and other social expectations

A reflection
Background
The Corona Virus (Covid-19) berthed in South Africa
on 5 March 2020. Between then and the end of March,
1 353 people had tested positive from a total of 39
500 tested. Associated fatalities stood at five during
the same period (Department of Health, 2020). The
spatial distribution of the cases showed that Gauteng
Province accounted for 46.9%, followed by Western
Cape (24.0%), KwaZulu-Natal (13.2%) and Free State
(5.5%). The number of cases ranged from six to 14 in
Northern Cape, North West, Eastern Cape, Mpumalanga
and Limpopo provinces while a total of 90 cases
were unassigned owing to inadequate information
(Department of Health, 2020). Gauteng, Western Cape
and KwaZulu-Natal bearing over 84% of the cases
in South Africa speaks, among other things, to the
population profile of the three provinces (Odimegwu,
2016) and how the transmission of Covid-19 is
population dependent (loosely translated as crowd).
Collectively, these three provinces account for
about 57% of the South African population and their
population densities are among the top four in the
country (Statistics South Africa, 2018). While Gauteng
has a density of 810 people per square kilometre,
KwaZulu-Natal and Western Cape have 121 and 51
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respectively. Only Mpumalanga, with 59 people per
square kilometre, dislodges Western Cape from the top
three most densely populated provinces in the republic.
These figures underscore the need for effective social
distancing and restriction of movement to prevent
the spread of the communicable virus beyond
containment, as directed by President Cyril Ramaphosa.
Along with these restrictions, however, have come
other transmission risks that were not envisaged.
Emerging risks
Social grants payment
Older adults, people with disability, primary caregivers
of under-18 children and earning less than R4 800
a month, veterans and other beneficiaries of social
grants from the government of South Africa, besieged
their various pay-points from 30 March to receive their
monthly pay-outs. The crowds at these pay-points and
bank ATMs were unprecedented, largely because the
grantees needed the money to stock up their basic
needs in the few shops allowed to open as a result of
the lockdown and restriction of movements. The huge
numbers and anxiety caused by the payment, coming
days after the commencement of the lockdown,
saw the grantees clustering in groups, pushing and
shoving one another, and basically unable to maintain
the 1-metre to 1.5-metre social distance from the
nearest person to them. This heightens the risk of
transmitting the virus among this aged cohort with
notable vulnerability and low immunity (Almeida
et al., 2017; Olamijuwon and Odimegwu, 2017), and
among other grantees. It would not be surprising if
the number of cases among these groups soar in the
days succeeding the grant payments. And because
the grantees may not know that they are carriers,
members of their households may have equally been
exposed unwittingly.

By Prof Clifford Odimegwu and Yemi Adewoyin
Demography and Population Studies Programme
Schools of Public Health and Social Sciences,
University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa

Water shortage and informal settlements
Communities in Mafikeng, Durban, Cape Town,
Johannesburg and many others large settlements in
South Africa experience acute water shortage. In some
of these communities, the low pressure of supply,
relative to the high population served, makes water
supply inadequate. Proper hygiene and sanitation in
these communities are virtually impossible. To worsen
the supply situation, some of these communities
are characterised by a great deal of informality,
overcrowding, waste disposal problems, open
sewerage, poor ventilation and high-density residences
inhabited by people with very low income and the
unemployed. These conditions make it difficult to build
a healthy resilience against the many negative health
consequences of their unsalutary living environment
(Smith, 1995, Clark, 2013; Adewoyin, 2018). With
Covid-19, the inhabitants of these communities are also
expected to wash their hands for at least 20 seconds
and for as many times as possible in a single day, and
are expected to maintain good hygiene practices.
On Monday, 30 March, the first case of Covid-19
was reported in one such settlement – Alexandra,
Johannesburg. A day later, five inhabitants of the
community were quarantined for suspected infection.
Without water and adequate sanitation facilities being
provided and a timely contact tracing carried out, one
could only imagine the exponential rate of Covid-19
transmission in this community.
Patriotism, business and social expectations
Taxi Association
To control the spread of Covid-19 among the
commuting public, the Minister of Transport announced
the cessation of operation of public transport services.
The only exception was for the conveyance of members
of the public on essential duties. The directives included
operating hours for the taxis that would be involved in
such conveyance and the number of passengers they
could carry at a time. For instance, a typical 12-seater
taxi was expected to carry only five passengers. These
measures were meant to entrench social distancing
in the taxis. Less than five days after the directives,
the South African National Taxi Council (SANTACO)
threatened to embark on a strike. They argued that
conveying less than half of their taxi capacities while
holding transport fare and gasoline price constant
was unprofitable and grossly unsustainable. The strike
threat forced the minister to meet with the association
and review the directives. On the afternoon of 1t April,
he announced that 10-seater taxis could carry seven
passengers, 15-seaters could carry 10, etc. Much as
the threat appeared unpatriotic at a time the country
needed all the support and buy-in it could get to
combat the transmission, it was justifiable, and the
review does not appear to be a sustainable solution.

Just like any other business, taxi operation is run for
profit. Selected operators for the conveyance of persons
on essential duties on selected routes could be included
as beneficiaries of the government’s stimulus package
made available to some other sectors and businesses.

“The huge numbers
and anxiety caused
by the payment,
coming days after
the commencement
of the lockdown,
saw the grantees
clustering in groups,
pushing and shoving
one another, and
basically unable to
maintain the 1-metre
to 1.5-metre social
distance from the
nearest person
to them.”

House rents
Just like the taxi operators, commercial housing
obligates the landlords to collect rents at the beginning
of every month. With the lockdown and temporary
closure of businesses, many South Africans who are
engaged in the informal sector, are self-employed, work
on commission, and whose monthly income depends
on the continual operation of their business outfits,
are not guaranteed any income until the lockdown is
relaxed. By implication, therefore, these categories of
people will most likely draw from their savings to pay
their April rent. For those whose disposable income
cannot accommodate extra savings, they surely would
have a backlog to clear months after the expiration of
the lockdown. While other businesses are shut down
and counting their economic losses by the day, should
landlords reap full returns on their businesses or share in
the economic losses by forfeiting some percentages to
the tenants?
Conclusion
Covid-19 is here. Its prevalence will get worse before
it gets better because people may have been
exposed and infected without knowing or showing
symptoms yet. The results are only from those tested.
By maintaining social distancing and adhering to
other safety procedures, no new cases would be
recorded after a while and the curve would have been
completely flattened. The issues emanating from
managing this pandemic would serve as learning and
action points for making the society a better place
post-Covid-19.
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What does it mean to be

collectively
responsible?
A

s the world struggles to respond to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the phrase ‘collective
responsibility’ is constantly on our lips; we
have heard it from politicians, opinionistas and
academics. There is disagreement around the best
response strategy in the face of deep uncertainty;
but there is no uncertainty that this pandemic
requires a collective response. COVID-19 is forcing
us to confront the reality that while, for most of
us, much of what we do as individuals makes no
significant difference, what we do together will be
the measure of our survival.
Philosophers have long reflected on the question
of collective responsibility in both a forwardlooking (we have a collective duty to reduce social
contact) and a backward-looking sense (we are held
collectively responsible for our failure to reduce social
contact). There are a number of vexing questions
around, for example, what it means to be an agent
who can be held responsible or how we think
about the relationship between the individual and
the responsible collective of which they are a part.
There are also distinctions between different kinds of
responsibility: moral responsibility that leads to praise
or blame, and outcome or task responsibility that
points to an obligation to act in a certain way or to
rectify the situation (for example, paying one’s share
of reparations for a past injustice). For now, I thought
it would be helpful to share two features of collective
responsibility in my own research that can help us to
better understand what it might mean when we say
we are collectively responsible for our response to
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Individual actions interact to create
collective outcomes
The first feature of collective responsibility is that
it calls upon us to reflect not just on our own
individual actions, but the result of our actions
taken together. The great challenge we currently
face is that it can be hard for some individuals
to accept that one has a moral responsibility to
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“The question
citizens need to ask
themselves in the
face of a global
pandemic is not then
‘what difference will
my individual action
make?’but ‘how will
my action interact
with others’ actions?’
and, ‘what can
we do together?’. “

socially isolate when, considering their action alone,
it is likely to make little difference if they go visit
a friend, this one time. Even if they are currently
infectious, perhaps passing on the disease to two to
three people doesn’t, alone, feel that consequential.
Yet, as the many infographics circulating on social
media seek to convey, now, more than ever, we
have to consider not just what our action alone
might do, but how our individual actions interact
with others’ individual actions to create a collective
outcome.
My research considers these collective outcomes
with regards to our consumer actions and our
influence on our governments. It highlights
how, as citizens of a particular state, we share
a geographical space and shared institutional
structures, and as such, we have a responsibility
to pay attention to how our sometimes innocent
individual actions interact to create morally
troubling collective outcomes, even when we
do not jointly intend them to do so. Consider
environmental problems such as overfishing: while
individuals choosing to fish in a particular lake is
morally neutral in most cases, the combination
of a large number of people making that same
individual choice can lead to the collective
outcome of an overfished lake.
As citizens of a particular state, we have the
institutional resources to co-ordinate in cases
where a lack of co-ordination leads to morally
bad outcomes. The question citizens need to ask
themselves in the face of a global pandemic is
not then ‘what difference will my individual action
make?’ but ‘how will my action interact with others’
actions?’ and, ‘what can we do together?’.
Distribute actions according to ability,
skill or resources
The second helpful feature of collective
responsibility in my view is how it can account for
the unifying call to action, while also allowing for
the required actions to be distributed according to
ability, skill or resources. When we are considering
our forward-looking collective responsibility, the
question of what we can do together, we need to
think about what that means in terms of actions for
each of us as citizens. In my view, the collective
responsibility belongs to us as a collective, not as
individuals (none of us alone can stop the spread of
COVID-19), but we all individually have an
obligation to do our bit of the collective
responsibility. These layers of responsibility might
sound unnecessarily complicated, but they
highlight that while we are all equally members of a
responsible collective, ‘our bit’ of this collective
responsibility might differ.

By Dr Christine Hobden
Department of Philosophy, University of Fort Hare
Iso Lomso Fellow, Stellenbosch Institute of Advanced Study

This is important because talk of collective
responsibility can tend to obscure deep inequality
within the collective. We know that the burden of
this pandemic, and the measures to overcome it,
fall unevenly. To start, while some of us continue
to work remotely from our homes, others have
to venture out to perform essential services, and
others find themselves unemployed and unable
to seek new work. What it means to stay at home
also vastly differs between households, both in
terms of the physical environment of our homes,
should we have them, and in terms of how safe
we feel trapped with those in our household. It is
essential then to note that we can be collectively
responsible, but our share of the actions required
to meet that responsibility might look different.
For some, it is the call to serve long hours at the
hospital and for others it is to do one’s best to find a
safe place to shelter for the duration.
It invites us to consider: what is my bit of this
collective responsibility? To be sure, for all of us, it is
to follow the government-mandated instructions
during lockdown. But in a deeply divided society,
collective responsibility asks us to also consider
whether our position in society warrants a larger share
of this collective responsibility: it may be as simple as
regularly calling to check in on those at risk, donating

“But in a deeply divided society, collective responsibility asks us to also
consider whether our position in society warrants a larger share of this
collective responsibility: it may be as simple as regularly calling to check
in on those at risk, donating your resources or expertise, or speaking
up for ‘at home’ working or studying conditions that respond to the
realities of different kinds of homes.”
your resources or expertise, or speaking up for ‘at
home’ working or studying conditions that respond
to the realities of different kinds of homes. Others
may have a responsibility to struggle to keep paying
company employees in the face of a personal loss
of income, or to turn one’s company’s production
toward required medical goods, and so on.
Collective responsibility is a call to unity; to
notice that we have to act together. In many ways
this is a simple call for us to all follow the same,
government-mandated instructions; a responsibility
to stay at home. But this account of collective
responsibility can allow us to also notice that over
and beyond this main responsibility, our bit of the
collective responsibility is shaped by our resources,
skills and capacity. Those who are able are called to
take up a greater share of the collective burden of
facing this pandemic in a deeply unequal world.
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Reflections

on Covid-19 during an Interregnum

‘The only thing that we learn from
history is that we learn nothing
from history’
Hegel

O

ur retrospective view in the
comfort of post-COVID-19 renders
a comfortable perspective on
the effect of the viral pandemic on the
behaviour of individuals and groups in
society. It also reflects its effects on virtual
reality in which we had hitherto existed
recreationally while mixing freely, before
restrictions of the latter escalated to a
matter of the imperative rather than the
subjunctive – mandatory prohibition
of public movement. The rhetoric we
encountered haphazardly and purposely
online throughout the time of unnerving
panic rendered what to us now seems a
truer sense of the emotions and attitudes
that were generally received or contested,
from a wide spectrum of irreconcilable
purviews. Political, economic, ethnic,
national, tribal, gender, racial and other
tropes, wrestled for star-billing in the
mise en scène of the dress rehearsal of
the Prohibition period. Questions that
arose, at least in our minds and dialogues,
were whether prevalent inferences held
and manifest over the onset, duration
and aftermath of the pandemic were
fact or fiction, and the most plausible
answer would perhaps be that they were
neither. We start this discussion from the
precarious position of one who casts
an eye of poetic interpretation on the
verisimilitude of events of and utterances
on the virus. Our poetic eyes and ears
heard and saw a multi-vocal vision that
sporadically vacillated between binary
polarities of Darwinism and Biblicism,
at times flirting with both. We do not
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claim doing fair justice to assertion of the
binaries, but merely postulate them as
a compass of convenience, whereby we
can make some sense of what seemed
senseless at the time.
As we look back, it might be propitious
for us, now that the apogee of the
virus is in a stage of denouement, to
gird ourselves to postulate a post priori
argument, or even a major premise, that
we would have liked to adduce at the
time. The premise pursues an argument
that the predominant semiosis of
COVID-19 was thematically a trajectory
of discourses that were distinguished
by dialectics of fact and myth, optimism
and pessimism, belief and apostasy,
sympathy and cynicism, empathy and
indifference, romanticism and reality,
secularism and spiritualism, parochialism
and universalism, and dystopian realism
and utopian idealism. In terms of form it
ranged between eloquent rhetoric and
studious silences, and history and poetry,
where ‘best lack[ed] all conviction and the
worst [we]re full of passionate intensity.’
At the time of its currency, the virus, these
contradictions could never find a synthesis,
then and now. Instead, their emphasis
found fecundity and intensity during the
lockdown, which occasioned a torrential
surge of activity on the internet. It became
a virtual monopoly for disseminating
and receiving news and updates of the
scourge, vying with major television
stations. News anchors proliferated and as
public news flourished, professional and
mobile device cameras flashed with high
frequency, interest aroused by professional
and amateur bewildered journalistic
inquiry into the inexplicable behaviour
displayed by the flock of dissidents who
appeared indifferent to the lockdown
regulations.

Many across the spectrum of age,
with the majority leaning in favour of
the young, cried foul upon witnessing
the nonchalance or deviance of their
compatriots and total disregard for the
President’s decree of safety on the one
hand, and restriction of their freedom
of movement on the other. Not all
recognised the fact that the lockdown was
a conditio sine qua non. We are speaking
from a South African context, but without
excluding re-enactment somewhere else
on the African continent, on a balance of
high probability. The concomitant of our
premise, which may now seem like stating
the obvious and lack of originality, is that
COVID-19 had no historical or theoretical
antecedence, but only approximations.
Had we expressed that view at the height
of the virus, it would in any case not
have undermined the ‘witches of Salem’
syndrome, as portrayed fictionally by Miller
and Condé, that in some circles found
its raison d’être of sentiments against the
Chinese, either stereotypically as a race of
rogues or a delinquent nation state, the
People’s Republic of China. In the latter
regard it is uncertain whether the stimulus
was injected by the other super power,
which is presided over by a man whose
personal attributes seem to border on the
psychopathological, or works of similitude
with Koontz’s 1981 science fiction, which
refers to a scientist who defected from
China to the US with information of a virus
called Wuhan-400, manufactured in a
laboratory of the city where the virus was
hypothesised to have originated.
Given the history of plagues, we could
not help but brood aloud on defectors
or dissidents from the mainstream of
epidemiological expertise and common
sense, most of whom rode on the
optimism of divine intervention. One thing

By Prof Nhlanhla Maake
and Mr Nchimudi Maake

seemed clear, then and now, that beneath
the exhibitionism of ignorance, lack of
education and religious fundamentalism,
in opposition to arrogance of book
education and intellectualism on the
other, there were all encompassing
undercurrents of nihilistic attitudes that
stirred restlessly among the destitute. It
seemed COVID-19 appeared to ingratiate
itself with the proletariat as the equaliser
of social stratification – the servant of
retributive and poetic justice. The patron
saint of the economically mobile had
brought death to the door of the poor
and globally immobile. The irony was
that enlisted under ‘essential services’
depended unproportionally on blue
collar jobs.
Sentiment in the townships portrayed
a fearlessness of the proximity of death,
as people casually roamed the streets in
herds and revelled, all the while subject to
the surveillance of social media vigilantes,
paparazzi and watchful eye of the
Althusserian ‘Repressive State Apparatuses’
that were always ready to pounce violently
against the poor and considerately against
the wealthy. When one considered the
abject standard of living in the townships
perhaps it was not at all incredulous
that ‘poor education’ and ‘death’ were a
trope inherent to the narrative arc of the
impoverished. One could almost hear
them proclaim: ‘Death is nearby? Not
much has changed.’ If the saying, ‘There
are things worse than death,’ has but one
iota of credibility, we would imagine the
veracity of Goldstein’s echoing of Bava
Batra, and perhaps nod with reluctant
acquiescence, that “Poverty in the house
of a [wo]man is worse than fifty plagues.”
Now that we are speaking in the
luxury of distal temporal deixis, we allow
ourselves the indulgence of proceeding
to advance our Budapest gambit on the
chess board of disputation by quoting a
poetic excerpt from a prose narrative of
the 19th century:
It was the best of times, it was the worst of
times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age
of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was
the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of
Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the
spring of hope, it was the winter of despair,
we had everything before us, we had nothing

“In other circles the workspace appeared to be evolving irreversibly for white collar
workers who relished working from home, all those in favour rallied in solidarity,
not without riposte from antagonistic camps of extroverted inclinations.”
before us, we were all going direct to Heaven,
we were all going direct the other way – in
short, the period was so far like the present
period, when some of its noisiest authorities
insisted on its being received …
(Dickens, 1857)

In the context of the embargo on
the trade of alcohol and cigarettes, and
prohibition of sale of other non-essential
commodities, arguments were posited
and lobbied that stated unequivocally
how the sale of such products would have
a stabilising or detrimental effect on the
country’s economy and small and medium
businesses. This was without so much as
an anecdotal citation of evidence or any
health considerations. Amidst the various
outcries, there existed a rogue group
of people whose virtual lives seemed
to continue unchecked; while some
actively avoided confrontation with it,

certain groups zeroed in on the corollary
of family unity or class or professional
affinities in sharing of edifying reflections.
In other circles the workspace appeared
to be evolving irreversibly for white collar
workers who relished working from home,
all those in favour rallied in solidarity, not
without riposte from antagonistic camps
of extroverted inclinations. In simple
terms the COVID-19 pandemic, by its own
manifesto, called for unity by isolation and
did not fail to divide us further by bringing
us closer together. The paradoxes and
ironies of these discourses and acts played
themselves out in theatrical dialectics.
The descent of Coronavirus coincided
with the end of the climactic and figurative
‘spring of hope’ in 2020 in the northern
hemisphere, that it would be circumscribed
to its place of genesis, and the interphase
of autumn, that brought home the fact that
it was most likely to spread than retreat,
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and threatened to most likely continue
through a major part of a ‘winter of
despair.’ Participants in what evolved into
a private and public grand drama included
a cosmopolitan populace of personae:
Poets, novelists, journalists, commentators,
story-tellers, fortune-tellers, prophets,
soothsayers, seers, clairvoyants, sages,
pastors, priests, humanists, theologians,
eschatologists, politicians, economists,
social scientists, astrologers, alchemists,
biochemists, quacks, shamans, biologists,
physiologists, geneticists, immunologists,
pathologists, epidemiologists, laypersons,
demagogues, epistemic megalomaniacs,
politicians, charlatans and a horde of
ignoramuses, clowns, fools, buffoons,
idiots and morons. This was to an extent
that it manifested a pandemonium of
postmodernism, whereby every authority
made room for itself and ‘insisted on its
being received.’ There was hardly a rumour

e.g. the plague of 1918, that is reputed
to have decimated 50 million people.
The exuberance of effusive output of
knowledge through private and public
channels was testimony at that point, ‘that
we had everything before us.’ Yet there was
abundance of ignorance to share, and the
dearth of definitive solutions was evidence
that ‘we had nothing before us’ to bring the
plague to an end. There was no room for
the luxury of objectivity.
The semiotics of COVID-19 became a
grand narrative that attracted interest and
advocacy from knowledge derived from
learning, reading, education, assimilation,
enculturation, acculturation, socialisation
and propaganda; from epistemology to
ontology – each speaking the tongues of
its discipline, religion, politics, ideology,
conviction, perspective, perception,
purview and consciousness.
While the Malthusian thesis of

“The virus decimated its victims physiologically; when affected, parties tune
of social interest became plagued by a sense of foreboding and fraught with
imperatives such as ‘stay at home.’”

or murmur about Africa having had no role
to play in the genesis of the spread of the
virus. For the first time, the cartography of
the world was flattened to an earth.
Major dialects of these complex,
complicated and complicating anchors
of consciousness could be viewed by an
objective observer from an overarch of the
tripartite and irreconcilable hypotheses
of empiricism, religion and agnosticism,
derived respectively from a shorter epoch
of adherence to Darwinism, about two
centuries, and longer epoch of belief in
Biblicism, two millennia. In their belief,
adherents of the former sought solutions
through deployment of knowledge of laws
of physics and chemistry, while advocates
of the latter, in their incredulity, supplicated
for suspension of these natural laws for
divine intervention. Epistemological
ecumenists, in the secular sense, lived with
a hybrid of both dyarchies of epistemology.
This theatre of conflict between the realms
of knowledge and para-knowledge was a
re-enactment of former times of plagues,
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population, pestilence and famine might
have made sense to a sceptical degree of
remarkability, any semblance of logic was
suppressed by proliferation of often times
perplexing attitudes of the personae that
engaged in a discourse of dialectics that
reduced their themes and mythemes to
active, reactive and passive acceptance,
acknowledgement, intransigence,
denialism, subterfuge, resignation,
surrender, submission, nihilism, obstinacy,
and resilience, that could not have led us
‘direct to Heaven’ of a redemptive solution
but ‘direct the other way’ of extermination.
Each chorus beat its drums and blew its
trumpets in a triumphal march following
its drum majors, soloists, prima donnas,
protagonists and messianic visionaries,
to be derived from either the physical
(sensual) or metaphysical (spiritual) view of
the world, and dancing to a choreographed
tragedy of mayhem and fatalities. We
thought the earth was:
Turning and turning in a widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;

Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and
everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;
The best lack all conviction, while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity.
(W. B. Yeats, 1919)

There were indeed many ‘turning
gyres’ of intractable behaviour and
grandstanding. Institutions that founded
their authority through democratic
elections, pseudo-democracy, autocratic
imposition, coups, and other devious
means of usurpation, found themselves
presiding of a wasteland of ignorance, a
major part of which they created. Over
and above there were also religious
organisations that mirrored the political, by
founding themselves on false prophecy,
deceptions, spiritual blackmailing and
material extortion. Thus, the turn of
events accelerated into a roller-coaster of
‘turning and turning in a widening gyre,’
from the epicentre of ‘falconer’ positions
of authority. Inhabitants of the ‘zone of
being’ flaunted their arrogance, derived
from the power of their material existence,
while the ‘zone of non-being’ wallowed in
fear, helplessness and misguided defiance
of lockdown regulations. We held our
peace because of phobia of drowning in
truculence of amorphous argumentation.
Religious bigotry romped into public
and private discourse with prophetic
overtones of judgement every so often. It
transformed the ordinary congregant into
a messenger of messianic proportions or
condemnation of Sodom and Gomorrah.
Among the most widely quoted scriptures
the Book of Revelations loomed large. In
some instances, it was apparent that the
Christian faith, perhaps Islam and Judaism
also, was used irresponsibly to subvert
medical instruction and contravene
scientific inquiry. While political and
economic institutions were subjected
to criticism, some religious institutions
instead obfuscated with capricious scorn
of secular scrutiny. How much of that
accounted for the negligence perpetrated
by the general public one could only
speculate at the time, with a view
unfavourable to religion.
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The COVID-19 pandemic spawned and
mentored many conspiracy theorists
into existence. There emerged one
dubious and malevolent political or
religious agenda after the other, one
neither more plausible than the next
and none backed by a hint of irrefutable
circumstantial evidence. No definitive
talk of any treatment or cure prevailed
over the collective undying desire to
express condemnation of thy neighbour
or wax lyrical about personal fantasies
of a post-COVID-19 utopia, outside of
the medical profession. Furthermore,
despite remarkable, albeit imperfect
modus operandi in combatting the
virus, sense contended with a hotbed
of capitalist rhetoric of self-preservation.
The immediate needs of the poor were
drowned out by the chorus of pleas to
government for financial relief among
the elite. Business owners, professionals
and entertainers clamoured for personal
compensation like a child imploring a
parent to breastfeed it.
A united front was exposed for what
it truly was, nothing more than a front,
and the usually philharmonic patriotic
song and dance was a discordant melee
of individual voices. The virus decimated
its victims physiologically; when affected,
parties tune of social interest became
plagued by a sense of foreboding and
fraught with imperatives such as ‘stay at
home.’ Its political ramifications – bans
imposed on non-essentials goods, alcohol
and cigarettes chief among them and the
prohibition of public gatherings – visited
psychological terror upon the uninfected,
at times one was hard-pressed to discern
which interest, health or luxury, triumphed.
We thought that the mayhem
unleashed by COVID-19 was reminiscent of
the opening chorus of ‘Oedipus Tyrannus.’
In fear of sounding anachronistic in our
interpretation of the unfolding drama, and
accusations of veering far from diagnosis
and prognosis by hiding behind sophistry,
we confidentially considered:
Look around you, see with your own eyes –
Our ship pitches wildly, cannot lift her head
from the depths, the red waves of death…
Thebes is dying…
and the women die in labour, children stillborn,
and the plague, the fiery god of fever hurls down

on the city, his lightning slashing through us –
raging plague in all its vengeance, devastating
the house of Cadmus! And black Death
luxuriates
in the raw, wailing miseries of Thebes.
(Sophocles, c335 BC)

There was a myriad distractions that
misdirected acknowledgement of the
devastation of this virus – ubiquitous
torrents of information concerning things
such as the mounting death count, new
cases, arrests made, legal infringements
committed, new sanitary elixirs, hygienic
protocol, social withdrawal symptoms, etc.,
such that Oscar Wilde’s words through
Wotton could not have made better sense:
‘Nothing can cure the soul but the senses
just as nothing can cure the senses but
the soul.’ It was not insensible to begin
to question the pernicious impact that
technology has had on its users, especially
the all-reliable smartphone. The detriment
it imposed on physical and psychological
health is well documented, one has only
to use a smartphone to become intimate
with its gravitational pull of efficiency
of transactional speed. The use of social
media became an exercise in psychological
catharsis through humour, comedy, satire,
parody, and mimic; and terror through
pathos of the apocalyptic tragedy that was
inexorably pervading the world – the earth.
The arena of virtual reality surpassed
capacity in this period when people could
no longer physically run to their neighbour,
relative, companion, friend or associate to
find themselves. Humanity might as well
be precipitously on the decline forever if we
failed to use the emergence of the crisis to
restructure society and education. When

the fatalities of the virus hit the 50 million
mark and surpassed it, we thought and
hoped that the world would be impelled by
unanimous inspiration that would level the
hierarchy of propositions of discord.
The continents of thoughts that prevailed
in the mainstream and periphery continued
swimming in a turbulent and treacherous
sea of contention and confusion. Besides
this, it evolved into a narrative that further
developed intransigent discourses, that
were a palimpsest of historical reactions
to plagues. After the climax of the virus,
public discourse was destined to lead each
voice to its own genesis of knowledge,
epistemological or ontological. The only
redeeming acts were those performed by
pragmatists who took to alleviating pain,
reducing the spread of the plague, treating
those who were infected, and doing clinical
tests to find a cure. The rest is a category of
irreconcilable custodianship of knowledge,
facts and truths.
For our part, the fear of drowning was
also petrifying, in that the dialogues
between the two of us, of engagement
with matters scientific and sociological,
was intuitive rather than empirical, and
not grounded on any episteme. We were
overwhelmed by the thought of a spiritus
mundi, that might judge us harshly. Now as
we write, we are apprehensive that in the
receding stages of this plague, it is only an
interregnum, to another, which is already
incubating, either naturally or through
genetic modification. Were it not for selfimposed modesty, we would conclude this
argument by affirming that every discourse
about the COVID-19 found its orbit within
the content and form of the premise we
proposed ab initio.
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A tale of townships in the eye of the

Pandemic
T

hey are usually relegated to the back
of people’s minds and foregrounded
only when crime statistics are
quoted.Now that the COVID-19 coronavirus
pandemic has erupted countrywide, South
Africa’stownships are a hot topic. Asalways,
this attention is for all the wrong reasons.
Currently, it stems mainly from the fear that
the population density and lack of amenities
associated with township living, coupled
with reports that no social distancing
or other preventive measures are being
adhered to, are turning townships into
hotspots of viral infection.
The situation on the ground is far
more complex than this. As South Africa’s
Covid-19 cases rise, the ongoing survey
on the impact of the pandemic in poor
communities by the National Institute for
the Humanities and Social Sciences (NIHSS)
reveals a concerning gender gap.
Conducted in Alexandra and Diepsloot
in Johannesburg, Khayelitsha in Cape Town
and Umlazi in eThekwini townships that
have gained notoriety during the pandemic
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with scenes of residents apparently flouting
lockdown regulations appearing regularly on
various media platforms. The first phase of the
survey reveals that women are shouldering
more than their fair share in households.
Many of our townships are notorious for
population density and lack of amenities
as a legacy of apartheid. This makes it
difficult to adhere to requirements such
as social distancing and other preventive
measures, turning them into hotspots of
possible viral infection.
Our survey with over 400 residents in
these townships shows that the situation on
the ground is far more complex. The media
scenes of flagrant disregard of law are just
fragments that often conceal the full picture.
Adhering to infection prevention
guidelines
The vast majority of the residents
interviewed told us that they are aware
and, most importantly, practising the
government’s guidelines for preventing
Covid-19 infection. As many as 83% of

respondents said they washed their hands
frequently, while 76% were staying at home,
74% using hand sanitisers and 66% actively
practising social distancing.
What’s more, an overwhelming majority
bust the myth that township residents
believe Covid- 19 is only a disease for those
who travel. Nine out of 10 respondents said
it was not true that the virus only targets
travellers. That said, a tendency among the
respondents is that they personally had a
low to very low risk of contracting the virus –
presumably because of the precautions they
were taking. Six out of 10 respondents did
not feel they were at risk of infection.
And even if they were to contract the
virus, almost two-thirds believed they would
recover fully.
Pandemic exposes the gender gap
Interestingly, more men (44%) than women
(38%) were concerned about the possibility
of contracting the virus. This is just one of
the many gender differences observed. The
gender-based trends emerging in this survey
confirm what many social scientists have
stated: women, particularly poor women,
carry the burden of disease, which in turn
sharpens the crisis around unemployment
and inequality.
In this case, the survey found that women
are shouldering more than their fair share
when it comes to paying for necessities,
especially food. While men and women alike
have been spending more on food during
the pandemic, the load is uneven with 72%
of female now spending more on food as
compared to 55% of men.
The other area of substantial gender
inequality has to do with leisure activities
during lockdown. Women reported spending
less time on leisure activities than before the
lockdown, with most time spent looking after
children and taking care of extended family
and elderly people.
Leisure time and household chores
It is interesting to note though that men
are spending more time looking after their
children since the lockdown. This is an increase
from the 55% pre-lockdown to 77% currently.
However, the gender gap is even more glaring
on other non-leisure activities. Township
women are spending twice as much time as
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Gender

Total

398

n=

57%

Spending more money
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Male
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200
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32%
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27%

Not sure

11%
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9%

Are you spending less or more money during the lockdown?
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during the lockdown?
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POPULATION
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38%

41%

Risk

55%

51%

53%

Low - Very Low

Female respondent’s perception (38%) of contracting the virus is
lower than their counterparts (44%).

GENDER differences
risk perception
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before on household chores, while men’s share
remains the same as in pre-COVID-19 days.
Our survey uncovered further evidence of
n=
gender inequality in township
households,
with men spending more time on leisure
Food
activities than women. Of the total
peopleTransport
surveyed, 43%
of men watch more
/ Petrol
television, as opposed to 37% of women;
with 32%
of men now reading more books
Groceries
or listening to more audiobooks, compared
to 26%Electricity
of women.
Another area of grave concern, for both
Airtime / data
men and women, is the state of their finances
since the
start of the lockdown. Already,
Toiletries
there has been a 46% increase in people
Alcohol
who do
not have an income, according to
our survey. Livelihoods that were already
Detergents / sanitizers
precarious are now even more so, with only
activities
/ Going
19% ofOutdoor
respondents
saying the
lockdown and
out/entertainment
pandemic
would not have a severe impact
on their
finances.
Clothing
Growing
in /national
government
Fasttrust
foods
eating out
One bright spot, for national government at
least, isShopping
the increase
in governmental trust
unspecified
with the president earning an increase in
Water
trust, with 78% of respondents stating that
they trust him more than they did before the
are you spending less or more
virusWhat
outbreak.
National government departments have
also made some gains. Approximately a
third of respondents said they have more
trust (35%) and much more trust (32%) in
national departments than they did in prepandemic days.
The same cannot be said for local
government, which is facing something of a
crisis of confidence. Trust in ward councillors
in the four townships has dropped from an
already dismal 22% before the pandemic to
about 17%. This is alarming, given that local
government was setup with the intention of
bringing government closer to the people.
The emerging fault lines do not bode well for
the relationship between local authorities and
the people they purport toserve.
While this survey is revealing some new
insights, it is apparent that more social
science research is imperative if we are to
comprehend the lived experiences and
responses of the majority of vulnerable South
Africans to the current and long-term social,
psychological and economic implications of
this pandemic.
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Lockdown
Blues:
The end of ritual as we
know it, again

L

“The unpreparedness
of the educated
classes, the lack
of practical links
between them
and the mass of
the people, their
laziness, and, let it be
said, their cowardice
at the decisive
moment of the
struggle will give rise
to tragic mishaps”
Franz Fanon
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ike a thief in the night, the COVID-19 pandemic
entered our lives. For a while it seemed like
something very distant from us as we watched
how it affected (and infected) other places “far away”,
and almost overnight it entered our homes. Suddenly
that which seemed so far away was too close for
comfort and processes had to be put in place to ensure
the safety of all. Suddenly hand-sanitisers became a rare
commodity and shaking of hands and hugging was no
longer fashionable. As someone said: “We no longer say
bless you when a person sneezes, instead we run away
from the sneezing individual”. Social distancing quickly
became the norm. In this brief article, we offer personal
reflections that highlight how we are attempting to
make sense of this new normal.
COVID-19 has led to a new way of imagining life,
incomparable to anything we have gone through
before, and it is global. With borders locked and
mobility limited everywhere across the globe, the only
refuge or exile is one’s home – assuming that one has a
home, and that the home is a safe space. Furthermore,
as much as people might understand the need for
social distancing, this new ritual requires resources
and privilege unavailable to many. How do our people
educate themselves in a timeous manner and navigate
social distancing within public and private spaces that
have literally prohibited such a practice for centuries?
For years, the majority of south Africans have had to
cope with an array of interlocking structures of risk as
survival mechanisms, which in a pandemic become
sources of danger.
It was during a video call (another new way of
gathering with family, friends and colleagues –
assuming the privilege of data or wifi connectivity, and
smartphones) that we started reflecting on what this
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virus means for the everyday rituals that people perform
as part of their regular practices and daily activities. We
wondered how the majority of people in our country –
the old, the poor, the uneducated, the disenfranchised
– will afford the new ways of being human and of
interacting with other humans. We wondered if our
government had the correct communication strategy or
even the time to reach out to people to ensure that the
languaging of messages is relevant and not threatening
to people who have yet to deal with the trauma of
apartheid, HIV and colonization – what do social
media hashtags such as #LockdownSA #quarantineSA
#StayAtHomeSA mean for the majority of South Africans
and their everyday rituals that involve touch, shaking
hands, kissing (yes, as Black people we still kiss family
members on the lips), and caring for others?
As we write, it is day 10 of the lockdown and the
government has effected some changes on its initial
plans to heed some of the competing narratives and
ease the plight of its burdened people. Murmurs
of how this will lead to the flaring up of the disease
resonate across the board, yet others applaud the
authorities for a “pro-poor” stance while others are
outraged by police and military brutality upon Black
bodies. Disturbing crime statistics of domestic violence
pervade social media. Break-ins into liquor outlets
to loot “much-needed” alcohol and cigarettes are
also trickling into the news. Are we on the verge of
a calamity? It is too early to tell. The socio-economic
impact of the Corona pandemic is yet to be fully
realized or analysed.
Needing or wanting to interact with others in
one’s community or family takes on many different
ways that include sharing community resources
and spending time with one another. Some of these

Prof Puleng Segalo, University of South Africa
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ritualised performances present in our communities
came into being for the purposes of survival and
renewal, as a way of organizing and reorganizing
behaviour that formed patterns. Religious and social
gatherings (funerals, weddings) for example are
some of these embodied patterns that bear rituals
characteristic to most people’s existence.
Many of the people in the communities that
raised us could not have imagined their way of life
changing in a matter of weeks and without warning,
or at least warning that seemed close enough to
their immediate realities. People who congregated
together to perform an array of rituals could no
longer do so. Easter church services and pilgrimages
are cancelled for 2020, probably for the first time
in the complex history of South Africa. The simple,
yet significant rituals of sitting next to one another
at church, or in a taxi 4/4 masihlalisane or attending
a loved one’s wedding, showing compassion at a
funeral, or cooking for one’s family, are no longer that
simple. They require more than just washing one’s
hands repeatedly – a ritual learned very early in life,
even in communities with water scarcity (because
“cleanliness is next to Godliness” as most of our
grandmothers and parents would often say).
Dealing with the panic
With panic in her voice on the other side of the
telephone line, my aunt started telling me about her
fears. She lives with her elderly husband, my uncle,
and young grandchildren; and listening to the news
and announcements about the planned lockdown
had them seriously worried. She indicated how scared,
anxious and uncertain she felt. She imagined the worst
as she thought about chaos that is commonplace

“COVID-19 has laid
bare some of the
invisibilised everyday
realities of what it
means to live in this
very divided country
with residential
places dubbed ‘leafy
suburbs’ and ‘dusty
streets’ of South
Africa.”

at their local shopping mall. What more when there
is a lockdown! She could not foresee how the social
distancing would work in a place where people had to
share very small spaces. The lockdown announcement
came a few days before the social grant payments, and
this added to her fears of anticipated long queues with
thousands of other social grant dependents. Once she
received her grant, she would have to join another
queue at the supermarket, so she could buy provisions
for her household. Thus, a full day affair of queuing
made the idea of social distancing sound almost
impossible to my aunt.
Puleng’s reflection above gives face to some of the
concerns many South Africans in the townships have
to contend with. There have been numerous reflections
and opinion statements that have engaged with what
a lockdown means for South Africa, with focus on
issues such as access to resources, racial inequality, class
struggles and people’s everyday experiences. South
Africa is a complex country with a very complicated
history (probably the most unequal society on earth).
In these tragic and ominous times, we live with the
indelible marks of apartheid’s economic and social
injustices. Its remnants are threatening any meaningful
containment of this pandemic. COVID-19 has laid
bare some of the invisibilised everyday realities of
what it means to live in this very divided country with
residential places dubbed “leafy suburbs” and “dusty
streets” of South Africa.
The material conditions of people’s lives in South
Africa are made visible by the current crisis. We take
a moment to invoke the spirit of Frantz Fanon who
in his book The Wretched of the Earth, points to how
“The unpreparedness of the educated classes, the lack
of practical links between them and the mass of the
people, their laziness, and, let it be said, their cowardice
at the decisive moment of the struggle will give rise
to tragic mishaps”. The current state of the nation
is a sobering reminder of Fanon’s statement which
highlights that how the pandemic makes its mark on
the lives of South Africans will depend on where they
live, what class and race they belong to, thus their level
of access to essential services and resources.
Unlearning ritual as we know it, again
In his article Black Death and mourning in the time of
COVID-19, Hugo Ka Canham asks: “What does it mean
not to attend the funeral of a loved one because we
cannot travel under lockdown?” The ritual of gathering
in our hundreds to pay our last respects to the dead
is one that comes to mind as Ka Canham reflects on
our “perpetual dying” – brought on by HIV and Aids, by
famine, slavery and hard labour and by earthquakes in
Haiti and other parts of the Black world, and yet another
threat as we all witness the highly infectious COVID-19
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that most of our people do not have the resources nor
the choices to distance themselves from.
What Ka Canham is highlighting is that those without
resources to take care of themselves and their families
against this virus are facing the highest risk. Those who
are invariably the cleaners of rich (often white) lives,
but lack the infrastructure and capital that will save and
protect their own families (by design) will be first in line
as this virus mows down mostly Black people. In these
dire COVID-19 times, a pandemic most of our people
are learning to navigate, most would revert to practices
they find most assurance in. Such practices include
prayer. In South Africa, the ritual of prayer takes on many
and sometimes very different forms. For me (Natalia)
ukuphahla (invoking the ancestors to seek answers,
guidance and protection) is a go-to ritual, which
fortunately I can practise in the privacy of my home –
and thus adhere to the lockdown regulations. During
the Easter period, however, many families including
mine, visit the graves of their ancestors to perform an
array of ukuphahla rituals (which include gathering,
slaughtering sheep/chickens) in order to find closeness
with and comfort from the ancestral world. That, like the
cancelled church services and pilgrimages, will not be
taking place, until further notice.
Will people learn and unlearn generational rituals as
quickly as this virus entered our lives? As much as we
have to learn new ways of living we have to unlearn the
rituals we have come to live and die by for generations,
such as gathering at funerals, and visiting one another
in hospitals.
There are now Corona virus infection cases in the
highly dense township spaces. In such places where
the remnants of apartheid spatial planning can still
be seen, a home is shared by many people, thereby
making it almost impossible for people to adhere to
government regulations of social distancing. It is under
these living conditions that people are expected to selfisolate. During this lockdown, the police and military
have also been deployed to patrol the streets, arresting
those found breaking the lockdown rules by being
outside their homes. In some reported cases, rubber
bullets have been pumped into the bodies of people
who were heard (interviewed by reporters) “I was going
to the ATM so as to transfer money for my utility bill”
or “I was hungry, getting bread from the corner shop,
they didn’t ask me where I was going, I would have told
them I was headed to the shop, then home”. Under
these same roofs and conditions, the students who
have been sent home from varsity due to the lockdown
have to study online.
Corona virus entering the academic space
The sheer unexpectedness of the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic and its devastating global impact
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“Everyone had
to move online
overnight. But online
teaching requires
access to data and
fast, reliable wi-fi.
Institutions have
been working
tirelessly to ensure
that data costs do not
make it impossible
for students to access
learning materials
and resources within
various institutional
portals.”

unleashed unmitigated disruptions to the academic
year. Without much readiness, institutions of higher
learning have had to switch to online teaching as
students have been sent home and campuses closed
in compliance with the World Health Organization’s
guidelines on healthy conduct and the government’s
regulations to contain the spread of the virus. This is a
global phenomenon, undoubtedly. Everyone had to
move online overnight. But online teaching requires
access to data and fast, reliable wifi. Institutions have
been working tirelessly to ensure that data costs do
not make it impossible for students to access learning
materials and resources within various institutional
portals. While seemingly a positive intervention, there
are underlying issues of inequality worth interrogating,
mulling over and finding solutions to.
In some rural areas, such as where I (Thembela)
come from in the Eastern Cape, electricity supply is
not stable. In the event of strong winds and heavy
rainfall, the power goes off for up to a week! Each time
it has been windy, thundering and raining, one worries
about power outages in some rural areas. When these
happen, there is no network connectivity and gadgets
like computers and phones cannot be charged. Thus,
a student willing to partake in any online-mediated
learning forum is significantly disadvantaged! What
of the students who use what is known as utilili
(non-smartphone) with no internet access, let alone
a laptop? Those are likely to be excluded from any
learning that is currently taking place in the interim.
In some rural areas, ilali, electricity supply is still a pipe
dream. Far from the provisions the university would
have made in a “normal term”, such students bear the
brunt of inequality; literally in the dark! Most are faced
with very limited or no education at all. Alone, some
students are most likely disillusioned about prospects
for a better future. The benefits of the 4IR are equally
real and impossible depending on one’s spatial location
at this time. These are again, some of the grim realities
of South Africa’s unequal society.
It is our hope that the new rituals ushered in by
COVID-19 are those that will sustain and not further
dismantle our humanity, a humanity based on others’
personhood. Our indomitable spirit has carried this
nation through the worst of times. In the horizon there
are signs of an altered future (socially, culturally and
technologically to mention a few). We hope to ready
ourselves for these new challenges ahead.
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Grief

T

wo months since COVID-19 became a reality
in our lives, the picture of what awaits us
is coming into stark relief. Many of us will
die. Many will most certainly be infected with
the coronavirus and those of us who recover
will know many others who will die. The wave
is poised above our heads and its collapse is
inevitable. It has fallen with a thunderous crash
in Italy and the United States and we watch the
devastation left in the wake of the fall. South
Africa and other African countries have been
praised for their responses to the pandemic. But
now public health experts are telling us that our
efforts amount to a delay in the inevitable.
Our governments are working around the clock
to prepare for the mass sickness and the dying that
awaits us. When South African president Ramaphosa
outlined measures to secure the services of
approximately 73 000 soldiers towards the end of
the extended lockdown, many were surprised. Why
more soldiers than were used during the actual
lockdown period?
Perhaps to prepare for the impending labour of
bearing the sick to hospital, carrying those who die
to the morgue and then directly to the grave. Soldiers
are on standby to dig mass graves and bury our dead.
Ordinarily one would describe this as a tad dramatic.
However, after seeing the countless images of mass
graves and burials without any witnesses, we may
want to more closely consider what awaits. A friend
whose mother is a nurse in New York City tells me
that her mother is haunted by the mounting piles of
bodies now kept in mass cold rooms.
As African governments plan for the worst,
ordinary people are not being asked to prepare
for the coming pain of grief. How do we deal with
anticipatory grief? If social media is an indication
of people’s feelings, we appear to be suspended
between hysterical laughter and a growing
numbness. These are suggestions that something
is amiss. A disbelief that this is where we are. A
reckoning with suspended dreams. We worry if
we will ever see our parents who live in distant
provinces. With borders closed, will we ever see our
loved ones in Malawi and Zimbabwe?

“With this abrupt
change to the
customary, how do
we grieve? When our
deaths happen in the
context of mass dying,
our grief becomes
unexceptional.”

Paying attention to the small things
The reality is dawning on us. Our phone conversations
take on a new level of intensity and now we pay
attention to the small things. Many of us who live far
away from our families know we will not be allowed
to travel home to see the sick. We may be able to
travel to their funerals if we can get a permit to move
between provinces. We are unlikely to see their
faces because whispers suggest that the corpses
of those killed by COVID-19 are dressed in airtight
plastic bags and placed in sealed coffins. Forwarded
Whatsapp voice notes suggest that soldiers or
morgue employees will bury our dead because we
are forbidden from touching the coffin. The sacred
rites of our cultures must cease. The body cannot be
brought home for one last farewell. We will bury our
dead as diseased bodies to be treated with suspicion
of contamination.
With this abrupt change to the customary, how do
we grieve? When our deaths happen in the context
of mass dying, our grief becomes unexceptional.
If we are all lost in our grief, who will comfort us?
What happens to community networks when we
cannot visit each other? How do we embrace and
acknowledge each other’s cries? How do we gear
ourselves towards anticipatory grief?
Perhaps this is the time to open spaces for remote
connections where family and friends come together
to hold each other. But this is only possible for the
middle classes tethered to fibre networks. Perhaps all
we have is the aftermath of dying on the other side of
COVID-19.
Maybe, then, families, communities and
governments need to make space for communal and
national mourning. In these spaces, maybe we will be
able to finally grieve and hold each other through our
wailing. And then afterwards, if we will ever have an
afterwards, we can visit grave sites to say goodbye.
The world has changed irreversibly. With this
change we should not lose sight of the value and
need to grieve and mourn our losses. We have
to brace ourselves for the coming wave of loss.
Governments have bought us time. Will we call
our loved ones in the remaining time? How will we
prepare ourselves?
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Fighting
the invisible enemy

O

n 26 March 2020, when COVID-19 infections
worldwide had reached half a million and
South Africa was nearing the one thousand
mark, President Ramaphosa addressed the South
African National Defence Force (SANDF) in preparation
for a national lock down. He was decked out in military
gear, and explained his outfit as recognition of his role
of commander-in-chief of the SANDF. His stature was
commander-like but the tone of his address was one of
compassion. The president was at pains to remind the
soldiers and the police that they were to exercise their
force with respect and care. He said that this was their
most important deployment. The people were afraid
but should not be afraid of them. They were there to
protect the people from “an invisible enemy”.
In response to the call from the National Institute for
the Humanities and Social Science (NIHSS), there are
two aspects of the president’s address that I want to
reflect on in this submission. The first is the approach of
command and control in addressing the pandemic. The
second, is the metaphor of “an invisible enemy”. This
notion of the invisible enemy has gained much traction
in the COVID-19 discourse. The virus is not visible to
the naked eye, can thus attack with stealth and is
therefore harder to control. Its invisibility is biologically
determined. I want to use this metaphor to cast light
on an enemy in our midst that is more dangerous,
which will worsen the impact of the pandemic
and which the pandemic will, in return, exacerbate.
The enemy in this case is inequality, its invisibility is
often politically and socially determined. This invites
commentary on the pandemic and the conditions
shaping it from a social justice perspective.
The South African government’s approach to the
COVID-19 pandemic moved very quickly into one
of command and control, more quickly than most
nations. This approach has drawn praise and support
from various sectors of society and the international
community. The president’s address likewise, signaled
the approach of command and control. This was
not surprising. What was more significant, was the
effort put into balancing command and control with
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“Inequality, I believe,
will be the single
most important
factor shaping the
course of this disease
in South Africa. This
is the true enemy and
we have for too long
been trying to make
it invisible.”

compassion and care. In direct contradiction of the
“skiet, skop and donner” (Afrikaans for shoot, hit and
beat up) language used previously by cabinet ministers,
the president was setting out a clear mandate for the
security forces. This was an attempt to signal a role of
a peace force. A peace force going into battle with an
invisible enemy.
At dawn on the first day of military-enforced
lockdown, the sound of a low flying helicopter
broke the silence. I assumed it was the military
making its presence known. I was reminded of the
sounds and presence of the military during past
states of emergency in South Africa, particularly
during the period of political violence in the then
Natal province. Those emergency regulations and
military deployments were declared by the Apartheid
government in its desperate attempts to assert
command and control in its final stages of rule. Then,
the role of the security forces was not to protect the
people and the officially-declared enemy was more
visible. The real enemy, rendered invisible by the
cover of emergency regulations, but later revealed
by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, was the
apartheid state and its death squads. But let me return
to the present emergency, battle and invisible enemy.
It is true that the corona virus is an enemy more
pernicious, frightening and difficult to combat because
of its invisibility. Ironically, this stealth factor is what
makes people, rather than soldiers, the real fighters.
Only each of us can protect ourselves and each other
from the virus through our behavior at this time.
The power to combat the virus is really in the hands
of the people! But our power to do this is seriously
circumscribed by where we live and the conditions
under which we live. And these conditions vary more
in South Africa than anywhere else in the world. In
terms of the Gini co-efficient, South Africa was the most
unequal country globally in 2015. This hasn’t changed
much since. Inequality, I believe, will be the single most
important factor shaping the course of this disease in
South Africa. This is the true enemy and we have for too
long been trying to make it invisible. Will the corona
virus reveal the fault lines of our society and the world
at large? Will it unmask a bigger enemy?
The phrase “uncertain times” has become the
COVID-19 mantra. Even with the best statistical
modeling, there is no certainty on the trajectory of the
disease in South Africa. Our infection rate is similar to
those of other countries in the early phase. Sadly, as I
write, the announcement of the first deaths in South
Africa are announced. These numbers will grow. The
nation’s hope is that the lockdown will flatten the
curve. This is important, particularly in a context of a
weak and uneven health system. But there are other
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factors about our context, that have been named
and which have influenced the early command and
control plans. These include our high numbers of
TB and HIV infections. No other country in which
the virus has played itself out beyond the phase we
find ourselves in, has had this level of comorbidity.
This is part of the uncertainty for the South African
curve. But when we add inequality, which has not
officially been named, and which already shapes the
demographics of the TB and HIV pictures, we have
greater uncertainty.
While parts of society have been able to stock up
on food and medicine and their favourite treats, large
parts of the South African population do not know
how they will feed their children. Much of the informal
economy where these precarious livelihoods are
hustled, have been closed or curtailed. Many are not
sure of having clean water and soap, so vital at this
time. Crowded living arrangements are the norm here
and social distancing is a cruel joke. This is where the
pandemic is likely to be most devastating. Is this part
of our uncertainty?
We recently held a virtual meeting in my discipline
to talk about the possibility of gearing up for remote
teaching. Most universities across the globe have
moved to this mode of teaching and learning. Most
South African universities are likewise building
capacity for such engagement with students.
Hereto, we are confronted with the variability of
capacity to switch to online and digital formats. For
many countries where technology, bandwidth and
expertise exists, the transition is relatively easy. In
South Africa, some universities are more ready and
able to make the transition. At my university there are
many challenges. Some of these are becoming more

“Many acts of
compassion,
solidarity and
community-building
are being birthed
by the pandemic.
All over the world
people are being
forced to reconsider
how they teach, learn
and relate to others
and the planet.”

visible in planning for remote teaching. A survey
conducted with some of our students revealed that
some were without both a computer and smart
phone. Their access to technology that supported
their learning, via the university and internet cafes,
has been removed by the university shutdown
and now the national lockdown. So even plans to
provide free data for students will not address the
challenges of this group of students. There are also
explorations of loaning tablets to students in need,
to try to close the digital divide. However, for some,
poor connectivity in the areas they live in poses a
further challenge. And so we must accept that the
missing data in such surveys may be the most telling
data. Inequality, again, determines our response to
educational provision during the pandemic. But even
if there was technology, data and connectivity, this
group of students is more likely to be dealing with
illness in their midst because of the factors discussed
earlier. No amount of humanizing pedagogy and
technology provision can remove the barriers and
inhumanity of inequality.
When the pandemic ends, and it will, our ability to
reconstruct our lives will again vary on the basis of
our diverse class positions. COVID-19 will thus deepen
inequality. There will be many lessons from this
pandemic and some positive outcomes. Some already
visible are the rapid plans to find accommodation for
some of the homeless and water for communities
which have long struggled without such basic
services. There are indications that nature is being
given a chance to recover without our toxic presence.
Many acts of compassion, solidarity and communitybuilding are being birthed by the pandemic. All over
the world people are being forced to reconsider how
they teach, learn and relate to others and the planet.
All of this will usher a new post-COVID-19 research
agenda for the humanities and social sciences.
I hope that one of the post-COVID-19 silver linings
would be that the socially-constructed “invisibles” are
made visible and put firmly on the agendas of all. If
nothing else, COVID-19 should prompt the building
of a new consensus on humanity and nationhood. It
should galvanise us, as state, citizens and residents, to
acknowledge the longstanding enemy, inequality. This
stubborn virus, sometimes referred to as structural
violence, the invisible hand that kills and maims, will
continue to prey on vulnerable people long after
the corona virus has been tamed. We should keep
open the National Command Council, maintain the
inter-ministerial teams and expand partnerships with
civil society and humanitarian organizations, to find
solutions to ending inequality. This would be a way to
activate sustainable command and control, with care,
in preparation for future disasters.
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Shodu la bosiu
Thief in the night

Wa kena jwalo ka shodu la bosiu le sa lebellwang,
You entered like an unexpected thief in the night,
Wa nanya hore re se o bone ha o ranthanya,
You creeped in, so we do not see when you cause havoc,
Nako eo re phahamisang dihloho re shebisisa,
By the time we lifted our heads to check properly,
Yaba o se o kenelletse.
You had already made your way in.

A ko butle wena Corona,
Wait a moment Corona,
Hobaneng ha o habile malapa a rona?
Why are you heading for our families?
Tlohela bana ba rona ho ba bokamoso bo matsohong a bona!
Leave our children alone for the future is in their hands!

Ho thwe re itlhokomele ka hohlehohle
We are told to ensure that we protect ourselves in every way
Re hlape matsoho, re se itshware difahleho
Wash our hands and avoid touching our faces
Re dule ka matlung hore re bolokehe
Stay indoors for our safety
Ke hobaneng o nka kganya o re siya ka lefifi?
Why are you taking our light and leaving us in darkness?

Na e be o tla nyamela hape ka mafifi ho ya ka tsela eo o re
nanyareditsèng ka teng?
Will you disappear in the dark, the way you creeped in on us?
Re dula re itukisitse,
We remain prepared,
Re emetse letsatsi leo ka lona re tla reng ho wena,
Waiting for the day we shall say to you,
Tsela tshweu, o se boele o kgutla!
Go well, and never return!
Ho ba re batho ba mamello,
For we are a resilient people,
Re tla hlahella re le bahlodi,
We will emerge victorious,
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In the still
of the night

Ho kgutseng hwa bosiu

I sit here wondering,
Ke dutse mona ke a ipotsa,
As I look at him lying here next to me,
Ha ke mo sheba a robetse haufi le nna,
Snoring like he has no care in the world,
A kgona e ka re ha a kgathalle letho lefatsheng,
While I worry about what tomorrow will bring.
Ha ke ntse ke tshwenyehile ka hore na hosane e tla tlisa eng.
I feel my heart pumping hard,
Ke utlwa pelo ya ka e pompa haholo,
I turn to look down at my chest to see if I can catch a glimpse of its
rhythmic movement,
Ke retelehela ho sheba sefubeng sa ka ho bona hore na nka
bona modumo wa morethetho wa yona.
I am still scared as I recall the venom that came from his mouth
before he fell asleep,
Ke ntse ke tshohile ha ke hopola mahloko a tswang
molomong wa hae pele a robala,
Tonight he reminded me that he owns me.
Bosiung bona o ile a nkgopotsa hore ke wa hae.
The night is so still,
Bosiu bo kgutsitse
My mind is racing as I think of my options,
Mohopolo wa ka wa phahama ha ke nahana ka dikgetho tsa ka,
As I wonder whether I have any options,
Ha ke ntse ke ipotsa hore na e be dikgetho ke na le tsona na,
For he reminded me that should I breathe a word to anyone,
he will finish me.
Hobane o ile a nkgopotsa hore ha nka phefumoloha
lentswe ho mang kapa mang, o tla mphenetha.
Locked in this house alone with him for 21 days,
Re notlellehile mmoho ka tlung ena matsatsi a 21,
I count each day as it passes by, slowly,
Ke bala letsatsi le leng le le leng ha le feta, butle,
As I struggle to breathe,
Ha ke lwanela ho hema.
Feeling the suffocation of his presence.
Ke ultwa bo teng ba hae bo nkwala moya.
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To our departed
Ho wa bo rona ya ileng

It is not because we loved you any less,
Ha se hobane re ne re sa o ratesise,
We wanted to slaughter a cow for you,
Re ne re ratile ho o hlabela kgomo,
As per our custom,
Jwalo ka setlwaedi,
We wanted to spill the blood to connect you with those you’ve now
joined,
Re ne re batla ho tsholla madi ho le hokahanya le bao o seng o na le
bona hona jwale,
To pave a smooth way for you,
Ho o etsetsa tsela e boreledi,
So you may rest in peace.
Ho re o robale ka kgotso.
Many wanted to come bid you farewell,
Ba bangata ba ne ba batla ho tla ba tlo re tsela tshweu,
Spend time consoling each other,
Ba be mmoho ho tshidisana,
Reminisce together for its soothing to do so,
Ba o hopole mmoho ho ba ho a kgothatsa,
To see you descend into the ground to your eternal resting place,
Ho o bona o theohela mobung ho ya sebakeng sa hao sa phomolo
sa ka ho sa feleng,
To mourn you properly,
Ho o hlomoha ka nepo,
To say farewell beloved.
Ho re tsela tshweu moratuwa.
Do not be angry with us,
Se ke wa re halefela,
Because we asked people to wash their hands at their respective homes,
Hobane re kopile batho hore ba hlatswe matsoho malapeng a bona,
Do not say we are trampling on tradition,
O se ke wa re re hatakela moetlo,
As we twist rituals slightly,
Ha re sotha meetlo hanyane,
We will make amends,
Re tla lokisa dintho,
For now beloved, rest in peace!
Ha jwale moratuwa, robala ka kgotso!
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SA’s active state and public
response to COVID-19

With obvious negative impacts on the dwindling
economy of the country compounded by the
downgrading to ‘Junk status’ by Moody’s and Fitch
ratings agencies, it remains to be seen what can
be done by the minister of finance Tito Mboweni
to resuscitate the weakened economy. Despite the
negative impacts, the pandemic has also revealed a
few positives and potential positives. A major one,
already referred to, is how capable the incumbent
administration has proven itself to be at such a time
when it was thought to be incapable of handling
the outbreak and calming the nation in the midst
of the chaos. Apart from exploring the positive and
negative impacts of the pandemic on the country’s
economy and politics, I also recommend a few
measures, in the absence of a vaccine for COVID-19,
that the country could take moving forward.

Introduction
The South African government has faced heavy
criticism in the last two decades about its capacity
to deal with the country’s challenges and so, with
the global emergence of the pandemic known as
COVID-19, there were warranted fears about how it
would cope in dealing with the outbreak. The lack
of faith in the incumbent administration’s ability to
deal with the pandemic was not surprising given the
South African experience in dealing with the HIV/
AIDS pandemic that hit the country hard in the early
2000s. What’s more, if the COVID-19 pandemic could
pose such a challenge to developed nations that
have been ravaged by the disease (including but not
limited to China, the USA and the UK), how would
South Africa fare?
The scepticism has certainly changed over the
past few weeks, which saw the government take
various drastic emergency measures to control the
spread of the virus and thus flatten the curve of the
pandemic. As is now well known, these measures
started with the closure of schools and institutions
of higher learning, followed by a nationwide
lockdown prohibiting all recreational and economic
activities except the movement of essential
goods and essential service workers, and lastly the
rolling out of basic services to rural and informal
settlements. Certainly, this pandemic, as much as
it has proven itself an unprecedented obstacle for
South Africa, has also compelled a renewed unity
between the South African government and its
citizens, a renewed level of trust in the government
and a renewed level of patriotism among both the
government and the public.

Covid-19 and its impacts on the politics and
economy of South Africa
The USA, with the largest economy of the world,
has become the epicentre of the outbreak, having
surpassed Italy and Spain, with France, Germany
and the UK following. These countries’ struggles in
dealing with the pandemic, despite their obvious
technological advancements in the healthcare
sector, have sent shockwaves through the rest of
the world, especially regions that are not nearly
as advanced, technologically, medically and
economically.
The silver lining at the moment is that case
confirmation and death tolls in most developing
nations (such as South Africa) and less developed
countries (LDCs) are quite low and almost stagnant
when compared to those of first world nations.
However, the fear is of what might happen should
there be uncontrollable exponential spread in these
nations. How will these countries be able to deal
with the pandemic and to what extent will their
economies be affected by it?
The South African government has up to this point
demonstrated that it has the capacity to be efficient
and capable in handling this health crisis. With that
being said, there is no doubt that the pandemic
and the nationwide lockdown have taken a toll on
the economy of South Africa. An estimated 370
000 to one million job losses are predicted and the
economy is expected to shrink by 4% to 6 % in the
second quarter of 2020, sending some of its largest
industries into a “policy-induced coma”, according
to the South African Reserve Bank and leading
economists.
Moreover, the social aspect of this is that South
Africa, as a young democracy, is not used to enforced
social distancing and isolation at home, and hence

Renewal
in the face of a crisis:

“The South African
government has
up to this point
demonstrated that it
has the capacity to be
efficient and capable
in handling this
health crisis.”
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some might complain about a ‘para-militarisation’ of
the lockdown, and warranted concerns about some
incidences of police and military brutality on citizens.
These reports are really worrying given that the
SANDF was ordered to assist SAPS patrol the streets
to ensure lockdown regulations are adhered to.
Amid indications of a dark and bleak period for the
country, the government has taken several drastic
measures to flatten the curve of the pandemic and
control the spread of the virus among the populace,
especially in poor rural and informal settlements
which are densely populated. These measures
include the relocation of the homeless to designated
shelters in and around the country, particularly in the
overcrowded urban centres such as Johannesburg,
Pretoria, and Durban.
Unsurprisingly enough, the homeless have
welcomed these shelters as they also fear for their
lives. Furthermore, government has rolled out long
overdue basic services such as emergency water
tanks in many rural and informal settlements across
the country.
The government has set up the Solidarity Fund,
to which organisations and individuals can donate,
and established a relief fund for small business
owners and small-scale farmers. It has rolled out 60
mobile laboratory units to help improve the daily
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“Generally speaking,
there has been
widespread
adherence to the
lockdown, which
symbolises a sense
of patriotism among
both the government,
and the public. By
patriotism, I do not
mean loyalty to the
nation-state, but
rather a devotion
from all involved
parties to fighting
the coronavirus
pandemic.”

testing capacity of government laboratories, while
the departments of health and water and sanitation
have announced the provision of water tanks and
sanitisers in public spaces such as taxi ranks, train and
bus stations.
Among the least popular lockdown measures are
the ban on the sale of alcohol and nicotine products,
which a significant percentage of the population
consumes.
Generally speaking, there has been widespread
adherence to the lockdown, which symbolises a
sense of patriotism among both the government, and
the public. By patriotism, I do not mean loyalty to the
nation-state, but rather a devotion from all involved
parties to fighting the coronavirus pandemic.
This, after years of criticism of government over a lack
of service delivery and accountability for corruption,
the current mood appears to mark a significant turning
point in the people’s faith in the government with
regards to the measures taken in combatting covid-19.
To further demonstrate this patriotism, various civil
society organisations and private individuals have
shown tremendous unity by working together with
the government to distribute food parcels to the needy
and poor across the country.
Coupled with the measures implemented by
the government, these developments not only

By Siviwe Rikhotso
Edited by Charity Rikhotso

demonstrate the state’s capability in dealing with a
major crisis but also South Africa’s character of being
unified in times of great challenge and struggle.
In terms of the economy, even before the
pandemic, the finance minister was advocating for
“deep structural reforms” before it is “game over” for
the South African economy.
Whether he will be given the go-ahead for
structural reform is not yet known, but if it is, this
could mean significant cuts in the public sector
(either of jobs or funding). While most negative
impacts of this have been focused around the
economic implications, the political aspect has
received less attention. Politics have also taken a
backseat to the COVID-19 outbreak: parliamentary
debates were postponed as a means of sticking to
lockdown regulations.
An interesting question is what role opposition
parties can play during this outbreak. How can they
remain significant as all eyes are on the governing
party, and as things stand, the ANC seems to be
rising to the occasion in fighting this pandemic?
What does this mean for the next national elections,
and can we say that the COVID-19 global pandemic
has further put opposition parties in crisis?
We have seen two main opposition parties
attempt to reclaim relevance and bring the political

into the fight against COVID-19. The Economic
Freedom Fighters (EFF) laid a criminal charge
against suspended minister of communications,
telecommunications and postal services Stella
Ndabeni-Abrahams for violating lockdown
regulations by visiting former higher education and
training deputy minister Mduduzi Manana. The
Democratic Alliance (DA) has proposed a “smart
lockdown phase” alternative, which would ease the
restrictions put in place by the lockdown policy.
Surely these questions warrant further theoretical
investigation.
Lastly, it would seem that in adhering to social
distancing and lockdown regulations, businesses and
institutions have been compelled to go virtual. So
then, what does this mean for the fourth industrial
revolution (4IR) in South Africa? I would say that
developing countries are compelled to go into an
involuntary 4IR prototype phase where organisations
are forced to make use of technology advancement
and human capital enhancement.
We have also seen the diversification of companies’
production output to include making ventilators and
other personal protective equipment (PPE).
Certainly, one of the most notable things during
these tough times, at least at the time of writing,
is the level of transparency practised by the
government to make the public aware of any and
all developments made regarding the pandemic.
This has included publicly broadcast briefings by the
minister of health and noted experts to make sure
the public knows how decisions on combating the
pandemic are reached.

“I would say that
developing countries
are compelled to go
into an involuntary
4IR prototype phase
where organisations
are forced to make
use of technology
advancement and
human capital
enhancement.”

Looking ahead
In terms of the economy, perhaps this is the time for
proposed structural reform so adamantly advocated
for by the minister of finance, although more light
has to be shed on these reforms.
Meanwhile, the education sector seems to be
gearing up for e-learning as the country cannot afford
to pause the academic programme in hopes that
vaccines will become available in the near future.
There have been outcries about how some do not
have access to the internet or devices that can access
the media. For these citizens, the state had proposed
implementing learning programmes on television
channels and radio programmes.
The education and business sector should
embrace this 4IR as it seems to be the only
appropriate alternative to continue operating now
and in the uncertain times ahead. This period of
lockdown could be taken as a trial phase to know
what works and what does not. Let us make use of
this time to do so.
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y eyes involuntarily fill with tears and goose
bumps crawl down my spine. The source: a
forwarded videoclip of the Italian air force
aerobatic team display, filmed on a perfect day with
an azure sky over a blue-green ocean, accompanied
by Pavarotti singing the famous opera aria Nessun
Dorma (No one sleeps) by Puccini.
The tears happen at the exact moment the fighter
jets activate smoke in the colours of the Italian flag.
The timing of the music is impeccable as Pavarotti
sings the final few bars of the aria from the opera
Turandot to the words Vinceró (I/we will be victorious).
Watching this clip as Covid-19 grips the world, I feel
a surge of mixed emotions: sadness at the terrible
ordeal Italy is experiencing, empathy for their losses,
wonder at the layered, complex, powerful expression
of hope through a combination of this aria sung by
an icon, coupled with admiration for the skill of the
aerobatics team, and fear for what lies ahead for us.
The footage of this event on 15 March went viral
within hours.
In lockdown in Pretoria, I am one of the fortunate
and privileged. I can work from home. I have a garden,
fish and a budgie. The number of music video clips
forwarded to me, directly related to the lockdown,
is astounding and provides a constant stream of
entertainment. The clips range from large works
by professional musicians, spliced together from
individual recordings of parts played at home during
isolation, to the hilarious and absurd renditions by
well-known and amateur contemporary musicians.
What does the way we respond with music tell us
about ourselves during times of crises? The answer is
complex and multi-faceted.
Triggering powerful responses
One perspective is that music triggers two powerful
responses in humans: inspiration and hope.
Inspiration as a psychological concept has the
potential to motivate people to behave and engage in
positive ways (Thrash & Elliot, 2004) and is associated
with positive affect, vitality, self-actualization and
subjective wellbeing (Thrash, Elliot, Marsuskin &
Cassidy 2010).
Music is also intrinsically emotional and has the
capacity to elicit self-transcendent awe-eliciting
emotions. Such emotions, including awe, admiration,
gratitude and hope, share a common elicitor (Haidt &
Morris, 2009; Oliver et al., 2018): beauty found outside
of ourselves in art, nature and other people.
These emotions help to draw people out of
their current self-centred state into a state more
conducive to connecting with others and humanity,
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and fostering prosocial altruistic motivation and
behaviours (Janicke & Oliver 2017; Piff, Dietze,
Feinberg, Stancato, & Keltner, 2015; Raney et al., 2018;
Shiota et al, 2007; Stellar et al, 2017).
At the same time, music evokes physio-emotional
responses (such as mine to the clip of Nessun Dorma),
characterised by experiences of chills or frisson
(Colver & El-Alayi, 2016). Music frequently evokes
dramatic sensations such as goose bumps, a lump
in the throat and tears, which have been associated
with awe, enhances positive wellbeing and mediates
perceptions of meaning (Keltner & Haidt, 2003; Huron
& Margulis, 2010; Qihao, Janicke-Bowles, de Leeuw
and Oliver, 2019; Schurtz et al., 2012).
Now more than ever, we need self-transcendent
awe-eliciting moments. The music-related video
clips doing the rounds during our lockdown play a
very important role as a means of inducing meaning,
positive affect, hope, inspiration and self-expression.
Coping with stress
Snyder (2002) defines hope as a cognitive, goaloriented way of thinking, motivating us to find ways to
achieve certain goals. On the emotional side, hope as
an experience is a psychological shield that helps us
deal with stress and negative situations (Herth, 1992).
Bailey et al. (2007) found that people who are more

“Music is a potential
lens through which
we can explore
understanding,
meaning, hope and
inspiration during
stressful times in our
complex Covid-19
world.”
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T

he scourge of violence against
women and girls (VAWG) is a
global pandemic that affects many
women in their lifetime. According to the
World Bank, 35% of women worldwide
have experienced either physical and/
sexual intimate violence or non-partner
violence. Violence against women and girls
undermines the dignity, security, health and
autonomy of its victims, yet it continues to
be shrouded in a culture of silence.
In Africa, 45.6% of girls between 15
years and older have experienced intimate
partner violence, the highest in the world.
Findings from a multi-country study from
the Middle East and North Africa revealed
that men who grew up in abusive families
or men who witnessed their fathers using
violence against their mothers as children
were more likely to report perpetrating
intimate partner violence in their adult
relationships. For example, in Lebanon
the likelihood of physical violence was
three times higher among men who had
witnessed or experienced violence during
their childhood.
Similarly, violence against women and
girls in South Africa has reached undeniably
alarming rates and continues to be a
widespread and common problem that has
been attributed to various socio-economic
factors including low education, substance
abuse, poverty, exposure to violence in the
family and gender inequality.
A study conducted by the South African
Medical Research Council (SAMRC) in
three provinces in South Africa revealed
that one in four women have experienced
some physical form of violence in their
life. Similarly, findings from the 2013
study conducted by Gender Links in four
provinces of South Africa highlighted that
the majority of the study participants
had experienced some form of violence,
whether emotional, economic, physical
or sexual, at least once in their lifetime
both within and outside their intimate
relationships. The report showed that a
large proportion of men in Gauteng (78%);
Limpopo (48%); Western Cape (35%);
and KwaZulu-Natal (41%) admitted to
committing some form of violence against
women in their lifetime.

Mapping the
form of
VAWG, the
context and
the causes

Legal and
criminal
justice
system

Addressing VAWG
during COVID-19

Remedies for
victims/survi
vors of
VAWG

Support
services for
victims/survi
vors of
VAWG

“Similarly, violence against women and girls in South Africa has reached
undeniably alarming rates and continues to be a widespread and common
problem that has been attributed to various socio-economic factors including
low education, substance abuse, poverty, exposure to violence in the family
and gender inequality.”
Increase in reports during pandemic
Since the outbreak of the COVID-19
pandemic in China, there has been an
increase in reports of intimate partner
violence (IPV) against women and girls. For
example, in Jianli County, the local police
station recorded receiving 162 cases of IPV
in February 2020 – which is three times what
was reported in February 2019.
Existing research on disease outbreaks
highlights how interpersonal violence and
pandemics are inextricably intertwined.
In the first week of South Africa’s national
lockdown, which commenced on 27
March, the South African Police Service
(SAPS) received 87 290 gender-based
violence complaints. This staggering

figure highlights the insurmountable
challenges the South African government
faces in addressing violence against
women. The alarming incidence of
violence against women in South Africa
exposes the socio-economic inequalities
many women face.
Violence, poverty and pandemic
The measures implemented to curb the
spread of COVID-19, such as physical
distancing and confinement, increase
the risk of violence against and poverty
among women. Women and girls will also
experience loss of income or livelihood due
to restrictions on participation in economic
activities. Thus, the COVID-19 pandemic will
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have adverse effects on poverty alleviation
and exacerbate violence against women
during this period.
Poverty, substance abuse and mental
health represent a co-occurring triad
in relation to violence against women.
According to the Syndemic Theory, the
co-occurrence of multiple risk factors
interacting synergistically exacerbates
the burden of a disease/problem in a
population. This highlights the need to
put in place gender-based responses and
interventions to address violence against
women during the COVID-19 pandemic.
What is required is a concerted effort
by the key players, including nongovernmental organisations (NGOs),
community-based organisations (CBOs),
government institutions and the
academic community should develop
and adopt interventions to address
violence against women during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Effectively addressing violence against
women and girls during the COVID-19
pandemic will require a mapping tool to
gain an overview of the complete picture
of gender-based violence. This includes
highlighting the main problems, who
is doing what and what the blind spots
are. Taking into account that violence
against women and girls is a broad field,
it is important to develop tailor-made
responses to violence against women in
each area. Information will be needed
on the prevalence (forms of violence
and the frequency), the interventions
(measures in place) and the actors (who
is doing what).
Drawing on the unsettling number of
gender-based violence cases occurring
during the COVID-19 pandemic, I
recommend the following steps to address
VAWG during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Pathway to safety for victims of VAWG
I have identified four steps that NGOs, CBOs,
government institutions and the academic
community can use to protect victims/
survivors of VAWG during the pandemic:
Mapping the form of VAWG, the
context and the causes: An inventory of
the information on VAWG in each area/
community is important in mapping
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the prevalence of VAWG, interventions
implemented and key stakeholders
involved. This need not be an in-depth
study but rather a collection of quantitative
and qualitative information providing
an overview of the current situation in a
particular area. This information can be
acquired from the local police station, CBOs
and NGOs (Shelters), and other stakeholders
working with victims/survivors of VAWG.
It is important to map which form of
violence against women are prevalent, eg
Intimate partner violence, trafficking in
women, sexual violence by non-partners,
femicide, forced sterilisation or harmful
traditional practices.
Although some practices are less
widespread than others, they should not

account that many victims of VAWG rely
on their abusers for economic survival, it is
important for food security to be prioritised
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Shelters
or places of safety should be identified
and equipped with all resources needed
to accommodate and rehabilitate victims/
survivors of VAWG.
Support services for victims/survivors:
Essential services such as psychosocial
support and counselling should be
incorporated into the gender-based
response to VAWG during the COVID-19
outbreak. One-stop clinics should be
provided in communities and shelters
where women and girls can access sexual
and reproductive health services, including

“Although the South African government has provided a toll-free number for
victims of VAGW, the reality is that many victims do not have access to phones
when an incident of violence occurs or when in distress.”
be overlooked. This will help narrow the
attention on which groups are severely
affected (eg lesbians, transgender
women, homeless women). Subsequently,
appropriate remedies or interventions, as
discussed below, can be put in place to
effectively respond to VAGW during the
COVID-19 outbreak.

family planning, HIV testing and counselling,
pregnancy testing, etc. Self-care should
be promoted in communities and public
health facilities. Self-care is the ability of an
individual, family or community to prevent
disease infection, promote and maintain
health, and to cope illness without the help
of a healthcare provider.

Remedies for victims/survivors of VAWG:
It is during this period of the lockdown
and constraints on mobility that many
victims of VAWG are forced to be with their
abusers or perpetrators. Although the South
African government has provided a toll-free
number for victims of VAGW, the reality is
that many victims do not have access to
phones when an incident of violence occurs
or when in distress. Thus, non-phone or
no-tech options to alert key stakeholders
are needed. These may include using alert
objects (coloured cloth) or code words to
signal a request for assistance or to summon
expert support and protection.
For example, victims of VAWG can tie a
yellow or red scarf/doek on their windows
to alert neighbours or other stakeholders
without their abusers knowing. Taking into

Legal and criminal justice system:
Sensitisation training on VAWG should
be provided for police officers on how to
handle these cases. Signals for reporting
VAWG issues should be communicated with
police officers in order for them to identify
victims of VAWG when they do patrols in
the communities or neighbourhoods. The
prosecution office should also be trained
on how to handle VAWG cases. Measures
to protect and support victims during the
prosecution process should put in place.
Finally, it is important to reinforce existing
networks of women-led organisations, youth
organisations, religious and traditional leaders
to disseminate information, raise awareness
and cultivate compassion while building safer
and more resilient communities for women
and girls to live in.
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Power of
information

is a double-edged sword in a pandemic

By Dr Dzandza Patience Emefa
Department of Information Studies,
University of Ghana, Legon

I

nformation has been described as power. This
is because information gives the bearer or
receiver knowledge to act to improve upon
a situation or develop strategies to cope with
situations in instances where solutions do not
emerge immediately. Information as a resource has
been valuable to humans throughout the ages and,
particularly in the 21st century, has become the basis
of our livelihood. This is evident since the current
century is being referred to as the information age.
In the information age, information is everything
and everything is information with one prominent
feature: enabling technology.
In December 2019, the whole world was hit with
the news of the novel corona virus (Covid-19), which
was first discovered in China. With the power of
technology, the information spread very fast across
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Scientists step up communications
Scientists working at the Johns Hopkins University
have indicated the need for information to end
the pandemic. They are advocating for smoother
and faster sharing of information among scientists
across the globe through simple technological
tools. This they have demonstrated by setting
up a database on the genomic sequencing of
COVID-19. Scientists all over the world can access
and contribute their research data on the genomes
of COVID-19. At the time of writing, the database
had enlisted over 1000 COVID-19 genomes from all
over the world. The university’s researchers are also
advocating for quick information delivery to help
overcome the pandemic (Johns Hopkins University,
2020), a call echoed by Kupferschmidt (2020) on
the American Association for the Advancement
of Science website. Kupferschmidt noted that
scientists are using instant information tools such
as the Wu-han Clan on Slack, enabling them to
share their discoveries on the virus in a more
collaborative way than the traditional channels of
communication in the scientific community would
have allowed.
Likewise, some publishers of academic and
research content, realising the importance of
research information in curbing the pandemic,
have established web portals containing relevant
research information on COVID-19. Springer Nature’s
portal (Springer Nature, 2020) and the Novel
Coronavirus Information Center by Elsevier (Elsevier,
2020) are examples of such.

the globe in both traditional and social media. The
spread of information on the virus went global
even before the actual virus became a global issue
affecting most countries.
The spread of information about the virus
globally with the aid of technology and tools
has its positive and negative sides. Positively, it
brought information about the existence and
nature of the virus to scientists and the general
public. Negatively, due to the accessibility of the
internet, portable devices and social media tools,
a lot of false, misinformation and disinformation
quickly spread into the public domain before
experts realised it.
This negative contribution of information to the
global health pandemic has brought about what
some experts are calling an “infodemic”.
The dangers of an infodemic
The Director General of the World Health
Organization (WHO), Dr Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus indicated in his opening remarks
at a media briefing and address at the Munich
Security Conference that the world is not
only “fighting an epidemic; we’re fighting an
infodemic”, where information is easily spread at a
faster rate than the virus itself. He explicitly stated
that an infodemic is as dangerous as the pandemic
and the WHO is working to solve it (Ghebreyesus,
2020a, Ghebreyesus, 2020b).
This is acknowledged by Kee (2020), who
indicated that with the availability of the internet,
a pandemic can easily lead to an infodemic, which
is the transfer of rumours and fake news at just a
click of a button or a touch of a pad. Kee observess
that the solution to the wide distribution of
information that can cause harm during the
pandemic is the “prompt and transparent release
of information pertinent to the virus” to help
build trust among the populace. This shows that
information is a real resource that can be used to
arm people to stop the spread of the virus if used
properly or, if misused, can cause a lot of harm.
The use of information and information
technology as survival resources and coping
mechanisms through the pandemic is seen at all
levels of life, namely individual, corporate, national
and global levels. However, the different levels are
not mutually exclusive but heavily interdependent
as the availability or the flow of information or
technological tools from one level directly affects
the other.
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“With so much
information being
created and shared on
various platforms, it
can be difficult for an
ordinary individual
to determine its
authority and
accuracy. “

Information use among individuals
The individual is the core and pivot of the
prevention and spread of any infection, including
COVID-19. Organisations and researchers produce
information and the individuals who consume it
are then equipped to take action to prevent the
infection and spread of the virus. Since a number
of countries ordered their citizens to stay at home
in order to stop the spread of the virus, there has
been an exponential increase in the use of different
information tools, reflecting the natural desire to
stay in touch with others and seek information.
Tools such as messaging and video conferencing
applications are being used to share information
and connect socially from individual to individual
and some have formed community groups. Social
media is also helping individuals to connect to
family and friends at a time when many countries
are in one form of lockdown or the other, as has
been widely reported in the media (Iyengar & Fung,

By Dr Dzandza Patience Emefa
Department of Information Studies,
University of Ghana, Legon

2020). The exponential use of online applications
to share information has stimulated more research,
such as study at the University of British Columbia
to determine if online sharing of information helps
people cope socially and psychologically during the
outbreak (Rolfsen, 2020).
With so much information being created and
shared on various platforms, it can be difficult for an
ordinary individual to determine its authority and
accuracy.
In response, governments and agencies all over
the world have also escalated their information
delivery to citizens through different online tools
such as websites and instant messaging, while
some governments hold regular press briefings on
the pandemic.
Organisations such as the WHO are using digital
technology to provide reliable, credible information
on COVID-19, and many government institutions
and local and international NGO across Africa have
set up initiatives to provide valid information on the
pandemic.
Despite the benefits of disseminating information
through current technology, the pandemic has
brought to bear the reality of the digital divide and
information poverty. According to the International
Telecommunication Union (2019), only 49.723% of
the world’s population have access to the internet
and the majority of the people without internet
access are in developing countries. This implies
that a significant portion of the world’s population
may not benefit directly from online delivery on
information on COVID-19.
Where research is urgently needed
Going forward, the research community, particularly
in the humanities and social sciences, needs to
engage stakeholders and advance research in the
following areas, among others;
· Mechanisms for making technology available
and accessible in developing countries,
focusing on more innovative and cost-effective
ways of bringing information technology
to the doorsteps of vulnerable people and
communities.
· Media and information literacy should be
emphasised as the use of information and
information technology requires additional
skill for effective utilisation. Training is needed
in the use of basic technological tools and the
ethical and legal implications that come with the
use of information generally and especially in
overcoming pandemics such as the COVID-19.

· Scientific information communication is an
emerging field in the information science
discipline that has gained further relevance as a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Communication
of scientific information should be explored and
enhanced at two levels: among researchers and
to the general public. This is especially important
in developing countries where many members
of the public lack access to the information
they need for survival through appropriate and
available technology, in a language that they are
familiar with.
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“How to make a
Camera Obscura”
instruction from ‘MaBareBare, an expression of
Khelobedu in the present’ (2019)

F

or my contribution, I would like to offer some
step-by-step instructions of “how to make a
Camera Obscura” (pdf) in your own home/
room or personal space. This instruction is an
excerpt from my doctoral submission ‘MaBareBare,
an expression of Khelobedu in the present’ (2019).
A camera obscura is a darkened room (big
enough for a human body) with a small hole
projecting the scene outside the room as an
upside-down image into the darkened room. My
reason for choosing to contribute an instruction for
making your own camera obscura at your home
or space is because I think it’s an important tool
for reflection, and the situations we find our self
in requires much contemplation. As we reflect
on the emotions, restrictions, changes and fears
brought out by the COVID-19 pandemic, I want to
add the camera obscura as a tool among others to
thicken this reflection processes. The nature of the
camera obscura as an upside-down live image of
a scene happening simultaneously helps us to be
cognisant of the nature of an image. What is key
here, is that this image is everywhere and is fleeting.
There is no permeant record of it. I guess I hope
to somehow say this COVID-19 moment will pass,
but that seems to not be so important. What is
perhaps important is to be present and see what is
happening around us. Since reality is hard for some
of us to grasp without the aid of pictures, perhaps
seeing an “picture” of our immediate environment
literally upside down might just help us accept or
comprehend the new reality and help us deal with
the feeling and reality that our lives have been
turned upside down.
Offering this instruction is a way of showing
solidarity with my fellow man and offering a
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possible way of coping during the COVID-19
moment. I would like to reiterate that I am an artist
and my aim and job is to facilitate some form of
avenue/outlet for an experiential comprehension
using methodologies associated with the medium
of art. As such I do not try to explain or offer
context or explicit insight, but to simplify facilitate
a situation you would not normally find yourself in.
This instruction would offer such an avenue.
The link is one offering a simple tool, technique
and activity for people to comprehend or reconcile
their lived reality (restricted movement and hyper
digital engagement) with an image process that
might offer an avenue for comprehending the
changes Covid-19 has brought to our lives. As well
as offering an alternative image that is not digital in
times where the digital platform is taking over our
lives and routines. In short, I am offering a process
of comprehending the confinement and havoc
associated with being stuck at home and not being
able to go about one’s business.

“As we reflect on
the emotions,
restrictions, changes
and fears brought
out by the COVID-19
pandemic, I want
to add the camera
obscura as a tool
among others to
thicken this reflection
processes.”

Notes about the materials for the
Camera Obscura
For lenses you can use a magnifying glass
(even a toy one works) or domestic reading
glasses, which are available at chemists or
pharmacy supermarket, a general +0.5, +1 or
+3 reading glass lens is sufficient for a good
image. You can substitute the tracing paper
with baking sheet paper, bedding linen or
just plain paper.

See next page for instructions 

By Dr George Mahashe,
Michaelis School of Fine Art
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Viruses, rupture and renewal: on
teaching music during and beyond the

Lockdown
A

s a somewhat “new” lecturer in
my university, I closed off 2019
reflecting on what it means to
lecture music(ology) in a university that is
on the outskirts of the national and global
metropolis. Eventually, some of the students
we teach will drift to these spaces, lured by
possibilities of limelight and fortune; potential
role players in the vast and highly transient
creative industries. Yet others’ pursuit will
be an entry into academia or specialised
skills, seeking admission to graduate studies
in far-off universities globally. Caught in a
momentary reverie, and later setting up plans
for the year ahead, I optimistically figured
out how to gradually overhaul my curricula
offerings together with teaching and learning
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strategies to ensure that our students are
adequately prepared.
This was, sadly, not to be. At the outset of
the academic year, internal challenges quickly
coalesced with the Coronavirus outbreak,
throwing everything into turmoil. Hardly
had the teaching year effectively started
than a national moratorium led to closure of
schools and institutions of higher learning. In
an unprecedented rush, students were sent
home in response to urgent government
strategies to curb the spread of the virus,
already declared a pandemic.
Everyday life as we know it simply came to
a halt. Educational institutions have resorted
to online teaching to mitigate the impact of
the severely disrupted teaching and learning

schedule. Concerns about access to online
teaching portals as a result of prohibitive
data costs and unreliable electricity supply
have been raised. In some rural and shack
dwellings where a sizeable number of
our students live, there is no electricity.
Thus, online teaching once again exposes
the inequalities that have a direct link to
apartheid’s spatial planning and related
economic exclusions.
The peculiarities of teaching music
As I ponder deeply upon teaching
and learning during the lockdown, the
peculiarities of offering music come to the
fore and raise pertinent concerns beyond
just access to technology. They straddle
the pedagogical, class, spatial, cultural,
psychological and affective domains of music
students’ lives in instructive ways.
I begin with music pedagogical
challenges. For my undergraduate teaching,
my area of focus is African and World Music,
while for graduate teaching I work on
historical and critical issues in Choral Music,
African Philosophies of Music and Research
Methods. In various ways, these courses
are largely “theoretical”, relying on sharing
written notes with students, directing them
to read book chapters and journal articles,

By Thembela Vokwana
Lecturer: Music Department,
University of Fort Hare

download and read scores and listen to set
music from online audio-visual sources such
as YouTube. These materials can be loaded
on portals such as Blackboard and shared
with even more ease and less cost on email
and through WhatsApp. Similarly, learning
tasks and evaluation methods would be
relatively traditional and manageable:
writing reading responses, summaries,
assignments, written tests and group
presentations, among other activities.
For this year, I had however intended to go
beyond the more traditional teaching and
learning approaches.
To gradually move away from the norm,
I had planned to challenge students to
work in groups to record films/videos
on their cellphones as an introduction
to fieldwork and ethnographic methods
right from the first year. In my planning, I
would encourage them to be at liberty to
choose a music practice and community
of their own, investigate it over a few
weeks during the semester, interview
key role players, photograph aspects of
the “field” and eventually produce short
edited documentary films and creative
ethnographic reports.
Also, I had intended to integrate current
social media portals to develop the
project. In the long term, students would
be encouraged to critically rethink and
decentre the notion of the “field” as some
distant place while the city sonic spaces
are construed differently. This approach
would furthermore assist me in integrating
new ways of theorizing sound, modes of
hearing and listening, performance and
reception of music.
Pandemic puts paid to plans
The lockdown promotes the notion of
“social distancing” to “flatten” the upward
curve of Coronavirus infections. The result
is that students cannot work in groups and
have to stay home. Even if students were to
undertake individual projects, some would
lack the requisite technology.
A more plausible way to counteract
the disruption of learning and teaching is
to revert back to more traditional modes
of learning and assessment, steering
clear of ground-breaking, innovative and
boundary-pushing methods of evaluation
and skills development.

Even online teaching would not be
sufficient to develop some of the muchneeded practical skills, critical and reflexive
modes I had in mind.
“All music degrees have a compulsory
practical component”, I reflected. At the
University of Fort Hare, we offer voice
studies in Classical singing and Jazz, African
music instruments such as mbira, marimba
and drumming, Classical and Jazz piano.
A few students take the guitar, drum set,
saxophone and trumpet. There are also
technology courses at senior levels, focusing
on recording techniques and aspects
of sound engineering. How then is this
dimension amenable to online teaching?
one may ask.
For vocal pedagogy, it might arguably
be relatively easier to demonstrate aspects
of vocal training. Technicalities such as
breath control, diction and melody can be
transmitted through online, audio-visual
means, including simple recordings of note
bashing and accompaniment. However, to
develop the technique and strength required
for a singer; the learning process entails
reproducing what has been learned, thereby
demonstrating the degree of (non) mastery
for further feedback from the instructor.
Effective vocal training and development
requires one to sing in full sound across one’s
range, for instance.
Upon checking in with some of my
students about how they are managing with
their studies during the lockdown, a number
indicated the difficulty of negotiating music
practice within sometimes crumped familial
spaces with limited privacy. They further
highlighted how families do not take kindly
to what they perceive as “noise”. To sing in
full sound is thus seen as disruptive, if not
disrespectful. Also, some families regard
Classical singing as specifically “foreign”
and “odd” and cannot relate to it! Rehearsal
within family spaces is not conducive to vocal
training with optimal results.
Added to this challenge is learning
repertoire. One needs significant time to go
through text, possibly recite it and be glued
to the phone or the laptop with earphones
on. Ordinarily, parents want their offsprings’
active involvement in house chores. They
view this type of learning as a luxury that
tampers with the business of running
a household. Accordingly, more than a

month of not being on campus somewhat
robs students of ample time for technical
development.
Speaking hypothetically, even if all students
had access to the required technology for
online learning, familial and cultural dynamics
would encroach significantly on the learning
of some music students in ways that
someone studying accounting, for example,
would not be. Playing music might not be
deemed as “studying”!
Students’ experiences of learning in
lockdown in the USA
Interested in checking whether the
challenges cited above are unique to my
institution (or even to South Africa), I checked
in with a few more South African students
studying vocal/operatic performance at
institutions in the USA, which are also closed
for similar reasons: government orders to
curb the spread of the Coronavirus. I was
curious to find out if their experiences of
online music tuition would yield different
insights since they attend top-end, affluent,
“first world” institutions.
Undoubtedly, issues of fast, reliable
internet access were not a challenge for
them. A recurrent concern among all of
them, however, is handling practical vocal
classes, be they individual or group based. As
all these singers are preparing for final recitals
and end-of-term operatic productions,
online tuition disrupts the personal nature
of vocal training and coaching and other
performance-related dynamics. For some,
what slightly disturbs an online rehearsal
or coaching session is sound delay in the
transmission between singer and voice
teacher or coach. Furthermore, it does little
to boost confidence and psych one up
for the role they are preparing or enhance
interpretation of the music.
Another singer raised the psychological
challenges of online teaching during the
time of lockdown and how they hamper
ideal learning. Attention, concentration and
focus are marred by constant thoughts about
the wellbeing of family and friends across
the world. Once again, all these anecdotes
dramatize and highlight the unique
challenges to online teaching that emanate
from the absence of the very personal,
communal and embodied nature of music
teaching and learning.
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Back at Fort Hare, one of my students
echoed similar sentiments by drawing
attention to the fact that even if an ideal
existed where everyone had a computer
and a smartphone with relevant apps
downloaded, learning music is frequently
interactive. So composition exercises being
played out through group study sometimes
require real-time, peer-critical commentary.
Learning individually somewhat takes away
the communal aspect of music making
and dims the spontaneity of the creative
process and related affective responses
and stimulation. Evidently, music students’
experiences are not only aggravated by
technology-related dynamics, but also by the
very nature of the discipline’s idiosyncrasies
when its tuition and related learning are
altered or removed.
To further complicate the matter, the
physicality of instruments like the piano is
key! The student has to touch the keys of a
real instrument to learn. Our students simply
have no pianos wherever they are. One
student in my class mentioned that owing
to the lockdown rules, she could not even
borrow an electronic keyboard from her
church as it had bfeen closed. Therefore, no
learning would take place even if there were
online piano classes.
One supposes the same can be said
of the marimba ensemble. Not only do
students need to have instruments, but
meaningful learning of the technique and
repertoires takes place in groups. From the
side of the teacher, one might also need
to develop pedagogical techniques and
competencies to successfully teach students
with no instrumental access so that they can
transfer whatever learning to the instrument
at a later stage.
Rupture: future pedagogies beyond
lockdown
At this stage, I am inclined to ask: what
is to be done? Collectively, the higher
education sector laments the inconvenience
brought about by the outbreak of COVID-19
and its far-reaching effects globally.
Undoubtedly, the future seems grim and
we have no way of gauging what it holds.
It is at these unpredictable moments
that we can make use of our collective
faculties to chart new paths. Hindrances
to teaching and learning notwithstanding,
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a music department can think and plan
how to mitigate these in the future.
As a start, we might have to think about
ensuring that all students have relevant
technology to make learning possible right
from the outset. A new operational model
for music students might assist them as soon
as they are registered to ensure that the
necessary equipment is accessible to them.
Owning a laptop and a smart phone is but
one of the means to an end. The department
itself, I suggest, could be proactive in
exploring wide-ranging options for
electronic resources and recommend apps
students could download or that could be
made available through the library services
and related information centers.
Yet another point to consider might
involve exploring new methodologies such
as how to teach an instrument like a marimba
or a piano in the absence of actual, physical,
tangible instruments. Such approaches and
methods to instrumental teaching might
not have been developed nor explored
elsewhere; yet further research and training
might enable our staff or those who develop
learning materials to create pioneering
solutions. These approaches could be
multimodal as online downloadable classes,
live streams, relevant apps and pre-recorded
lessons on DVD, perhaps with a range of
supporting graphic materials such as charts,
pictures and sketches. Ultimately, all these
must be designed to enhance self-directed
learning, even off campus.
Furthermore, we might have to rethink
and reconfigure the academic calendar for
music students to enhance their orientation
activities. This might involve an “immersion
session” at the beginning of the academic
year where students are equipped with
requisite competencies to self-navigate
the various online learning platforms. In
my view, the abrupt outbreak of COVID-19
and the drastic measures taken to curb it
caught everyone off-guard. It might not be
a wasteful exercise to plan ahead and figure
out best practices to equip all students to
be ready for online learning and teaching
at any time. This has definite budgetary
implications for resource allocation for
departments, faculties and the university
as a whole. One hopes university planners
will integrate the unique requirements
of departments such as music and

accordingly grant the necessary finance,
training and equipment.
On the side of the lecturers, they might
need to unlearn, re-learn and acquire
new skills that meet challenges of future
pedagogies. I envisage a future where our
music department might need to move
towards blended learning; integrating
online open distance learning approaches
with innovative contact tuition. I cannot
deny the expense, stress and all other
costs linked to this potential overhaul of
the familiar teaching strategies. In my view,
however, any future disruption to the higher
education field should find us much better
prepared. Among other positive spinoffs, a
meticulously preplanned blended learning
environment might accelerate students’
overall learning in the course of the year.
For instance, those students who enter the
system with no prior music education can
use such resources to fast-track their learning
of basic music skills and knowledge offered
in the theory bridging course. Moreover,
students are enabled to access the materials
at any time, using pre-recorded lectures, selfassessment exercises, reading and materials,
among others, as many times as they wish
to support and refine their knowledge of the
subject matter.
In a superbly written and convincingly
argued essay on the outbreak of COVID-19
in India and the effects of the government’s
reaction, Arundati Roy insightfully reminds
us that “[h]istorically, pandemics have forced
humans to break with the past and imagine
their world anew. This one is no different. It is
a portal, a gateway between one world and
the next. We can choose to walk through it,
dragging the carcasses of our prejudice …
our data banks and dead ideas … behind
us. Or we can walk through lightly, with little
luggage, ready to imagine another world.
And ready to fight for it.”
And so, as I awaken from the abject
despair I deeply felt as I began to write
this reflection; I am enlivened by the
opportunities for renewal that might skill
our students to be where they need to
be: on the centre stage of the constantly
evolving creative industries, music teaching
and research as well-equipped and excellent
role players. As academic institutions
offering music in South Africa, it simply can
no longer be business as usual.
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Ask not

what you can do to
Corona, but what
Corona can do to you!

N

o matter the angle of the spotlight,
Coronavirus is positioned in the front and
centre. Its message is loud and clear, the
human race will be used as vehicles to occupy the
globe. Corona seeks to thrive and it is impatient
and aggressive. It is discriminatory. It wipes out the
elderly effortlessly yet hardly causes great harm to
infants. It is restless, jumping and moving from one
to another…surface…person…air? Pretty much
like the human race? We achieve, occupy, produce,
consume, consume some more, conquer and move
on. In the process, the ecosystem becomes
a casualty.
The 4th Industrial revolution is hailed and
revered, artificial intelligence is enticing, information

“As a poor person,
I would pick
Coronavirus for three
reasons: it is invisible,
it attacks quickly and
my last days will be
spent in the luxury of
accommodation that
has been prepared by
government.”

on practically anything is shared and reshared in
split seconds…in all this time, we have failed to be
still and think. It is only when we pause, still the
mind and ask: “What can I do for you Coronavirus?”
that we may actually be able to think for ourselves
and our ecosystems, without the background noise
of the mainstream and social media.
I pause and I reflect…
When the Presidents of countries attempt to
deal with Coronavirus by locking us down, how
is that supposed to yield success when countries
are fragmented? The gap between privilege
and poverty is larger than oceans that separate
continents. Do we pick hunger to kill us or
Coronavirus to kill us?
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Which choice would a poor person make?
As a poor person, I would pick Coronavirus for three
reasons: it is invisible, it attacks quickly and my last
days will be spent in the luxury of accommodation
that has been prepared by government. If I recover,
I may be in a position to negotiate for a better life
for my family prior to discharge. My life is a gamble
anyway, every day! Therefore I will refuse to stay
indoors because my wealth and my world, also
known as: my family, depends on me.
Prior to democracy, our movement was physically
restricted, post-democracy our movement
continues to be restricted, mainly because there
is no money. Access to everything is a right but
economically I am unable to afford that right. Yes,
Coronavirus can kill me and my family, even wipe
out my community, but does government care
about the poverty that my family and community
are subjected to, or do they care only about how
they may look to the rest of Africa and the world for
killing so many of “their own”. You see, poverty is a
disaster but it is not contagious to the middle class,
so it is not a priority.
But we the poor are seemingly equal in the
eyes of Coronavirus. The middle class and us have
the same power of spreading infection if we carry
Coronavirus.
So Coronavirus has come with power for all
and the delivery of basic rights for the poor. It is
because of Coronavirus that all the ministers in
government are actually leading from the front.
They are accounting to the country after a very long
time. The homeless are being treated as human
beings by being provided with shelter although
very basic, water has reached communities that
have never had that basic need met before, food
is being delivered to social grant recipients, and
humanitarian organisations and individuals have
opened up their purses, grocery cupboards and
shared their children’s toys and games, so that we
should stay indoors.
For the middle class, Coronavirus has
created discomfort, confining them to their
underpopulated mansions, having to operate
their own lawnmowers, vacuum cleaners and
stoves and more especially having to care for their
own children without nannies. The restriction on
movement is also felt since visiting bars, restaurants
and personal grooming parlours is restricted.
However, the internet is available at all hours for
trading and business to continue.
With all this said, how will government sustain
their efforts to poor people when Corona retreats?
We will go back to our piece jobs and the boss
will pay less because he lost money during the
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lockdown. The shops will increase prices, because
they lost business during the lockdown. My children
will need computers to learn at home because
schools and universities are moving classes online.
If I can’t afford these, then they will just end up like
me, not being able to complete school, or maybe
an extra year in school. Will they be rid of poverty as
adults? I worry for their futures. Maybe my boss will
employ my son for piece jobs on the weekends so
he can buy a computer?
In the meantime, the middle class is already
accessing online platforms for their children to keep
ahead of the school and university programmes.
Clearly, to salvage 2020 would mean that the
wheels have to keep turning. So teachers and
lecturers will fall into technocratic traps and follow
the mandates of moving teaching online without
researching the African strengths that could be
tapped into so as to engage in other methods and
modes of teaching. If we were to come together as
a community of academics, with the main motive
to advance education for ALL, then we will have
to move out from “behind the desk and in front of
the screen” approaches to learning and teaching.
We will have to commit foremost to equity and
admit that a focus only on equality (loaning and
providing access to devices) would be a regressive,
toxic, discriminatory and oppressive move towards
recovery plans for the township and village student.

“To see learning
and teaching as a
standalone activity
is to discriminate
against township and
village students.”

This is an injustice
The provision of tangible hardware and software
detracts from the psychosocial effects and
impact that Coronavirus has had in township
and village communities. Post-traumatic stress
from the presence of the police and the army in
communities, the unintended consequences of
such deployment, the inability to attend the burial
of loved ones, the indignity of the mass COVID-19
testing, the uncertainty of meals, not being able
to pray in churches as a community, escalating
domestic violence during lockdown, vandalism of
schools, and the list continues. To see learning and
teaching as a standalone activity is to discriminate
against township and village students. In addition,
by offering them a later time to complete their
qualifications, while others in their classes can still
complete in minimum time online, is simply unjust.
Let us look at the big picture: the world is reeling
from a virus that we have no hold over. All these
efforts of salvaging 2020 without a focus on fairness
towards poor people, who generally have little
opportunity because of circumstances beyond their
control, will be meaningless if Coronavirus wipes us
all out! This is what Coronavirus can do to us!
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Culture

and control in South Africa: Funerals in a time of Covid-19
Historically, pandemics have forced humans
to break with the past and imagine their
world anew. This one is no different. It is a
portal, a gateway between one world and
the next. We can choose to walk through
it, dragging the carcasses of our prejudice
and hatred, our avarice, our data banks
and dead ideas, our dead rivers and smoky
skies behind us. Or we can walk through
lightly, with little luggage, ready to imagine
another world. And ready to fight for it.
Arundhati Roy: ‘The pandemic is a portal’
https://www.ft.com/content/10d8f5e8-74eb-11ea-95fefcd274e920ca

T

he twin priorities of preserving health and
protecting the economy have rightfully
taken centre stage in the popular discourse
in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, presented
as an apparent dichotomy or even a zero-sum
game. The debate is wide-ranging and polarised
between those arguing for hard lockdowns to save
lives irrespective of the associated risks of bringing
the economy to a halt, and others arguing for the
economy to get going again notwithstanding
the health and death consequences. The latter
position for example argues that the lockdown
cure might be worse than the disease itself
leading to even greater hardships, especially for
the poor and unemployed. Following this line of
argument, a recent report by actuaries warns that
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the current strict lockdowns may cause 29 times
more deaths than they are designed to prevent. At
the heart of the report is the notion that, “Viruses
kill. But the economy sustains lives, and poverty
kills too.” (See: https://www.dailymaverick.
co.za/article/2020-05-05-actuaries-warnramaphosa-of-a-humanitarian-disaster-todwarf-covid-19-if-restrictive-lockdown-isnot-lifted/).
Between these two extremes there is a wide
variety of positions on how to balance the
exigencies of the economy with the priority of
health, or as President Cyril Ramaphosa indicates,
“between lives and livelihoods”. Yet, a fuller
appreciation of the impact of COVID-19 must also
consider its cultural consequences and in this piece
I highlight some of the dilemmas in relation to
funeral rites.
It is well-known that funerals have been a
principal source of the spread of the coronavirus
in the Eastern Cape, but beyond merely pointing
out the hotspots in order to respond with practical
measures to curb the spread, there needs to be a
deeper reflection on the long term consequences
of the lockdown regulations on such local cultural
practices. The very abrupt change to people’s lives
opens up possibilities for considering new ways of
doing things. We start from the premise that culture
is not an immutable entity chained to particular
traditions. Instead it is dynamic, responding
to changing circumstances, especially under
conditions of crisis which may offer transformative
prospects. The COVID-19 pandemic has elicited
the sort of reactions amounting to a national and
even global crisis. This article does not engage in
the debate about the veracity of these responses.
It does not pretend to provide answers on whether
the lockdowns were necessary or even advisable;
it merely seeks to raise questions about past
practices in the hope that the social disruption of
the lockdowns may lead to some reflection on our
value systems and how they inform our behaviour.
There is no doubt that the very strict regulations
around funerals have battered previously held
rituals and traditions. Night vigils are prohibited
as well as hugging and kissing, with an insistence
on social (physical?) distancing, only fifty people
are permitted to attend and only close relatives
are allowed to travel to funerals. Health Minister
Mkhize for example, in an article entitled, ‘Funerals
cannot be the same again’ says quite unequivocally
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that “So we would like to ask our people now to
change the approach as they deal with the issues
of funerals, It is important for us to say that social
distancing still remains a very important issue to
curb this pandemic. Unfortunately, we’ve observed
that quite often during funerals, as people are
giving each other comfort and hugging, they’ll
be holding each other very closely, and some are
crying, maybe some are coughing, and so on”. (See:
https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/southafrica/2020-04-19-funerals-cannot-be-thesame-again-zweli-mkhize/)
In addition to regulations concerning funerals in
general, more restrictive rules apply to the funerals
of people who die of COVID-19. The National
Institute for Communicable Diseases (NICD),
strongly recommends that these people should
be cremated. However, if cremation is not possible,
very strict measures have to accompany a burial: the
body must be placed in a triple body bag, labelled
with a biohazard warning tag “hazard Group 4
Pathogens” then buried in a nontransparent coffin
(See: The Covid-19 burial problem for South
Africa. Sarah Smit). 14 Apr 2020 https://mg.co.
za/article/2020-04-14-the-covid-19-burialproblem-for-south-africa/).

“While these changes have dramatically shifted the very essence
of funeral rites, the regulations have also had the unintended
consequence of relieving many people of the intense pressure to
hold large funerals.”
While these changes have dramatically shifted
the very essence of funeral rites, the regulations
have also had the unintended consequence of
relieving many people of the intense pressure to
hold large funerals. A family’s honour is at stake on
account of how many cattle, sheep and chickens
they’ve slaughtered, how much money they spent
on the coffin or casket and generally how grand
the preparations are for the funeral. Everyone is
welcome to pay respects to the departed and to
comfort the grieving relatives, often in very close
proximity to each other as a collective effort to
share the grief. However, there is a very thin line
between the laudable community response of care
and solidarity in the offering of condolences and
the crass commercialism and overt consumerism
which have become the norm for funerals for very

Prof Fred Hendricks,
Rhodes University

many communities across the country. While the
latter has clearly been a major burden on family
finances for the majority, the COVID-19 pandemic
offers an opportunity to rethink how these things
are done.
The lockdown regulations around funerals have
had multiple responses which are evolving. While
during the initial stages of the pandemic many
simply ignored the regulations more recently,
people are willing to reconsider the ways in which
they’ve done things before. For example, in a
recent article Lethu Nxumalo highlights the huge
savings because of the highly restrictive conditions
imposed by the lockdown. She cites one mourning
relative, “When my sister passed away recently,
we saved so much. We had no cow, no tents, no
buses, no after tears, no distant relatives over a long
period of time. We honestly spend unnecessary
money on our funerals.” (See: https://www.iol.
co.za/sunday-tribune/news/families-savethousands-on-funeral-costs-during-covid-19lockdown-47246077)
In this respect also, the king of the
Amampondomise, Zwelozuko Matiwane has issued
a ban on funeral services in order to re-introduce
the practice of ukuqhusheka, or secret burials,
changing the nature of funerals from huge affairs
involving the entire community, to private family
observances with the deceased buried on the same
day without a prolonged and expensive fanfare.
Nosebenzile Ntlantsana a local leader follows this
logic by supporting a recovery of this ancient,
but lost tradition of secret burials when he says,
“Families get into huge debt in order to pay for
funerals nowadays. As traditional leaders we often
need to intervene in settling disputes between
families and service providers when the families
cannot pay. It is heart-breaking to see how much
pressure there is to have big funerals these days
- maybe this practice will help families especially
in our communities.” (See: https://www.bbc.
com/news/world-africa-52571862). Harking
back to an ancient tradition like this could serve to
legitimate a new way of dealing with fundamental
questions of how we respect the dead without
bankrupting families and how we may encourage
a spirit of togetherness during a bereavement
without compromising peoples’ health.
At the same time we have to take account of
deeply ingrained cultural mores. For example,

Professor Jabulani Maphalala says, “According to
Zulu culture, the body of a deceased person must
spend the night at home before being taken to a
cemetery the following day. When you fetch the
deceased person from the mortuary you must
communicate to him or her and say that you are
taking them home. If you don’t say the right things
that are acceptable to the ancestors, the soul of the
deceased will be left behind at the mortuary from
where it will start wandering. This can cause a lot of
suffering to the deceased person’s children later in
life,” (See: Coronavirus hits burial rites in South
Africa. https://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/
News/covid-19-hits-burial-rites-20200311).

“The COVID-19 pandemic has planted the seeds of change and
people are already responding in ways unimaginable just two
months ago.”
Yet in reality, it is now accepted practice to bury
the body prior to holding the funeral service which
according to Brian Haynes, Director of CODESA
Funeral Services in Umngazana, near Port St
Johns in the Eastern Cape, represents a change in
perspective of deeply held ideas on the relation
between ancestors and the living. It remains to be
seen whether these changes are irrevocable, but
Haynes is convinced that it is highly unlikely that
people will return to the old ways of preparing the
body to meet the ancestors.
The COVID-19 pandemic has planted the seeds
of change and people are already responding in
ways unimaginable just two months ago. At the
very least the pandemic has thrown into sharp
relief that there is a multiplicity of cultural practices
around funerals and an acceptance of this diversity
is vital for the battle against intolerance. In some
cases the pandemic has inspired ingenious
adaptations as people seek to establish their
equilibrium in a time deep social disruption. But
we must look beyond the current crisis at the
kinds of post-pandemic behaviour which opens
up possibilities for progressive outcomes for the
majority. We have to be very wary of blithely
hankering after a normality of extreme inequality
and as far as the future of funerals is concerned,
let’s use the disruption occasioned by COVID-19
to re-examine the values which underpin our
respect for the departed with the kind of lightness
suggested by Roy.
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Conceptualising
Ubuntu as deconstruction of solidarity
and collective action

I

n South Africa we have the wonderful concept of
“Ubuntu” which translates as “humanity”. Ubuntu
speaks to solidarity and human collective effort
to achieve unity or oneness, and has a beautiful
history. Today, however, Ubuntu is often a reduced to
a theoretical concept, sometimes used for political
or personal gain. The original meaning was about
solidarity to withstand the test of time, togetherness
as our point of strength to fight and hold each other
by the hand. We have an obligation to stand as one,
to win as collective, to care for one another.
Perhaps the COVID-19 pandemic is an opportunity
to bring us back to humanity, where equality is natural
and normal. Our earthly statuses and possessions
have become useless, nothing matters more than
the people around us. The suffering of another is
the suffering of all. COVID-19 can attack our bodies
and affect our self-centred social lives, but it has the
potential to bring out humanity in all of us.
Would you still hang on to your racial prejudices,
bitterness, and arrogance? There is no single person
with a sound mind who would still be pursuing
selfish agendas. All corrupt individuals are coming
to the realisation that they have been thoughtless;
the time of repentance is when death is eminent
to all, even the so-called powerful are susceptible.
Humans are meant to be equal; not that some will not
thrive more than others but, while thriving, have the
consciousness that whatever talent, ability or skill any
of us has is a gift to fulfil the broad purpose of human
solidarity (Oelofsen, 2015). The idea of appearing as a
distinctive person through accumulation of material
possessions is irrelevant to a unified nation governed
by collective common course.
Many companies have closed down because of the
national lockdown and many people will not be paid,
instead hoping that UIF will be made available during
this period. However, this is not likely to happen if
their companies were not registered with the UIFor if
they run informal businesses or work for commission
or as freelancers. Therefore, those of us who will still
get their salaries should help those affected. We
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cannot talk about love, compassion and Ubuntu
without practising its noble principles. Mandela (1994)
stated that “real leaders must be ready to sacrifice all
for the freedom of their people”, and these are indeed
times for us to sacrifice our selfishness for humanity. If
I have food to eat, no one should die of hunger, and
if I have clothes no one should be naked. Solidarity
is crucial and collective actions produce desirable
humanistic results when people value cohesion.

“We have
degenerated our
humanness to party
politics and racial,
gender and economic
discrimination. We
can be better, we can
all thrive and yes we
can tackle inequality
adequately. “

In African culture, we are all family
African history attests to the fact that there is no
grave resulting from hunger. In the African culture
we do not have an orphan because everyone
around you constitutes a family. Some of these
valuable beliefs or practices have been swallowed
by modernity, but now we have a common enemy,
COVID-19, and therefore solidarity, charity and
collective action to ensure the well-being of all
persons around us is pertinent.
The only fundamental variable to observe in order
to lend a helping hand is humanness. We have
degenerated our humanness to party politics and
racial, gender and economic discrimination. We can
be better, we can all thrive and yes we can tackle
inequality adequately.
COVID-19 has brought an important truth to
our face: that we have adjusted to living with
abnormalities, such as a Sandton suburb and its
neighbouring Alexander Township, which depict an
ugly South African truth of proximate co-existence of
immense wealth and abject poverty. There are many
variables that continue to divide us, and also expose
the weakness of our education system, because it has
failed to create graduates that understand their role in
the society. We all come out as self-centred individuals
who feel they need to live in their own safer, cleaner
and better suburb than the rest of the people.
There is a great need for people to put their
resources together and build better communities
through stern collective programmes of action, in
order to realise the growth and well-being of every

By Matlabukele Thamaga

person. Community efforts to create meaningful
opportunities for everyone should emerge now and
be carried out even after we have triumphed over
COVID-19.
Biko (1978, p. 68) asserted that “Black Consciousness
is in essence the realization by the black man of the
need to rally together with his brothers around the
cause of their oppression”. Poverty is our common
enemy irrespective of our racial and economic
distinctiveness. A fight against COVID-19 propels us
to work together in defeating our enemy that utilises
our inequalities as weapon for our destruction. It can
be defeated through genuine solidarity and concrete
collective action, but this should not be reactionary,
because that will lead to selfishness and deviation
from the common path. Solidarity is not something to
be used for publicity reasons, but in recognition that
we are all responsible for one another. The fall of my
neighbour is my downfall too.
The restoration of our sanity should mean
conceptualisation of Ubuntu as our governing
principle to humanness and the power of unity.
The concept of Ubuntu as an African perspective
on human interaction has been defined as, “I am
because we are” (Tutu, 2007, p. 3). This interpretation
points at the importance of communal life, in
contrast to the gap between rich and poor that the
COVID-19 pandemic has exposed. The poor masses
live in overcrowded areas where they are not able to
practise social/physical distancing, making it difficult
to manage the lockdown and curb the spread of the
virus.
The shortcomings of government in addressing
inequalities since 1994 has made the country
vulnerable to social and health ills, particularly
COVID-19. The existing party politics have failed to
confront the neo-liberal predispositions conceded
by white supremacy; instead, we have the elite class,
characterised mainly by black politicians. The rhetoric
of the elite class is dangerous because it resonates
with and resembles that of the poor masses, but in
fact, it represents a completely different ideology,
i.e. neo-liberalism. The elite class has abandoned
Ubuntu, in pursued of self-interest, personal glory and
materialism.
The fundamental conceptualisation of Ubuntu
lies with consciousness of the fact that one cannot
flourish without the rest of the society flourishing
(Oelofsen, 2015). Chasing after personal gratification
at the expense of the majority’s wellbeing is unAfrican; thus, individualisation represents a moral
degeneration in the African perspective (Daley,2020).
The politics of stomach marked with personality
egotism has given rise to intense corruption

among politicians, mainly in government, and the
unfortunate consequences of their actions affect the
poor majority of South Africa.

“The lockdown is
becoming more
impracticable by
the day, as the
governments begin
to recognise its
inadequacy.”

Too little, too late?
The government’s current initiatives to curb the
spread of COVID-19 such as relocating people from
overcrowded areas, sheltering homeless people and
subsidising small and medium farmers, should not be
applauded, as they should have been implemented
as part of usual service delivery not as emergency
measures. Government should be expanding the
capacity of health care facilities, the health care labour
force and the distribution of basics such as foods
to households during the lockdown. Government
failed to address common social problems prior to
COVID-19, so it is absurd to think that they can address
the contagion of COVID-19.
The lockdown is becoming more impracticable
by the day, as the governments begin to recognise
its inadequacy. There have been relaxations of some
lockdown regulations, such as permitting taxis to
carry more passengers and the return of certain
informal traders. These relaxations are necessary
considering the intense poverty faced by majority of
South Africans. However, they defeat the purpose of
lockdown.
Disunity, lack of patriotism and self-serving
leadership characterise South Africa in the democratic
epoch, whereas the hope of South Africa winning the
fight against COVID-19 lies in thoughtful solidarity and
commitment to concrete collective action. United
we triumph. As chapter 5 of the Freedom Charter
stipulates: “South Africa belongs to all who live in it”,
therefore let us make our country comfortable and
conducive for everyone during these trying times.
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or black swan event, we can draw some
lessons for future policy development.
In this regard, I think this COVID-19
has highlighted numerous policy and
institutional problems that this state and
government should have long ago addressed
and now need to answer for, POST US and
THEM moving away from the current black
swan crisis.
Spatial and informal development
planning

Corona

must bring change of policy
thinking now!!!

L

et us start this article with some truth.
One does not like or believe in the
hegemony of the big three ratings
agencies (Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s and
Fitch Group), particularly for developing
states like South Africa. However, it would
be folly to pretend that they do not have an
influence over how international investors
and markets view our small state. As if this
ratings downgrade by Moody’s and others
over the last two years, was not enough,
we now have to confront an enemy not of
our or the government’s making, COVID-19.
Yet, this article contends that there are
some silver linings to this black swan event
that is the Corona virus. This is particularly
true in the area of spatial and informal
development planning.
Why black swan event/theory?
The theory of a black swan event has its
origins in the writings of Roman poet
Juvenal’s phrase ‘rara avis in terris nigroque
simillima cygno/a rare bird in the lands and
very much like a black swan’, describing an
event that is as rare as sighting a black
swan’. However, the term in modern times
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has come to be popularised by scholar and
risk analyst Nassim Taleb in his 2007 book,
The Black Swan: the impact of the highly
improbable. Taleb explains the logic of his
theory by outlining its three characteristics:
“First, it is an outlier, as it lies outside the realm
of regular expectations, because nothing in the
past can convincingly point to its possibility.
Second, it carries an extreme impact. Third, in
spite of its outlier status, human nature makes
us concoct explanations for its occurrence after
the fact, making it explainable and predictable.”
It is against this backdrop that we have to
understand the COVID-19 disaster, namely it
is a black swan event combining sociological,
health and economic factors all in one
go. So, in addressing it, the South African
government and many others are going to
experiment with a myriad of actions to try
to remedy what is a fluid situation, and we
might not be happy with all the actions.
I am thankfully not a medical doctor or
scientist (lacking the courage for such) but a
Public Policy practitioner/theorist and want
to engage from this perspective. As such I
want to engage in what is called Adaptability
Public Policy, which is to say in a given crisis

Spatial considerations
To begin with, the COVID-19 disaster, beyond
being a medical/scientific pandemic, needs
to be seen as a harbinger of the fact that
South African townships and rural areas,
where the majority of African and black
people live, have been let down by poor
policy planning post-1994.
Evidence for this contention is seen in the
correct call for social distancing being pushed
aside/ignored, not because people do not
understand the dangers of this virus, but
rather because their choice is now inherently
an economic one. For instance, “If I stay in
my informal dwelling WHO will make sure my
family eats? Even if one has a small business it
is informal, so CAN I afford to give up my space
in a highly competitive field, where face-to-face
interaction is the business?”
Now this article is not encouraging
the breaking of laws to move us past this
crisis, rather it is asking this question: when
systems and institutions have let a select
demographic (townships and rural areas)
down, should we be surprised when people
pick bread over social distancing?
COVID-19 therefore needs to be seen as a
sanitiser for the poor policy thinking that has
gone into the problems associated with the
existence of township and rural citizens.
It cannot be that 114 years removed
from the publication of Sol Plaatje’s Native
Life in South Africa, Before and Since the
European War and the Boer Rebellion, the
African majority and black population living
in townships and rural areas are “hewers of
wood and drawers of water to men/industry
who have the power”. While much television
material has been dedicated to conversations
about townships and township living during
this time, it is important to reflect on the
concerns raised by the African Development
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Bank’s Southern Africa Economic Outlook
2019 publication about the extreme poverty
that exists in rural South Africa, especially for
black/African women.
It would sadden if not infuriate one to
believe that post this Corona black swan,
South Africa and its citizens who have
the ability to influence politicians and
government will forget the plight of rural
South Africa and go back to their usual
business-as-normal conversations. I say this
because one is not raising the plight of rural
South Africa as a moral consideration only.
Rather, the argument is that rural South Africa
is an untapped political-economy reservoir
for our fight to graduate from the ratings
downgrade. This article contends that if some
of the urgency and measures put forth and
achieved during this testing time can be
carried forward post-COVID-19, rural areas
could finally be used as an economic solution
this state needs.
For instance, using 2017 data from the
Directorate Statistics and Economic Analysis,
Department of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries: “The value of agricultural production
in South Africa increased by 4,7% and was
estimated at R281 370 million in 2017/18, while
its contribution to the GDP was estimated to
be R90 458 million at nominal prices in 2017”.
Without dabbling too much in what it
currently looks like, it is quite evident that the
agricultural sector and therefore rural South
Africa still has much to contribute to South
Africa. While it is important to bolster our
other sectors, none of these sectors have the
potential to turn the Eastern Cape, Limpopo,
KwaZulu-Natal, Mpumalanga, Northern Cape
and North West provinces from being seen
simply as labour supply areas.
If spatial equity, which I define spatial
equity as having the ability to freely choose to
live in a township or rural area of South Africa
while having the requisite public schooling,
healthcare and related amenities without
being disadvantaged by not being in Sandton,
Cape Town or Pretoria. If spatial equity is real,
it must be seen in townships like Evaton,
Langa, KwaMashu, Motherwell, Seshego and
rural regions like Welkom, Ulundi, Mthatha,
Mahikeng, Alice and the like. To ask people to
correctly observe social distancing and avoid
rural regions in fear of spreading the virus to
these areas is correct. The bigger question to
ask, though, is this: why post-1994 are these

aforementioned areas the most susceptible
to black swans like this?
I contend it is because spatial
considerations only occur when disasters
come to the fore, so until we (government
first, followed by scholars and urban citizens)
start to participate and pressure for the
establishment of economic development
agencies and institutions in these regions,
we will be derailed by other black swans
which have the potential to minimise already
marginalised citizens. So, where should
discussions such as these start beyond you
and I reading this article? I would argue it
starts with policy practitioners and society
calling for a revision of what we mean by
apartheid spatial planning.
Development planning
Apartheid spatial planning is a concept that
always flows rather liberally from the mouths
of government and opposition politicians,
yet one of the remnants of this concept still
to be properly addressed is an operationally
integrated public transport system. It
is commendable and welcome to hear
politicians appeal to taxi owners and drivers
about the need to adhere to a given time of
operation and to not continue the businessas-usual approach of filling taxis to the brim
with passengers.
But again one asks: post-Corona, will this
new-found vigour to engage with what is a
private industry addressing a failure of the
public sector to envision and operate an
integrated public transport system last? I will
leave you the reader to answer this question.
What one will dwell on is how the absence
of an efficient public transport system
in times such as these leads to further
marginalisation, highlighting the need go
back to the drawing board and reimagine
a public transport system that is a public
good. The real distances between towns,
rural villages and cities are a construct of
British and Afrikaner racial planners. Yet,
the lack of a South African public transport
system that circumvents this is the failure
of the present powers that be. Therefore,
this black swan event should force policy
and political planners back to the drawing
board to reconsider how and what type of
public transport system we should have.
My contention is that the Corona virus has
already highlighted to us some of the much-

needed facets to a public transport system.
Firstly, it needs to be mass based. That is
to say, it must be an automobile (bus and
train) that must be large enough to allow
for the spacing between commuters. As
the Corona virus has shown us, this is not
about being luxurious but health conscious.
Secondly, it needs to operate in line with the
economy. This will mean we have a bus and
train system which is integrated and works
from 03:00/04:00 until 23:00. This alignment
with working hours of the “township/rural
economy” will also have the unintended
consequence of improving the safety of
vulnerable commuters like old people,
women and children who are currently not
the safest of commuters. Thirdly, there is need
for a mass transport system that starts at the
door/street corner of the commuters to take
them to a central hub that connects workers
to their preferred routes for work or personal
issues.
One could say more about how a
mass-based integrated public transport
system could eventually save commuters
on transport fees, which are currently way
too high. However, enough research exists
focusing on the high cost of the current
transport phenomena.
Concluding thoughts
In closing, if COVID-19 has taught us
anything in the context of policy, it is that
ALL SOLUTIONS need to be activated to curb
crises, and make no mistake, our current
spatial and development planning ethos and
practice is in crisis. If COVID -19 is to leave
behind a legacy, let it be that it finally spurred
the government to act in such a manner as
we see now for all other crises facing South
Africa. Where task teams are given the full
ambit of political will to undertake, at times,
controversial and challenging decisions and
secondly, let it impress upon the state the
need to clearly communicate problems and
decisions as has been the case.
This black swan will leave us, because
we know we have amazing healthcare
professionals and a general public that
knows we have bigger crises to overcome,
but care must be taken; in an ever-changing
world, more black swans are coming and
we should ensure our system from rural,
township and city South Africa is better
prepared than now.
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I

n the absence of scientific solutions to the COVID-19
pandemic, intensified household health education
that harnesses various formal and informal methods
could be a vital tool in curbing the spread of the disease.
For developing countries like South Africa, a rise in
the number of infections will eventually overwhelm
the healthcare system. The experience of developed
countries such as those in the European region teaches
us that developing countries cannot absolutely rely
on the healthcare machinery and capacity to combat
the spread of the infections. Alternative and more
effective strategies where citizens play a meaningful
role and do not necessarily require pharmaceutical
intervention are required as a matter of urgency.
Like other countries that have suffered the COVID-19
outbreak, South Africa has resorted to locking citizens
behind closed doors as a strategy believed to reduce
the speed of the spread of the virus. The application
of this strategy has encountered mixed perceptions
based on the community and individual households’
circumstances. Until a cure or vaccine has been
discovered, households can arguably do more to
slow the spread of the virus than any available health
intervention. Both the local and international literature
indicates that there are lessons to be learnt from a lack
of health education for communities and households.

Household
health
education could mobilise
citizens against COVID-19
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Conceptualising a relationship between a house
and healthcare
There are various scholarly definitions of a “house”.
For Turner (1972), a house is an activity from which
most immediate ends of life depend, such as shelter,
cultivation and preparation of food, care of the body
and procreation and nurturing of babies. Melnikas
(1998:326) perceives a house as a “specific and relatively
limited, physically, biologically and socially close place
where people and groups of people can live their
biosocial life, by receiving services, performing house
chores and other biosocial activity”.
The paper presented by Kissick et al., (2006) at The
World Urban Forum appreciated the value of housing
in food provision, medical care and the first need of
vulnerable populations following natural and manmade disasters. In addition, it asserts that clean, warm
housing is an essential input for prevention and care
of diseases such as HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, diarrhoea
and malaria.
These perspectives are in agreement with the
South African housing policy framework, which
regards a house as more than a shelter but a multidimensional asset that impacts and shapes human
lives in various ways (Department of Housing, 2004).
The public housing programme in South Africa
includes consumer education focusing on pre- and
post-occupation implications; however, this education
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being important components of health literacy
(Wang, et al., 2018). The conclusion drawn was that
health education was essential to improve student
knowledge on infectious diseases and promote the
development of appropriate behaviours toward
infectious disease prevention and control, and
consequently effectively slows the spread of infectious
diseases (Wang, et al., 2018).

does not necessarily emphasise the connection
between housing and health (Govender, 2011).
This could have important implications for the
country’s efforts to combat the spread of COVID-19.
Community perceptions and health education on
pandemic diseases
The nature and impacts of the COVID-19 are relative
to other pandemics that have had far-reaching effects
on countries’ economies and social structures, while
claiming millions of lives. One, amongst the many,
contributing factors were the uninformed perceptions
and behaviours of local communities. According to
Mubyazi Barongo, Kamugisha, & Njunwa, (2013), it is
common in Africa for the people living in particular
community settings to associate specific diseases
with mystical or natural factors. This results in delays
in seeking treatment which at times has undesired
health outcomes. Mubyazi et al., (2013) therefore
asserted that understanding the social perceptions
of health and disease within the cultural context is
important as people’s beliefs and perceptions shape
their behaviours and ability to adopt or cope with the
existing health interventions.
According to Correia & Luck (2020), the extent
to which non-pharmaceutical interventions can
alleviate a pandemic can reduce the mortality rate
and economic repercussions. The findings of a study
conducted in the United States of the economic
impact of the Spanish Flu, which claimed the lives
of 50 million people, showed that cities which
implemented early and extensive non-pharmaceutical
interventions suffered no adverse economic effects
over the medium term (Correia & Luck, 2020).
These interventions included social distancing at
community and household levels and an emphasis
on household and community health education.
A study was conducted at various schools in the
Gansu Province, Western China, which is a region with
a relatively poor level of socioeconomic development,
inadequate education and health resources (Wang,
et al., 2018). The aim was to examine the effects of
health education on influenza, TB and mumps on
improvement of knowledge on infectious diseases and
changes in preventive behaviours among students.
The rationale for the selection of schools was that they
are a gathering place for vulnerable populations with
frequent contact, and where outbreaks of infectious
diseases, especially respiratory diseases, often occur.
The context of this case study is similar to the
economic geography of South Africa, in terms of the
low-income urban peripheries and rural areas. The
findings of the study showed that health literacy was
significant in improving prevention and control of
infectious diseases, health knowledge and behaviour

“The case of HIV/
AIDS in South Africa
provides good lessons
on how uniformed
perceptions can
contribute to the
spread of pandemic
diseases. “

Effect of belief systems studied
Another study to consider was carried out in Tanzania
between 2002 and 2003 to assess community
knowledge and perceptions about malaria, leprosy,
schistosomiasis, onchorceciasis, TB, lymphatic filariasis,
HIV and AIDS, human brucellosis and Human African
Tripanosomiasis or sleeping sickness (Mubyazi, et al,
2013). In all four of the villages that were sampled,
several village members including the local leaders
believed that TB prevailed partly because of low
community knowledge of the disease and modes of
its transmission. They also believed that even when the
health facilities may be in place with committed health
workers, some community members may not use them
at all or adequately if they have little or no knowledge
or if they had negative perceptions towards certain
diseases. The study advised that effective community
participation in the war against communicable diseases
requires adequate public understanding of the diseases
affecting such communities (Mubyazi et al., 2013).
The HIV/AIDS pandemic was the most recent health
crisis to cause socioeconomic depletion in South
Africa, with more than 7.7 million infections and 71 000
deaths to date. This has been the largest HIV epidemic
worldwide (UNAIDS, 2019). Lack of health education
and local perceptions about the disease are considered
to be the cause of many infections and deaths.
A study that was carried out in the Eastern Cape
on traditionally circumcised men, found that after
circumcision these men believed that completing
the transition from boyhood to manhood meant they
were immune to contacting sexually transmitted
infections (STIs), including HIV, as removal of the foreskin
reduced the risk of contracting the infection. They
therefore saw no need for consistent condom usage
(Nyembezi, et al., 2014). The study recommended
culturally sensitive education for the initiation leaders,
initiates and everyone involved in this practice, so as to
increase awareness and prevent the spread of HIV/AIDS
(Linganiso & Gwegweni, 2016).
The case of HIV/AIDS in South Africa provides good
lessons on how uniformed perceptions can contribute
to the spread of pandemic diseases. Although the cause
of HIV/AIDS infections is not similar to that of COVID-19,
similar cultural views may be elicited. According to
Sivelä (2016), studies show that AIDS prevention
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programmes have encountered many cultural
obstacles in South Africa, forcing those who fight
the disease to respond to local and lay beliefs about
HIV/AIDS. These included beliefs in witchcraft, AIDS
conspiracy theories, the idea that sex with a virgin can
cure HIV/AIDS, that HIV is not the cause of AIDS, or that
condoms can be infected with HIV (Sivelä, 2016).
Some scholars assert that the South African
traditional belief systems of health and disease largely
attribute the cause of illness to ancestors and God
(Kalichman & Simbay, 2004). As a result, there are
existing beliefs that people become sick because they
have done something to anger the spirits of ancestors
or God, consequently affecting how people respond
to epidemic diseases. A significant finding in a study
conducted in Cape Town in 2004 showed that people
who believed that AIDS is caused by spirits/ the
supernatural had significantly less formal education
and were less likely to be married and employed than
people who did not hold these beliefs (Kalichman &
Simbay, 2004). The study therefore suggested that “HIV/
AIDS awareness and education campaigns that are a
cornerstone of South Africa’s AIDS prevention effort
could impact repulsion and social sanction stigmas
against people living with HIV” (Kalichman & Simbay,
2004. p, 578).
COVID-19 in South Africa
South Africa joined more than third of the global
population on national lockdown with the hopes of
mitigating the spread of the COVID-19. The view of
the South African government (drawing lessons from
their international counterparts) was that the spread of
infections would be reduced by restricting the physical
movements and interactions of the people. Digital
media has played a significant role in the expression
of people’s experiences and perceptions amid the
existence of the pandemic. Views that supported the
decision taken by government were expressed along
with those that opposed the government’s strict
measures. However, the general observation is that all
sectors of the society are frustrated by the outbreak.
Despite reports that South Africa has seen a decrease
in the number of new infections after the lockdown,
Health Minister Hon. Zweli Mkhize stated that “the
small growth we are currently experiencing is coming
before a devastating storm”, adding that “the disease is
spreading silently” (BusinessLive, 2020, par. 2).
The predictions made according to Boston
Consulting Group (2020) are that South Africa would
only reach a peak of new infections by the beginning
of June, and expected to end its national lockdown
between June and August 2020. South Africa
therefore has the task of improving the effectiveness
of all COVID-19 regulations in order to defeat these
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projections. Keeping citizens under lockdown may not
be enough if they are not mobilised as active agents
in the fight against the disease. Correct information
about the virus, proper healthcare knowledge and
essential items such as clean water, food and hygienic
equipment are necessary in mobilising citizens as
active agents in the fight against the disease.
An image shown in figure 1 was shared on social
media with an intention to raise awareness for
compliance to national lockdown regulations in South
Africa. This illustration may not have been tested as
absolutely accurate to explain the exact national
lockdown, but it is very useful in painting a view of the
situation during this period. The fundamental assertion
made in this figure is that, no matter how much
effort the government makes to control the spread
of infections, most of the power to curb the spread
of the disease remains with the citizens. In particular,
households are the most strategic places where the
battle against the virus can be fought and won. The level
of education about the existence and impacts of the
COVID-19 pandemic would play a significant role.

Figure 1: The role of government in reducing the spread of COVID-19
Source: (Retrieved from Twitter)

The illustration made by the image is that the
doctors representing health workers and police
representing law enforcement officials are placed
as frontline forces in halting the spread of COVID-19.
Deployment of the army and the police has been
explored by the South African government as a
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(iii) “Please stay at home, isolation is the only solution that
we have.”

strategy to effectively control the movement
of citizens. The health workers play a pivotal
role in ensuring recovery of those infected and
raising awareness to educate the society about
precautionary measures to be taken. The effective
role of citizens mostly depends on their level of
compliance to lockdown regulations, which include
staying at home to ensure social distancing. This
however appears to be a passive role. Citizens’
level of compliance can be affected by factors
such as uninformed perceptions about the disease
owing to a lack of household health education.
While some awareness raising is being done,
some of the existing perceptions of the local people
indicate lack of knowledge and no commitment
to take responsibility. This observation does not
disregard some of the positive efforts shown by
South African citizens in reducing the spread
of the disease. Some of the community and
household perceptions are presented below.
a) In a documentary recorded during a COVID-19
awareness campaign in an informal settlement in
Khayelitsha, Cape Town:
Resident: “we are more afraid of the soldiers than the
Coronavirus.”
Nurse: “They [residents] are willing to listen but
what I realized is that they don’t realize the impact it
[Coronavirus] has on this squatter settlement.”

Source: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Xh47m4GJsDA&t=441s

d) Another recovered patient (Ncebekazi) from the
Eastern Cape province who previously travelled to
Italy was interviewed by SABC News:
Ncebekazi: “I just want to say to people in the rural
areas, guys I understand that you are scared and the
virus is new here, but then I was able to defeat the virus
without any cure. So I think a person who is infected
can do the same, if you comply by the rules put by our
President, you stay at home, you sanitise and also you
wash your hands preferably with warm water and soap
you can beat this thing, also social distancing.”
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=01fniZS7i-E

e) The SA Police Minister, Hon. Bheki Cele announced
that a 36-year-old man was arrested after posting a
video saying there is “nothing corona here [in South
Africa]”. The Minister added that 55 people had
already been arrested on the first day of the national
lockdown for violating lockdown regulations.
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwpEH158enA

f ) A 55-year-old man was also arrested after a video
was circulated on social media (Grobler, 2020) where
he announced that “the South African government
tomorrow is sending 10 000 people door to door with
the police to test you for the disease known as COVID-19.
Do not under any circumstance allow them to test you.
There is a possibility that the swabs are contaminated
with COVID-19. Globally people are saying they are
using the swabs to spread the virus.”

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87EjVzRLdqQ

b) During a community raid in an unspecified local
township:
Media reporter: “The officers on duty seem anxious,
they admit they can hardly keep these huge areas under
control.”

Source: Video retrieved from WhatsApp.

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJqGZMzYLM0

c) A recovered COVID-19 patient (anonymous) from
Mpumalanga province was interviewed by SABC
News on experiences suffered after recovery, and
advice to the society:
Anonymous: (i) “It was very traumatising because
there were people broadcasting massages on WhatsApp
naming and shaming me, even my company that I
work for. It caused so much damage not only to my
company that I work for but also to my self-image.
I’m broken because I can’t imagine that a community
that you belong to can treat you like that. I didn’t go
to contact with anyone, I self-isolated as per all the
precautions that they gave me and still they treating me
like this”;
(ii) “My husband never got COVID-19, I never ever gave it to
him and he was the closest contact that I had. Due to
good hygiene and regular sanitation, and keeping social
distancing, he never got it”;

“Across developed
and developing
regions, the global
community is not
coping well with the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The common solution
to curb the spread of
the virus is locking
citizens in their
homes, deploying
the police and
army and providing
general hygiene and
social-distancing
guidelines.”

There was also a circulation of information on
WhatsApp with beliefs that Blacks were resistant to
coronavirus and that the virus was only infecting the
Whites.
These and other accounts indicate that there
were citizens who were complying and encouraging
others to comply with government’s regulations,
while others were spreading false information
and discouraging others from complying with the
regulations. In this regard, enhanced household
health education could play a pivotal role in keeping
citizens moving as a united force against the
COVID-19 pandemic outbreak.
Conclusion and recommendations
Across developed and developing regions, the global
community is not coping well with the COVID-19
pandemic. The common solution to curb the spread of
the virus is locking citizens in their homes, deploying
the police and army and providing general hygiene and
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social-distancing guidelines. However, more needs to
be done in the sphere of household health education.
While government has been using digital and social
media to communicate correct information to citizens,
social media can also play a dangerous role in the
spread of false information that may influence other
citizens against the regulations. The communication
approach used by government still leaves many
citizens in the dark until the message is translated into
a language that each local community can understand.
The pandemic should therefore not be treated as just
a fundamental national issue but a critical household
problem. Until such an effort is made, many citizens,
especially in impoverished local communities where
illiteracy is high, will view the disease as a problem on
the national news and not an issue they need to fight
at a household level, until it affects anyone in close
proximity.
Another general observation is that, while the
national government has made positive strides in the
effort to increase capacity in the health machinery,
this surpasses the efforts made to conduct household
health education. Currently, the worldwide consensus
is that it is the commitment and responsibility taken
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by citizens that will flatten the curve of the spread.
Therefore, health education should be taken to
each household across the country where the most
literate household members are encouraged to play a
leading role in educating their families and relatives.
Community volunteers should be deployed in the
most impoverished communities where the level of
formal education may be very low, such as informal
settlements and rural areas. The government unit
responsible for local communities must design
education plans and templates to define and guide
the household health education process, and local
government, through ward councillors, must be very
visible in this process. There should also be intensified
use of national television, radio stations, social
media platforms and all other available means of
communication in speedily rolling out this education
process.
Once citizens understand that they themselves play
a leading role in the fight against the spread of the
disease, taking collective responsibility, they are more
likely to work in unity with government structures,
including the army and the police force, supported by
the private sector and other stakeholders.
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On folklore
“There is no greater sorrow than to
recall, in misery, the time when we
were happy”
Cicero 106 – 43 BC

C

OVID-19 catapulted itself upon the
world with astounding chronodynamic rapidity, putatively from
incubation and hatching in Wuhan, a city
in the People’s Republic of China that has
become the notorious caput mundi of
the virus, to a pandemic of spectacular
proportion that dominated every medium
and form of communication and activity
in every conceivable locus on the planet
that is occupied by invasive humanity. Its
exponential proliferation was not only
geographical, but also had geopolitical
repercussions that were concussive to
nation states, and as ‘the cartography of
the world was flattened to an earth’ (Maake
& Maake, 2020) ‘globalisation’ carried a

in times of Covid-19

new semantics of mutual blaming and
self-exculpation. This tragedy occurred
because early signals passed unheeded
due to arrogance of world leaders,
not least Donald Trump, the politically
myopic President of the United States, a
spawn of democracy characterised by
incorrigible narcissism and egocentrism.
When the epiphany about the
catastrophic potential of the virus dawned
to all and sundry, both armchair and
transformative intellectuals produced and
generated a multiplicity of benevolent
and conspiracy theories, speculation
and conjecture, from a wide variety
of convergent and multiple divergent
directions. A wide spectrum of arguments
that both of us read relied on tenets of
deductive methodology by encyclopedically
and in some cases indiscriminately evoking
historical human follies and natural
catastrophes as a prequel to the virus. Some
of these lines of argument encompassed
earthquakes, the slave trade, slavery,

bourgeoisie decadence (subservience
by acculturation), socio-cultural norms
(customs, rites, rituals and traditions),
class distinction (discrimination against
lower classes), colonialism (domination by
imperial forces), racial capitalism (economic
exploitation of the working classes on the
basis of race), racism (stereotyping, exclusion
and oppression on criteria of biological
traits), apartheid (racial supremacy and
oppression on basis of assigned race) and
jingoism (aggressive national superiority
complex). Those that deployed inductive
methodology tended to be narrowly
anecdotal and tendentious. Collectively the
texts that we read were a compendium of
historical and psychological truths, plausible
and untenable propositions, which could
endure or disintegrate under rigorous
scrutiny, respectively. All participants were
a ‘cosmopolitan populace’ (Maake & Maake,
2020). Our approach is conceptually an
inductive, deductive and unconventional
collage of heterodoxy.
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In the context of a plethora of discursive
frameworks that prevailed, we preferred to
avoid engagement with polemic positions,
but instead to restrict our approach to
an apodictic proposition that regards
Noah’s ark as an allegory of the lockdown
imposed by the virus. Restriction of
movement and selective activities created
a folklore of themes. Our definition of
folklore deviates from the conventional
and asserts freedom of flexibility, so as to
encompass texts of a body of narratives
that gain thematic supremacy at any given
historical point, and give rise to certain
inclinations, beliefs, convictions and
customs, irrespective of whether they are
evanescent or durable. We also demand
elasticity of our definition to stretch from
the spoken word to visual performance,
i.e. video recordings. Therefore, all
narratives that centripetally gravitated to
COVID-19 as a main theme at the time of
the lockdowns, we propose to include as
folklore, for purposes of our discussion.
On 25th March 2020, South Africa
subscribed to the domino effect of global
imposition of prohibitions and taboos,
by promulgating a lockdown period. This
followed closely on nation states of the
European peninsula such as Italy, Portugal,
Spain, offshore Britain and in the Western
hemisphere the United States, that were
paralysed by COVID-19 in the primordial
stages of its sudden and swift migration
from Wuhan. The South African lockdown
was extended from its original expiry date
of 16th April 2020 to the end of the month,
only to progress into another extended lease.
The second extension was accompanied
by relaxation of certain restrictions,
tantamount to broadening the concept of
‘essential services’ to a flexible definition
and interpretation. Thus, some restrictions
of movement, commercial, industrial and
economic activities were relaxed. However,
domestic seclusion was prolonged, and of
course for us, who are writing this article.
The writers of this article are part of a
family of nine and an infant, who were
marooned in one hermitage. Like thousands
of other families who were subject to
fully justifiable government restrictions
necessitated by COVID-19, we found
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ourselves confined to a circumscribed space
of Noah’s ark diminution. Besides limited
activities and movement, the spoken word
in conversations and dialogues amongst us
became the dominant mode of ‘activity’ and
‘drama’ – performative. We intermittently
stalked TV news, online news, took virtual
excursions and held teleconferences with
persons outside our nano-society. Sharing
information, anecdotes, news, jokes,
opinions and views, sometimes apropos
of anything or everything or nothing, was
transformed into a vehicle to transcend
our spatial confinement. But COVID-19
obtrusively became a subtext of every
conversation. At certain intervals some of us
gravitated towards becoming archipelagoes
of our jobs and external commitments, but
we remained a unitary island, with little or

“As the period of our imprisonment
got protracted by the imminent
extension of the lockdown, the
proposition waned in its early
phase, and only two members of
the restricted populace, the writers
of this article, propelled it beyond
its oral conceptual stage and
rescued it from extinction.”
no choice. Fortunately, we were privileged
to have a library of more than three
thousand corporeal books, that at certain
periods served as a luxury of relief from the
tedium of seclusion and current news.
‘COVID-19’ or ‘coronavirus’ became a
super-ordinate, which reduced our lexicon to
a narrow ambit and dialect of topics, and a
collocational cohesive device across spoken
texts. One day during one of our evening
palavers it was proposed, impromptu, that
we should reflect on our existential space by
writing or recording our individual thoughts,
ideas and activities during the lockdown,
so that we could share them. As the period
of our imprisonment got protracted by
the imminent extension of the lockdown,
the proposition waned in its early phase,
and only two members of the restricted
populace, the writers of this article, propelled

it beyond its oral conceptual stage and
rescued it from extinction. Initially the idea
did not have a specific aim or objectives,
let alone teleology. It was a means to no
end. But as it evolved into a potential
written project, dictates of conventional
methodology inevitably emerged in the têteà-tête of the two anchorites.
COVID-19 persisted in anchoring itself
as a micro-universe in which it became
a thematic super-ordinate and folklore.
The uber-narrative, narratives and subnarratives, that is, the folklore of COVID-19
became preponderant and dictated a
superstructure of ideas. The theme of this
article chose us, rather than vice versa. By
this we mean that we received unsolicited
texts on our smartphones from relatives,
friends and associates. As soon as we
committed to satisfying the stimulus
to embark on addressing these texts,
serious concerns invited themselves to our
attention, mainly ethical considerations. In
order that our approach should prescind
often unnecessarily prescribed and often
prolonged processes of academia, we took a
self-regulatory approach. The anonymity of
the senders of the texts that we decided to
analyse was to be held sacrosanct, and we
would simply use two appellations, namely
‘incognito’ and ‘familiar’.
The people who sent the texts to us
unwittingly subverted the classic concept
of the researcher as agent and participants
as subjects. We shall expatiate on this point
later. The agency, inadvertent as it was,
derived from the senders of the texts that
became the data of our discourse, in line
with the human tendency to make sense of
even incoherent inter-textual connections.
An obvious but salient point that needs
mentioning is that they were sent to us
out of the senders’ volition. The senders, as
agents in sending them, implicitly expected
responses, consciously or subliminally. In
other words, the texts were ‘conversational
implicatures’ (Brown and Yule, 1984). We
suggest that these implicatures were
socio-cultural – indirect invitation to
conversation or dialogue or reciprocation.
The senders (addressors) thereby became
re-searchers of new responses from us as
recipients (addressees), after having perhaps
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received other responses in cases where
the messages were not sent out for the
first time. Earlier responses that they might
have received, we hypothesise, might have
been sent to them in the form of texts or
succinctly in emojis or any available codes
of communication. Our approach was
pre-reflexive, reflexive and post-reflexive.
While we became deconstructionists and
interpreters of the texts, the senders were
primary collaborative agents, simultaneously
active (sending out messages) and
passive (expectation of response), without
necessarily being subjects. They became
figurative celestial voices that infiltrated
Noah’s ark. In setting out to engage with
these texts, we want to step beyond
‘epistemic disobedience’ (Mignolo, 2009)
in order to perform a ritual of epistemic
malediction.
Our method is the method of Hamlet.
In Act II Scene ii of Shakespeare’s Hamlet,
Polonius makes an aside observation
sotto voce about the protagonist: ‘There’s
a method in this madness.’ In this
discussion, we are likely to find ourselves
oscillating between method and madness
(malediction of methodology). Our sin
of omission in this discussion is that we
abnegated responsibility towards the
agents of this re-search, in that instead of
responding to their texts directly to them,
we decided to address an audience that was
not part of the initial dialogue with them, a
sin of commission. We undertook to study
the content of video texts that we received
over a period of two months from 7th March
2020 to 7th May 2020. This periodisation
was partly in line with the beginning of the
heightening of awareness about COVID-19
to the end of the first lockdown (Level 5) in
South Africa, and partly arbitrary.
All the texts we received were sent by
WhatsApp. During the two months one
of the writers received 30 video texts and
the other 21 that were specifically about
COVID-19. We then categorised and classified
them according to several criteria in order
to make sense of them. The first set of
criteria (Criteria 1) was ‘Language’, ‘origin’,
‘commentary’ and ‘replication’; the second
set of criteria (Criteria 2) comprised ‘Form/
channel,’ ‘date received’, and ‘length of text’

in minutes and seconds and the final criteria
(Criteria 3) we allocated one sub-criterion,
‘Tone of voice’.
Under Criteria 1, sub-criterion one, three
video texts were in [sis]Zulu, with one of
them code mixing with English, the third
was in Setswana and fourth in flytaal. In
the second sub-criterion we designated
the texts according to the original source
or the medium from which senders
derived it, or whether it was forwarded
or originally composed, supposedly. In
the sub-criterion, ‘origin’, we thought that
some texts might not bear the caption
‘forwarded’. Thus, initially we naively
decided to attribute these to originality of
the sender, but later realised that none of

“Under sub-criterion one we could
have suggested that the aim or
objective was to determine which
language was predominant in
communicating about COVID-19 and
related subjects. Such an objective we
could have easily excogitated, but it
would have been facetious. Facetious
because it is indubitable that in South
Africa the predominant language
of communication in digital media
and other social spheres is English.”
the senders appeared as actants in the texts,
so the decision was dropped. Most of the
‘forwarded’ texts were not accompanied
by personal commentary or observation by
the sender. In the fourth sub-criterion we
tried to determine whether the texts were
replicated, that is, the same message was
sent to us by more than one sender. Under
sub-criterion one we could have suggested
that the aim or objective was to determine
which language was predominant in
communicating about COVID-19 and related
subjects. Such an objective we could have
easily excogitated, but it would have been
facetious. Facetious because it is indubitable
that in South Africa the predominant
language of communication in digital
media and other social spheres is English.

This is regrettable, because it is thus even
among people who cannot harness the
language competently but do not scruple
about embarrassing its decorum and
themselves. Asking the cause of this piteous
situation would merely be a rhetorical
question, because a result of the acclaimed
fallacy that English is a language of social
mobility. It would be a waste of time to
argue the obvious, hence we mention
this without much ado and en passant.
Under Criteria 2 we set out to record the
medium of transmission of the texts, but
this turned out to be redundant, because
all of them were received by WhatsApp. In
the final sub-criterion, we noted whether
the sender was known to us or incognito.
Although there was not much significance
of this, we found it worthwhile considering
the potential of trespassed boundaries of
familiarity in digital communication to be
faithful to our commitment of maintaining
the anonymity of the re-searchers. Our
epistemic malediction was not concerned
with conventions of establishing reliability or
validity of results.
Under Criteria 3, with one sub-criterion,
we classified the texts according to the
tone of voice, denoted as ‘serious’, ‘neutral’
and ‘humorous.’ The tone was determined
according to our reception, but not the
purported intention of the sender, even
though that might have been the case. We
relied on our inference, in order to avoid the
trap of ‘intentional fallacy’. The main thrust
of this sub-criterion was meant for us to
draw inference on how seriously or lightly
the threat of COVID-19 was taken by senders.
Under this sub-criterion the content, date and
time of reception of the texts and length of
the texts are also noted. We proceed to give
a narrative (quantitative) of the texts, divided
into tone, starting with ‘serious’, followed by
‘neutral’ and ultimately ‘humorous’.
Here below we start with narratives of the
content of our texts: Number one to 31 we
regarded as ‘serious’ tone of voice, number
32 as ‘neutral’ and 33 to 51 as ‘humorous’.
1. A scene in a setting that looks like India,
where a woman approaches two men in
a vehicle, gives them masks, which sedate
them as soon as they wear them then she
mugs them (March 19, 5:36 PM, 00:36).
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2. Three actors perform a mock robbery to
warn people of the dangers of buying
masks from street peddlers. A driver
and passenger are sold face masks
laced with a sedative chemical. As soon
as they wear them, they are knocked
unconscious. The peddlers help
themselves to their valuables (March 19,
8:55 PM, 00:36.
3. Outlining the publication of a researcher
at the Faculty of Medical Sciences,
Zanjan University, the narrator informs
viewers about pre-emptive measures to
take in order to combat the coronavirus
according to the researcher in question.
The narrator alleges that the said
researcher is at risk of arrest for ‘telling
the truth about coronavirus’ (March 20,
1:17PM, 01:55).
4. Video clip of Cuban medical doctors
arriving and receiving ovation at an
airport in Italy (March 25, 12:16 PM,
00:44) .
5. Clip of a medical doctor who introduces
himself as an emergency physician
working in a hospital in Canada, with
a stethoscope around his neck. He
explains how different the COVID-12
is more serious than other viruses. He
argues that the statistics that are given
are conservative and that the situation is
going to get worse and strongly advises
against social mixing (March 26, 11:20
AM, 04:42).
6. Two women singing a song in praise
and support of the President of South
Africa about the lockdown measures
that he promulgated. As a prologue to
the song she states: ‘So this one is out to
our awesome President. We want you to
hear that we support you and we know
that we are gonna get through this one
together’ (March 27, 2:54 PM, 2:31).
7. A rare selfie showed two police officers
in a police vehicle, and one preaching
a fervent sermon from the Book of
Isaiah 26:20, emphasising lockdown
regulations as ordained by God (March
27, 7:11PM, 4:30). There is a combination
of seriousness and humour, whereby
the in certain instance the seriousness of
the tone of voice adds a hyperbole and
a sense of comedy.
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8. Police and military man and women
accost five young men, who are drinking
at a bus shelter. One of the soldiers slaps
and kicks one of them as they disperse
(March 27, 5:48PM, 00:15).
9. News clip about how China has
recovered from COVID-19 and was now
back in trade and asked whether China
was profiting from the outbreak and
refers to a 1999 book entitled Unrestricted
Warfare: China’s Master Plan to Destroy
America (March 29, 6:29 PM, 8:31).
10. A community uprising against police
enforcement of lockdown regulations.
People are seen hurling bricks at
two stationary police vehicles as the
officers make a hurried escape on foot,
abandoning their vehicles. (March 29,
1:16PM, 0:27).

“We have to be ready to tackle a
pandemic, Obama warned in 2014.’
Obama says: ‘We have to put in
place an infrastructure […] so that
if and when a new strain of flew
the Spanish flu crops up five years
from now or a decade from now, we
have made an investment [...] To be
able to catch it […]”
11. A woman giving a lecture on nature
as ‘a great experimenter’, and how
it ‘discards the species that is not
supporting the whole […] the
Dinosaurs’ etc. She emphasises that ‘in
the current situation China is not the
problem, the people of Chinese people
are not the problem […] the problem
is our consciousness…’ (March 29, 7:58
AM, 4:57).
12. Video showing a person standing
in front of a white board, explaining
statistics of projected rates of infection
and its impact on the South African
health care system and appealing for
flattening the infection rates (March 29,
12:11 PM, 6:20).
13. Fidel Castro’s speech of several years
ago in which he warned against
chemical warfare and stated that Cuba

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

sent ‘doctors but not bombs’ to other
countries to kill but doctors to heal
(March 30, 10:08 AM, 2:18).
A woman gives a message about the
exponential growth of the Coronavirus
and what was done differently in the
Czech Republic to significantly slow
down the virus […] Social distancing
and stay at home Strict hygienic
procedures everyone who has to leave
their house has to wear a face mask…’
etc. (March 30, 1:58 PM, 3:29).
A man in Sesotho regalia reciting an
eloquent praise poem warning people
about the COVID-19 (April 7, 12:00 PM,
02:32).
A bridegroom ushers his bride into the
backseat of a police van. The couple is
apparently under arrest for breaching
lockdown regulations regarding public
gatherings. The crowd murmurs in
dismay. (10 April, 8:13PM, 00:23).
Former President Barak Obama is making
a speech during his tenure, and the
caption of the speech states: ‘We have to
be ready to tackle a pandemic, Obama
warned in 2014.’ Obama says: ‘We have
to put in place an infrastructure […] so
that if and when a new strain of flew the
Spanish flu crops up five years from now
or a decade from now, we have made an
investment [...] To be able to catch it […]’
(April 13, 6:26 PM, 4:57). [see a parody in
clip 44 below]
A video recording of the African Union
Ambassador to the United States,
Dr Arikana Chihombori-Quao, who
addresses a direct message to President
Xi Jinping of China, about atrocities of
Chinese landlords who evicted Africans
from rented residences in Chinese cities
(April 15, 9:10 PM, 05:19).
A recording of an Australian woman
who is warning Africans that China does
not love African because ‘they love your
country and not you’, and ‘there is no
vaccine for coronavirus […] if China had
it they would not send it to Africa’ (April
17, 9:54 AM, 10:44).
A video showing different scenes of
vaccination in different African scenarios
and expressing disgust at two French
medical doctors who were engaged
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21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

in a debate and expressed the view
that a COVID-19 vaccine should be
tested on poor Africans in Africa, and
acquiescence of some African heads
of state. The video uses inserts of an
interview by a member of the South
African apartheid regime, who was
involved in infecting black people in
South Africa and other countries with
HIV inoculation. The operation ‘was
sponsored by foreign governments,’ he
says (April 18, 10:56PM, 9:09).
The South African Ambassador in Spain
giving a message explaining COVID-19
situation in Spain and expressing
support of the South African President
on lockdowns (April 18, 1:51 PM, 10:47).
A scene entitled ‘Xenophobic attack
against People in China’, showing ejection
of Africans from apartments and herded
away by militiamen in Guangzhou,
China, with a voice over of an African
man commenting, and Vox Pop of
interviewees (April 18, 1:50 PM, 3:40).
Selfie video clip of a woman furiously
expressing her revulsion at the fact that
African leaders are silent, that ‘as of
now Chinese nationals are maltreating
and subjecting all blacks to inhuman
treatment in China’ and ‘moved them
out of the homes they have paid for …’
(April 18, 11:11 PM, 14:57).
Video clip of a woman dancing with a
bottle of alcohol in her hand and daring
the Minister of Police: ‘We are drinking
liquor! What is Cele [Minister of Police]
saying?’ in (isi)Zulu. In the background
there are two men taking videos with
their smartphones, and on the table,
there are several bottles of alcohol and
glasses. The accompanying message
to the text explains that she is an ANC
Councilor in Makhado Municipality and
Brand South Africa member(April 20,
2:17 PM, 0:28).
Police officers stop a Chinese family
in traffic check. Only one of the three
travellers is able to communicate in a
South African language yet, they allege
to be holders of South African identity
documents and the driver is said to
be in possession of a South African
driver’s license. The officer instructs

them to make phone calls to a third
party who can provide proof of the
aforementioned documents. On-lookers
watch the scene in bewilderment. (April
23, 4:01PM, 2:12).
26. Titled Iceland’s Plan To Stop COVID-19
Actually Works, Bloomberg Businessweek
interviews deCode Genetics CEO Kari
Stefansson who shares information
about crucial findings which allow for
more effective tracing of the virus in
Iceland, methods of testing and the
relatively light regulations that govern
the general public (April 24, 8:00PM, 7:33).
27. A woman demonstrating with a lighter
and tissue paper how flammable hand
liquid sanitiser is (April 25, 10:54 PM,
03:25).

“News clip of a reporter
interviewing a young woman who
is apparently in her early twenties.
With a reporter’s microphone near
her mouth she declares in (isi)
Zulu that she is not interests in
the coronavirus, but her concern
is the closure of taverns and
deprivation of access to liquor and
the opportunity to go dating.”
28. A video clip showing police officers
raiding a garden in which they find
beer bottles stashed in a hole (April 26,
6:20PM, 00:39).
29. News clip of a reporter interviewing
a young woman who is apparently in
her early twenties. With a reporter’s
microphone near her mouth she declares
in (isi)Zulu that she is not interests in
the coronavirus, but her concern is the
closure of taverns and deprivation of
access to liquor and the opportunity to
go dating (April 26, 11:18 PM, 0:19).
30. A news report video reporting on and
showing satellite images taken from
space to show how the lockdown
‘have had an incredible effect on the
environment’ – in Milan, Delhi, Los
Angeles, etc. and the Kruger National
Park in South Africa etc. was cleared of

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

pollution since the lockdown (April 26,
10:50PM, 01:40).
This video advertises a contraption
equipped with a pedal, used to spurt
hand-sanitiser onto the hands in public
areas eliminating the need to touch the
bottle. We see a man standing at the
threshold of an office entrance, he then
proceeds to demonstrate its utility. (May
7, 6:47PM, 00:13).
A large warehouse stockpiling face
mask supply. Two men, presumably
managers, are seen supervising the
process. (28 April, 9:05PM, 0:14) [neutral].
A woman doing laundry and thanking
God aloud for ‘at least you have given
us time to socialise with our husbands’
I am able to see my husband in one
room…’ (March 26, 1:34 PM 02:08).
A parliamentary session in Uganda,
where a Minister advises that in order
to avoid infection, people must avoid
touching MEN (mouth, eyes and nose)
and ‘crowded spaces like boyfriends’
(April 1, 12:36 PM, 0:18).
A man playing cards against himself.
There are two sets of playing cards
on either side of a desk with a glass
of red wine next to each set and two
chairs. He plays a card sitting on one
chair, takes a sip of wine, dashes to the
opposite side, picks up cards, play a
card, take a sip from the glass and runs
to the opposite side to repeat the same
action (April 3, 8:22 PM, 0:30).
Impersonation of a medical doctor
giving a message about a new vaccine
and he pulls out a key and shows it to
the viewer and says ‘lock your door and
sit in your damn houses; (April 3, 5:24
PM, 00:23).
A man appealing in Setswana to the
public to give advice on ‘new styles’ of
lying down, because he was now tired
of lying down (April 3, 11:08 PM, 0:10).
The President of South Africa speaks
humorously about the date on which
the lockdown is said to end, during the
initial lockdown lease of 27 March-16
April 2020. He jokes, ‘… Some people
are saying the 16th of April, but… [that]
I didn’t say what year it would end.’ (8
April, 1:50PM, 0:27).
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39. A video clip showing different
families’ activities from the first day of
lockdowns through several days until
the end of the lockdown, and how
they will behave incongruously when
they go out for the first time after the
quarantine. The background music is
upbeat (April 11, 3:05 PM, 3:10).
40. Video of a woman who keeps her
husband at arms’ length by measuring
the distance between them with a tape
when they sit on a settee and get into
bed. Later, when the man counts bank
notes on a table, the woman advances
but the man produces a tape and
measures and does what she always
does (April 12, 2:56 PM, 0:17).
41. One was a Nigerian who recorded a
prayer for God to send the virus to kill
the Nigerian Parliament, ‘possibly kill
the whole cabinet’ and corrupt African
leaders, in Cameroon, Togo Republic,
Chad, Guinea Conakry, Equatorial
Guinea, Gabon, etc. ‘Hammer these
people with coronavirus’, he says, and
‘thy will be done on earth as it is in
heaven’ (April 17, 9:54 AM, 5:38).
42. Video of a baptizing ceremony in a
church where a priest/reverend dips a
baby six times, head three times and
legs three times in a fount of water and
where he utters baptismal words voice
is super-imposed, with ‘sanitising’ at
every dip, in tsotsitaal/flytaal (April 18,
11:23 PM, 00:12).
43. A video clip showing 13 lionesses
having a siesta in the middle of a tarred
road that passes through the Kruger
National Park, and vehicles not having
the right of passage and some drivers
turning back after waiting impatiently
for a while. The video is entitled ‘LOCK
DOWN’ (April 19, 11:39 PM, 6:08).
44. A shot of a split screen with a person
who is apparently a teenager on the
left side and Donald Trump on the
right side, talking about ‘a pandemic
or epidemic of this proportion’ and
followed by Barak Obama (insert says:
‘5 years, 3 months and 17 days earlier’)
who predicts that ‘there may and likely
will come a time when we have an air
borne disease that is deadly…’. While
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they are speaking the person on the left
side of the screen points at them with
an inscription that says: ‘This is crazy!’
(April 23, 11:14 AM, 0:30) [This is a parody
of clip 17].
45. This is a personal recording of the local
news on television. In the news clip
President Ramaphosa makes light of his
comical attempt to demonstrate how
to don a mask during his lockdown
address the previous night. He jokes
that he will open a channel that will
teach the public how to wear the masks
correctly (24 April, 2:40PM, 0:23).
46. A stage-managed video of a man being
interrogated by a speaker out of shot,
who asks him where he is going during
the lockdown. He responds that he
comes from the clinic where he took

“We are cognizant that the
choice of two extremities is
impressionistic. Our purpose is
satisfactorily served, because it
gave us a sense of how serious
COVID-19 virus was considered,
and the significance is derived
from the simple fact that over sixty
percent of the video texts that were
described above carried serious
messages and the balance under
forty percent was predominantly
humorous.”
a baby. The interrogators hands pages
open the blanket that is hanging over
his back and it reveals a bag with a
bottle of brandy inside (April 26, 6:20
PM, 00:30).
47. A United States patrol officer stopping
a vehicle and giving the driver a fine for
speeding and the stupidity of wearing a
mask ‘with your nose sticking out’, (April
29, 11:19 PM, 0:57).
48. A video clip of parliamentarians in the
National Assembly of South Africa,
singing jubilantly in unison (April 28, 7:19
PM, 0:30) and the second one following
immediately at the same time, entitled

‘This is the SOUTH AFRICA I LOVE…
UNITY’ and ‘Lead us RAMAPHOSA’ (7:19
PM, 0:59).
49. A woman singing ‘Freedom is Coming
Tomorrow’, from the musical Sarafina,
celebrating the relaxing of Level 5
restrictions from 1st May 2020 (April 30,
9:54 PM, 0:30).
50. A song created using selected audio
cutaways of cabinet Minister Nkosazana
Dlamini-Zuma’s speech announcing
government’s decision to re-impose
the sanction on the sale of cigarettes.
Her ‘vocals’ are edited onto a disco-style
instrumental. The portion of her speech
sampled for the chorus section goes as
follows, ‘When people zol, they put saliva
on the paper, and then they share that
zol […]’. The video also includes a digitally
doctored image of the Minister smoking a
cannabis cigarette. (May 7, 4:50 PM, 1:59).
We decided to summarise the content
of the anthology of these video clips so
that the reader should share indulgent
degree of empathy with our judgement
to use extremities of mood, ‘serious’ and
‘humorous’, with ‘neutral’ as median.
Variations of ‘serious’ include tragic, pathos,
sombre, and of ‘humorous’ comprise
mimic, comedy, parody, satire, farce,
melodrama, etc. We are cognizant that the
choice of two extremities is impressionistic.
Our purpose is satisfactorily served,
because it gave us a sense of how serious
COVID-19 virus was considered, and the
significance is derived from the simple fact
that over sixty percent of the video texts
that were described above carried serious
messages and the balance under forty
percent was predominantly humorous.
There is only one plausible inference that
we could draw from this. It is that COVID-19
dictated and commanded such gravitas,
and perhaps trepidation, that it dominated
communication and asserted itself as a
genre of serious folklore of narratives.
This folklore took the form of sub-genres
– information, reportage, enlightening,
forecast and prediction (declarative),
warning, conscientisation, persuasion and
admonishment (imperative), advice and
teaching (subjunctive).
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As for humorous messages, we inferred
that the humour did not undermine the
seriousness of COVID-19, but served as
comic relief to evoke mirth, as a therapeutic
mechanism. Humorous narratives, we
further suggest, were an attempt to create
a parallel world in a universe of misery. We
observed that in certain humorous texts,
especially texts number 33 and 41, there
was an underlying poignancy that evoked
political and social truths that enhanced
the humour from comedy to satire. This
aspect could either have been intentional
in the creators or simply incidental. From
our reading, as we suggested earlier,
we took the perspective of the reader
rather than the intention of the sender or
creator of the text. Our epistemological
malediction restrains us from delving into
‘reception theory’ or ‘audience theory’ as
pioneered by Hall (1973) in television texts
and Jauss (1982) in literary theory.
We also noted two trends in the texts
that we discovered by serendipity, because
it was not in our initial agendum. The first
was that the number of texts increased
as COVID-19 intensified. In the first month
there were 16 texts received and in the
second month 35. This might suggest more
awareness of the virus as the lockdown
period was extended or as numbers of
affected people rose. We also noted the
number of texts received in daytime. The
times of sensing/reception of the texts
started slowly in the morning, rose and
peaked in the after and evening/night.
Between 10:00 and 12:00 there were eight
texts received, from 12:00 to 16:00 there
were 14, and between 17:00 and midnight
there were 29. It is not ascertainable
that these trends would have persisted
over a longer period of observation of
COVID-19 related texts. It is frustratingly
ineluctable to draw final conclusions
on this aspect, but prudent to leave the
verdict unresolved, because it would be
premature to draw any inference and
promulgate authoritative conclusions,
lest dogmatists of validity and reliability
of research findings find room to denude
our assertions. More so, our observations
are apposite for the circumstances under
which the texts were sent, received

and studied. Our epistemic malediction
does not make room for collusion with
validity and reliability, for we believe that
there are no general rules that do not
admit exceptions. Another question that
opens itself to being pursued is whether
the dispatch of texts during the course
of the day signified that during earlier
hours of the day people were generally
preoccupied with their paying jobs, and
only engaged more later, at the end of
the conventional working day. This is the
subject of a different discussion, but by no
means a reflection of investigative apathy
or perfunctory attention on us.
There are several points with which
we would like to close this article. Firstly,

“We tested some of our primary
preconceived notions (hypotheses
if you wish) that communication
about COVID-19 created a folklore
that dominated all forms of
communication, especially or even
particularly during the lockdown
period. “
the concept of research (researcher),
re-search (re-searcher) and participants;
secondly, the rise of folklore in relation to
COVID-19; thirdly, the tone of narratives and
significance of reception, and fourthly, reassertion of our perspective. Conventional
researchers often hide behind anonymity.
The reader of their work is left in ignorance
of who they are. In this article we removed
the veil and exposed ourselves, by
describing the conditions of our habitat
during the lockdown. This exercise inverted
the pyramid of authority by maintaining
the anonymity of our re-searchers as
agents, and by regarding their sending out
of texts to us as selectors of the data of
re-search, as already averred earlier. It also
taught us humility when we became aware
of the vulnerability of having to expose
our identity and material conditions and
circumstances. Nonetheless, our position in
this regard was better than that of invited
subjects or participants in conventional

research projects, in that we could limit
the extent of the information that we
gave about ourselves. In conventional
research methodology the volition of
subject is often affirmed or assumed by
the researcher, purportedly on the grounds
that subjects are from the onset given the
freedom to ‘participate voluntarily’ and
can ‘withdraw at any point during their
participation’. There is nothing further from
the truth. These statements of willingness
are prefabricated for them and given to
them as fait accompli. The starting point
is that they are gullible and vulnerable,
and this denudes them of any liberty
whatsoever. That is partly why researchers
never subject their own kith
and kin to research. They hold their own
space sacrosanct.
Moving on from that, we observe that
every epoch-making event produces its
own folklore, and this observation is not
devoid of probability to the highest degree
of comparison. We tested some of our
primary preconceived notions (hypotheses
if you wish) that communication about
COVID-19 created a folklore that dominated
all forms of communication, especially
or even particularly during the lockdown
period. This is not new when it comes to
epoch-making phenomenon. Furthermore,
our prediction is that this folklore
might dissipate a few months down
the line, when the status of COVID-19
lapses from being ‘novel’ and becomes
‘defamiliarised’, like HIV/AIDS and other
diseases and plagues that preceded it. This
phenomenon happened with leprosy, the
Spanish flu and the HIV/AIDS pandemic.
Each created an ephemeral zeitgeist. Our
approach, as established at the opening
of this discussion, was committed to a
ritual of epistemic malediction, divorced
from the aura or prestige of orthodox
methodology. We must be consistent
with our axiom of shunning validity
and reliability of our results, lest we
become susceptible to being haunted
by poltergeist of methodologies and
frameworks that we exorcised. However,
if validity and reliability of our approach is
confirmed in the near or distant future, we
will be delighted.
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The Subaltern Cannot Breathe:
between the 5G Mast and the

COVID-19
Mask

U

ntil Wuhan coughed in November 2019, it
was a widely held historical commonplace
that “When France sneezes, Europe catches
a cold”. As I contemplate the devastation of the USpatented ‘Wuhan virus’ from my perilous existence
in its Johannesburg epicenter, I deliberately eschew
Statistical data on daily COVID-19 infections, deaths
and recoveries because that only answers the
tumescent question that stealthily occludes the
disturbing fact that vaccines and technologies
are deleterious to the body of the subaltern. Of
all modifiers in the efforts to flatten the curve,
the World Bank/IMF sponsors of the flattening
exercise (by debt-fuelled relief) have erased the
subaltern’s poverty co-morbidity in gentrified zones
of non-being as a co-morbidity of COVID-19. As the
COVID-19 pandemic takes its toll the world over, it
leaves in its trail bodies of the subaltern who are the
subject-effect of the international socialization of
capital. In a perverse sense, the subaltern groups are
now the detritus in the zero-sum game whose rules
are embedded in the complex trade deal—and war
for dominant market share—between China and the
United States.
To unmask the co-morbidity of poverty is to
understand the invidious nature of the bilateral trade
tariffs, patents and technologies on health in general
and on the subaltern in particular. For the purpose of
understanding the full meaning of the synecdoche of
the parallel production of the facial mask and the 5G
mast, I take a leaf from the schizoanalysis offered by
Deleuze and Guattari:
“we must first establish a parallel between desiringproduction and social production. We intend such a
parallel to be regarded as merely phenomenological:
we are here drawing no conclusions whatsoever as to
the nature and the relationship of the two productions,
nor does the parallel we are about to establish provide
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“As the COVID-19
pandemic takes
its toll the world
over, it leaves in its
trail bodies of the
subaltern who are
the subject-effect
of the international
socialization of
capital. “

any sort of a priori answer to the question whether
desiring-production and social production are really two
separate and distinct productions. Its one purpose is to
point out the fact that the forms of social production, like
those of desiring-production, involve an unengendered
nonproductive attitude, an element of antiproduction
coupled with the process, a full body that functions as a
socius. This socius may be the body of the earth, that of the
tyrant, or capital. This is the body that Marx is referring to
when he says that it is not the product of labor, but rather
appears as its natural or divine presupposition. In fact, it
does not restrict itself merely to opposing productive forces
in and of themselves”
(Anti-Oedipus, 2000:8).
What regulates the conditions of possibility for
surviving the COVID-19 pandemic may, at face-value,
emerge the technologies that enable what Jeremy
Rifkin, in misplaced optimism, calls the ‘Collaborative
Commons’(2015). It is here that the logic of capital
uses the Internet of things as it’s inscribing socius: the
technological platforms that regulate conditions of
possibility are subject to both trade agreements and
contestation. The ostensible aim of these platforms
is the facilitation of the penetration of the world as
one common market configured not only on the
ruins of worldwide economic meltdown but on the
heap of subaltern bodies that are the surplus of the
COVID-19 downturn economy. If anything, it is sensible,
to reframe the Rifkin’s ‘Collaborative Commons’ as
what Lenin described as “the neighbouring marshes,
the inhabitants of which, from the very outset, have
reproached us as having separated ourselves into an
exclusive group and with having chosen the path of
struggle instead of the path of conciliation”(1960: 131)
In another sense, the subaltern constitutes the
collateral damage of the trade war over ownership of
technological platforms on the basis of which postpandemic recovery collaborations will be entrenched.
On the one hand, if the subaltern does not wear the
mass-produced or 3D fabricated mask of either Chinese
or US provenance, the subaltern is in danger of fatal
infection. To sustain the breathing of the subaltern
requires production o pandemic survival goods and
recovery services that stem from technologies patented
on the US-China Trade Agreement. On the other hand,
the subaltern is placed in the zone of non-being—to
borrow from Frantz Fanon—where the reification of
colonizing capital (disguised as multi-billion dollar
Euro-American Foreign Direct Investment or Chinese
loans) vibrates carcinogenically on the subaltern body
through the radiation emitted from the 5G mast.
The subaltern is asphyxiated through deprivation of
Oxygen, a scenario that takes on a symmetrical severity
as the plunder of Africa’s mineral resources such as

By Prof Kgomotso Masemola,
Executive Dean: College of Human Sciences, UNiSA.
He writes in his capacity as a member of the
South African Deans Association(SAHUDA).

tantalum, cobalt, platinum and gold, to say the least
of Africa’s riches, as return on indirect investment in
African conflict and Foreign Direct Investment planted
by both sides of the US-China Trade divide.
That is to say, to negotiate the space of the muchvaunted “Collaborative Commons” is to ineluctably
bear the brunt of that trade divide; to breath in that
space opened up by the “Collaborative Commons” is to
soak in the tariff structure on which patents encode a
profit on your online activity; to enter into any virtual
and physical space leaves a trace that renders the
subaltern both a target market and perishable goods
in the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic. Death is
added to “despotic deterritorialization and infinite debt”
(Deleuze & Guattari, 2000: 200-222) as the full body of
money-capital redefines the contours of the matrix
of the Collaborative Commons. This subaltern death
is commensurate debt and depopulation writ large.
Contrary to what Rifkin (2015) imagined as an era of
nearly free goods and services, genocide—not the
death of capitalism---is the cost masked by the social
marketization of COVID-19 prevention. Needless to say,
COVID-19 was patented by and now bears its profits
that rise the more the subaltern body perishes and the
more the demand for either one of two evils: a profit-
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bearing vaccine that finishes the work of sustained
biological warfare against the black subaltern body,
or the smart solution that necessitates a lockdown fit
for seamless installation of 5G masts according to the
capital’s sub-logic of gentrification patterned on the
international socialization of capital.
Once the necessity of 5G technology proliferates,
a grand narrative of the Smart City will emerge as
the subaltern submerges in graves en masse. To be
“smart” in leveraging the Internet of things requires an
amorality: masking the obvious stigmata emblazoned
on the body of the subaltern due to the toxicity of
both radiation and invidious trade agreements to a
point where—with a 5G mast or without a mask—the
subaltern literally cannot breathe!
As the poles of the masts become ubiquitous in
crowded cities and townships, from Soweto to Umlazi,
from Detroit to Memphis, indeed from Seshego to
Gugulethu, I am emboldened to not only grieve for
the fallen bodies of the subaltern but also memorialize
them in a paean manqué:
A Mother’s instinct is to please;
Mother Nature left us
to our devices
As this pandemic induces the politics
Of 5G,
invokes the economics
Of G7
And intones the Armageddon
Beforehand—
Well before vaccines
Involve the implant
Of the mark of the beast:
Sing, O, Zion!
Cherubims circle
The Throne of Christ
The King
Whose life was given
That you and I
The Subaltern
May come out unscathed by
COVID-19
Sans tarrif-driven ventilator
nor patented vaccine;
Sans 5G Mast
nor N95 facial mask:
Let the Subaltern breathe!
To breathe at a time such as this, is to bring love
back into a very fragile humanity. As D.H. Lawrence
(1976: 200-201) famously says of love: “We have
pushed a process into a goal ... The process should
work to a completion, not to some horror of
intensification and extremity wherein the soul and
body ultimately perish.”
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Artists
improvising

distance and closeness
during COVID-19
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T

he COVID-19 pandemic has, unlike any
other global crisis, driven the performance
of everyday life almost wholly to a digital
landscape of interactions – from Zoom meetings and
WhatsApp video calls with friends and family, right
through to Instagram “lockdown” parties. This flurry
of digital activity seeks to circumvent the void that
the pandemic has brought to our human existence
– a void of silence and social distance that artists,
particularly poets and writers, are finding ways to
navigate.
By “performance of everyday life”, I use the term
both in its most simplistic and broadest sense to refer
to aesthetic production as in concerts and theatrical
events, and also to sporting events and social, political
and religious events such as rituals and ceremonies.
Since the outbreak of the pandemic, improvisation
has become a way of life. For artists, it has meant

By Natalia Molebatsi
University of South Africa (UNISA)

Vangile Gantsho and Lebogang Mashile were already
at work producing poetry events and engaging with
their audiences. In the words of literary blogger James
Murua, “Impepho Press (cofounded by Gantsho) ran
what could be considered a revolutionary event when
they hosted #InPoetryWeHope: A Virtual World Poetry
Day Showcase on March 21, 2020.”
The event, hosted on Zoom, presented a
programme in which many poets from across the
planet performed for hours. The following week,
Mashile had a solo live poetry session on her Facebook
page with a few hundred audience members as she
recited poems from her living room into the world.
Another week later, I also hosted the first of my own
weekly poetry sessions called Virtually (A)live on my
Facebook page. Through his blog www.jamesmurua.
com Murua is creating a virtual archive, tracking virtual
literary activities across Africa.

navigating the circumstances surrounding the
pandemic, while for governments, improvisation has
entailed taking measures to ensure social distancing,
quarantines and “lockdown,” among others, a different
kind of improvisation. All these provisional measures
have resulted in extreme restrictions of movement
for performing artists and their audiences, a social
distance they are trying to improvise their way across.
In this context, I use the term “improvisation” to
reflect upon how we as artists are inventing as we go
along; composing and recording simultaneously, using
our tools to play with distance and proximity. Through
improvisation, artists are once again demonstrating
their power as creators, producers of reality and of
memory, especially because the current crisis was in
one sense not planned for nor rehearsed and yet it is a
crisis that has always been dancing on the horizon.
In the current state of emergency-improvised
performance by artists everywhere, we see how
improvisation demarcates the resilience of artists, and
our refusal to be silent as we seek to produce and
imagine new spaces for social connection and creative
expression in the time of social distance.
During the so-called “lockdown,” – a term that
misappropriates the carceral experience to describe
social distancing at a time when the incarcerated are
in fact unable to socially distance and therefore lethally
caged in conditions of social proximity – artists have
been coming up with ways to create and disseminate
their work. They meet with one another online to
stage music performances, share insights on their
writing processes, and feature in media interviews
on the current state of the arts, as well as collectively
navigating the consequences of the collapse of the
gig economy, an important tool of survival for artists
whose work is often precarious and underfunded.
Seeking connection on a scale not
seen before
On a global scale, DJs such as DNice and Black Coffee
are among many others who have staged “lockdown”
music parties that went viral, and icons such as
Erykah Badu and Youssou N’Dour have also recently
staged quarantine music concerts. There is literally a
performance happening at every moment of the day,
on every scale, everywhere in the world with arguably
a newly enlarged global public – a “captive” audience
on a scale not seen before is seeking connection.
Poets across the world are tirelessly creating and
presenting writing workshops and poetry sessions
on a plethora of digital platforms such as Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter. As a poet, my attention was
drawn to what poets and other literary and cultural
workers were doing during this moment. Poets such as

“When all cultural,
academic and
corporate events
and activities
were cancelled
or postponed
indefinitely, my
thoughts were on the
gigs that most artists
depend on for their
own, their families’
and sometimes
their communities’
survival.”

The new ‘real time’: on closeness, distance and
performance
In a recent email I received from Performance Studies
Professor Ramón Rivera-Servera, he mentioned feeling
“both the distance and the closeness with greater
intensity” towards his students, colleagues and artistic
community. This statement drew me into a deeper
contemplation of being away from the stage, and
engaging with colleagues and audiences in real time
and in the same space.
In the same vein however, I was feeling as close
and as immersed in art, culture and entertainment
like never before in these digital modalities. Being in
lockdown provided me (as it did many book lovers
globally) the time to start and finish reading literary
treasures that have been decorating my bookshelves
or languishing in my car because of time eaten by
countless meetings between different cities, or
countries, some of the said time easily spent in daily
traffic to and from buildings that most of us call work.
We were now (re)creating the notions of work and
real time through our smart phones and computers,
discovering opportunities and acknowledging the
disadvantages of (imposed) digital performance of
everyday life and art. When all cultural, academic
and corporate events and activities were cancelled
or postponed indefinitely, my thoughts were on the
gigs that most artists depend on for their own, their
families’ and sometimes their communities’ survival.
Some artists had spent years negotiating deals
for world tours for their work, only for them to
be cancelled almost overnight – as expressed by
Gregory Maqoma, internationally acclaimed dancer,
choreographer and founder of the Vuyani Dance
Company in a Facebook post (followed by similar
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of making art in the face of homophobia and the HIV/
AIDS crisis, which was a way to survive the bitterness
of loss. The way in which Miriam Makeba smiled
through song was to survive the rage of apartheid.

comments from colleagues and friends). The despair
lies in the individual and collective livelihoods that
were at stake (already because even before COVID-19,
the arts and culture sector in South Africa is one
without stable nor guaranteed salaries (and mostly no
medical insurance). Little or no intervention about the
livelihoods of artists was found in government officials’
speeches, thus little about artists’ relief plans. Once
again, artists’ resilience was put to a grave test.
The fear of loss
Beyond the “morning hellos in the office, the shared
intimacy of the classroom, the rigor and risk of the
rehearsal room, the flirtatiousness of the bar, and
adventure of the random daily encounters on… the
sidewalks, and the parks of the city” that Rivera-Servera
(and most of us) misses, it is the fear of loss of income
first, and secondly, the impact on creativity and
inspiration that I feared many artists would experience
because of the uncertainties presented by COVID-19.
It is this fear that forces (without any preparation)
improvisation upon artists. For artists, improvisation no
longer becomes a theoretical flirtation but an (urgent)
practical mode of being and of producing work.
In his article, Improvising Tomorrow’s Bodies: the
Politics of Transduction, George E. Lewis highlights
that “The computer has become an indispensable
part of the cultural and social histories of the arts,
in which improvisation has long served as a site for
interdisciplinary exploration, exchanges of personal
and cultural narratives, and the blurring of boundaries
between art forms...”
This statement speaks to how artists have always
been at the forefront of improvised realities, now like
never before, forced into the urgency of adapting
to the “culture of spontaneity” and to creating social
meaning in a time of social distancing.
One of the things I will certainly remember about
this period is that artists bring people together in
meaningful ways that reach into that often tuckedaway space called the spirit. I will also remember that
artists did not hesitate and were not confused about
how to respond to this death-dealing crisis. Not only
did they pour narrative and performance into the
silence, the distance and the fear, but they are also
providing examples of both in-depth leadership and
collaborative models. It is important that artists are
seen beyond just a single moment because they are
contributors to modelling more ethical and effective
ways of being together – ways of governing our
bodies and communities in the face of a dangerous,
shared common threat.
In On Making Sense: Queer, Race Narratives of
Intelligibility, Ernesto Martinez describes the sheer joy
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“Social media
and other digital
platforms are being
galvanized by artists
and producers alike
to fill the distances
created by the
current lockdown
with the purpose and
inspiration of art.”

Performance as digitized memory/audiences as
digital co-performers
More than any sector in our country’s (and our world’s)
economies, it is the arts and culture sector that is both
undervalued and significant – in how artists straddle
and wrestle with producing content relevant to sociopolitical memory, and history, and transformation and
meaning, and feeling – during a time of despair and
uncertainty. It is artists who are devising ways to keep
people entertained by being on stage, albeit virtually,
and keeping the show going.
Most households have some form of
communication device (television, transistor radio or
cellphone with FM stereo) through which music and
other forms of performance/culture are consumed.
Social media and other digital platforms are being
galvanized by artists and producers alike to fill the
distances created by the current lockdown with the
purpose and inspiration of art. With free and paid
digital performances, artists have created performance
spaces that transcend (and even transgress)
geographies and time zones almost overnight. Poetry,
dance and drum sessions are online at all times of the
day where people can access them in the quarantine
of their own homes.
The current crisis has also created a closeness
globally, whereby audiences, or to use Rivera
Servera’s words, co-performers, are interested in time
zones, because 7pm in Chicago is a different time
in Johannesburg. Although there is an archive that
is almost automatically created on most digital and
social media platforms in case one misses the actual
performance, audiences like to be in the moment.
In these spaces there may be, as Rivera-Servera
explains, “an emergence of community, the world of
possibilities and strategies, the promise of pleasure”.
Furthermore, one day when the COVID-19 pandemic
is referred to as history, perhaps long after we have all
died, future people will wonder how we spent our
days during the lockdown. They will wonder what we
lost? Or perhaps what we learnt?
Such questions point me to what Bibi Bakare-Yusuf
so eloquently refers to as the archive of the future.
“The archive as a reservoir of and for memory is the
place where ideas and material culture of historic
interest or social relevance are stored and ordered. It is
where society warehouses what it wants to remember
and what it sees as worthy of remembrance, especially
for the future – literature, music, visual art, film.”

By Natalia Molebatsi
University of South Africa (UNISA)

This statement highlights that the current
moment is worth remembering, retelling and
documenting. Some of the telling will happen almost
simultaneously (like all the current digitally centered
cultural production and dissemination), while some
will be told over time. It is important to have the
podcasts, broadcasts and books, among others, as
documented evidence about the performance of now.
What Bakare-Yusuf is interested in is “what future
people will find that gives them a record, a sense of
this present moment.”
Audience members can also extend their role
of co-performer(s) by digitally sharing events with
friends on their social media platforms, creating
“watch parties”, or buying e-books (especially those
that document the now like Melinda Ferguson’s
Lockdown: The Corona Chronicles, described as “the
first Corona book to be released in South Africa,
capturing the mood of our times through a tapestry
of South African voices …”
Although the merging of performing arts and new
media technologies is not a new phenomenon, they
have always been complements and not substitutes
to gathering crowds in a theatre, poetry venue or
dance floor, as Paula Varanda reminds us that the
“here and now relationship between performers
and spectators, which is traditionally found in
concert dance, no longer necessarily represents an
ontological condition”.
As soon as it was evident that social interaction
in the world as we knew it had changed, artists
got to work devising the new normal as poets
such as Gantsho, Mashile, and the Hear My Voice
team continue to do. Online event posters, links
to broadcasts and reviews found on Pan-African
digital art spaces such as Murua’s blog and Brittle
Paper (a digital literary platform promoting African
literature for over 10 years) are possible enactments
of Bakare-Yusuf’s ideal. Thus, the performer, writer,
audience, blogger, are all co-performers in this
creation of the artistic/literary improvisation
and archive that are so necessary to serve as the
memory of the current period.
Digital substitutes for warm bodies?
By this point in South Africa’s lockdown, it is common
to have a number of poets and writers on various
social media platforms hosting sessions – from
readings and book launches to workshops and master
classes. It is important however, to remember that
some (potential) audiences will be excluded and left
out in the analogue world because they might not be
tech savvy or may not have the privilege of access to
WIFI to be part of this new normal.

Without any doubt, COVID-19 is brewing
devastating consequences on the gig economy. It is
also true that for most stage artists there can never
be a substitute to performing in front of live bodies,
and in many cases feeding off the energy in the
room. It is however, during this lockdown that the
concept of artistic improvisation is demonstrated to
its full capacity. Without any prior warning, COVID-19
came in and changed the manner and shape of live
performance as we know it. It will take months, and
perhaps years until both artists and audiences can feel
confident and safe enough to perform in crowded
spaces that provided them their inspiration and
livelihood in the first place.
Perhaps now is the moment to consider (urgently)
the suggestion made by Varanda, that the medium of
dance [as another example/signifier for performance]
needs to extend, in order to accommodate principles
that operate in new media; only so that the full potential
of digitized production, distribution and exhibition of
performing arts may be realized and valued.
It is a difficult challenge (much more difficult for
some than others in the arts sector) considering the
fact that most artists have performed for and earned
a livelihood from engaging with live audiences until
now. What artists are creating, recording and sharing
now, and how they are navigating this extraordinarily
difficult moment, will be used as lessons by future
artists, and will stimulate the arts sector going forth.

“It will take months,
and perhaps years
until both artists and
audiences can feel
confident and safe
enough to perform
in crowded spaces
that provided them
their inspiration and
livelihood in the first
place.”
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Twentytwenty.

The positives out of a
crisis-COVID-19

T

he year 2020; the first year of the 2020s
decade; the twentieth year of the twenty-first
century and the twentieth year of the third
millennium. A leap year, it is said to be, and again it is
a year with a palindromic date (02-02-2020). With such
characteristics, one could assume that this would be
a remarkable year in the history of life. But when the
books of history are written, they will undoubtedly
focus on the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic and
al that transpired in South Africa, in Africa and in the
world during this epoch of its reign.
COVID-19 is truly a defining phenomenon in the
world’s history. It is a phenomenon that has left
the world standing on the edge of precipice, with
the number of reported cases and the death toll
continuously spiking up and claiming hundreds
of thousands of lives globally. The world has been
shrouded in the darkest cloud that reached into every
nook and cranny. But the experiences that I endured
and witnessed from my country South Africa are the
ones that brought me to the point of writing this
account.
At midnight on Thursday, 26 March 2020, South
Africa entered a national lockdown in a united effort to
prevent the spread of this disease. Events were moving
with the speed of light and with the greatest velocity.
Suddenly, everything came to a stop and life was
paused for a moment. Silence took the centre stage as
the streets were emptied so that one could hear a pin
drop on the streets of the Pretoria CBD and other major
cities.
We had to stay inside, and fear became the order of
the day. We looked at nature from the windows and
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“Themba, who had
wished for years
to use his writing
talent, finally had
the time in hand
to manifest this.

the birds seemed to have finally won. For they were the
only ones that could enjoy the luxurious freedom and
we could only look at them with envy. With people no
longer going to school and work (except the ones who
were called essential workers), neighbours became
close, yet so far from each other. Families were left
distraught as the prohibition to travel to be with each
other was put forward as one of the regulations during
this period.
We all had to adjust to a whole new way of living,
and technology was befriended as we used our cell
phones, computers and TV screens to stay in touch.
Thanks to the music, art and literature for keeping us
sane. Thanks to the comedians who managed to put
smiles on our faces and crack laughter for a moment
and helping us escape reality for a fraction of a second.
This has truly been an unprecedented and
tumultuous time, when dreams and aspirations
were temporarily put on hold and plans for the year
dissipating. Everything slowed down. In trying to
keep abreast of the destructive path of the COVID-19
pandemic, we consumed everything that was made
available for us on the internet and TV. But not only did
we stay informed; we also invited in the psychological
violence that paid visits to our minds. Although our
security forces were put on the streets to remind us to
stay home, our minds said it louder.
But should the year really be labelled as a time when
the world stood still? Should people really remember
hand-washing as one of their main activities during this
epoch?
Consider the story of a young lad named Mpho. Like
everyone else, Mpho was affected by the problems
that prevailed when the pandemic broke out. He was
a waitron at one of the fast food restaurants in the city
of Pretoria and, as a result, had much time on his hands
when the pandemic forced him and everyone else to
stay at home. He had much time to reflect.
He deepened his friendship with his cell phone as
he spent more and more of his time on different social
media platforms, drawing inspiration from this space.
From the news feeds and stories shared by his friends
and followers, Mpho came to realise that people were
actually being productive during these trying times. He
saw many of them tapping into their creativity during
the lockdown.
There is the case of the woman who, months before,
had been complaining about her fitness and lack of
time to exercise because of her work. With the help of
an app downloaded to her phone, she set herself a 30day body transformation challenge, seeking to emerge
from the lockdown fit and healthy, and feeling positive.
Michael on the other hand, has been improving his
cooking skills by taking online courses. Themba, who

By Tshepo Masipa

had wished for years to use his writing talent, finally
had the time in hand to manifest this. Motivated by the
idea that William Shakespeare had written King Lear in
isolation during the plague, he managed to complete
his once-abandoned pieces of work and now has a
completed manuscript with his first book awaiting
publication. Thato and his friends created an online
space where people could share their thoughts and
access motivational talks. They and also created extra
tutorials for matriculants to help them make up for lost
academic time.
Poets and comedians among Mpho’s friends had
many new topics to focus on and attracted more
attention than before. Lerato managed to launch her
own “Insta iso” beauty lessons. The couple that were
always having conflicts were able to reflect with the
time in hand and spend more time together. They
were able to resolve their problems and now with
the extraordinary and unprecedented bonding family
experiences, their children were blessed with a warm
home and hobbies to do together as a family.
Mpho also attended lockdown house parties
streamed live on Channel O from 6pm to midnight
every Friday and Saturday, to which the whole of
Mzansi was invited. Sportsmen and women posted
videos and images of their home workouts to maintain
their fitness and gear up to hit the pitches once the
health crisis subsides.
This kept on getting better and more inspiring even
every time Mpho logged onto these social media
platforms. Even his colleague Chemist, who had been
known to be shy, had started to trend with his videos.
Martin, who had always had a passion for music,
now channelled his emotions into songs. Jason also
unleashed his creativity through painting, sharing
his work online and receiving a welcoming response
from people. Tebogo and her cousin Tshepiso started
writing blogs and journals, building good followings.
Harriet transformed her garden into a tranquil space,
creating a beautiful spot for that much-needed rest and
recuperation and took pride in taking its pictures to
Facebook.
This abrupt break had also given Mrs Mulaudzi an
opportunity to do something different from her work
at the bank and started teaching free classes online.
Potlako worked from home and was able to save the
money that he usually spent on his commute. He has
raised enough money to start his “side hustle” business
that he had been dreaming off.
While some were into trading, others were into
coding or learnng new languages, posting their
progress on social media platforms. Thapelo achieved
his goal for reading books and continued to participate
in his book club through video calls.

“Perhaps it is true
that any crisis can
be used to stake a
positive legacy. In
the words of Albert
Einstein, ‘in the midst
of every crisis lies a
great opportunity’. “

For others, the freneticism of life before COVID-19
had not taken a break. They continuously sought
opportunities and solutions to the projects they
were working on from their homes. Others took
the opportunity to start or boost their businesses,
producing masks, latex gloves and sanitizing
detergents, which were in great demand. This was also
what kissed Mpho’s mind most because he had always
had a business mind and was interested in having his
own one day.
Having achieved the right state of mind to start
reflecting more on his dreams, he became imaginative.
Knowing that the South African economy would be
affected negatively by the pandemic, he began to think
of to put the economy in a better position to recover
and provide more opportunities for employment and
business ventures.
He saw immense opportunity for youth or
disadvantaged people of South Africa to venture into
the business sector and establish new businesses. And,
in listening to the address of President Cyril Ramaphosa
on 21 April 2020 on further economic and social
measures in response to the COVID-19 epidemic, Mpho
learnt about the additional money that had been set
aside for the protection and creation of jobs. He then
drafted a business plan so that his ideas would come to
life when the health crisis subsided.
Perhaps it is true that any crisis can be used to stake
a positive legacy. In the words of Albert Einstein, “in
the midst of every crisis lies a great opportunity”. And
perhaps this is a message that we should not wilt in the
face of this storm, but rather lean on the adversity and
rethink our development; that we should rather not
squander this opportunity but be more innovative and
agile in driving change. That it is rather a time for us to
create than only just wait to consume.
With the courageous words of Mahatma Gandhi,
that “a man is the product of his thoughts, what he
thinks he becomes”, and of Jean Paul Sartre that “man
is nothing else but that which he makes of himself”,
we can only gain courage in that we can do it if we
visualise it and will to do it. And perhaps we could
choose to be grateful for this abrupt break and see this
crisis as a good crisis.
We still owe our highest gratitude to those who
serve out of the spotlight and to those in the frontline,
our medical professionals, our security forces, our
leaders, all essential workers and all the people of this
country who have abided by the rules and regulations
of the lockdown and are helping to curb this pandemic.
As our President Cyril Ramaphosa has said, “We shall
recover, we shall overcome, and we shall prosper”.
Mother-nature-God bless South Africa, Mothernature-God Africa and God bless the world.
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Traditional
rituals

and plural medical systems
in a pandemic

A

t the time of writing, the numbers of
COVID-19 cases and related deaths have been
drastically on the rise in the Eastern Cape
province of South Africa, despite the province initially
having one of the lowest caseloads. As reported
by the Eastern Cape Department of Health, 200
COVID-w19 cases in the Eastern Cape are linked to just
three funerals in the province.
These cases are reportedly attributed to families
not adhering to state-sanctioned limits of 50 people
or fewer at funerals. The virus is understood to have
proliferated as a result of various traditional practices
at funerals, including the sharing of food, water
and tools for manually digging the gravesite. Public
commentary has largely scorned this conduct, and the
people attending these funerals have been treated as
irrational and without logic or comprehension of the
challenges posed by COVID-19. In this article, we want
to complicate these understandings by contributing
some meaning and context to this conduct of many
in the Eastern Cape, and the arguably the larger South
African context.
Africans contexts, unlike much of the Western
world, present numerous challenges in relation to
biomedically and epidemiologically centered official
interventions and responses against the spread
of COVID-19. African social scientists, especially
anthropologists and sociologists, have long raised
issues with biomedical approaches that make little
effort to understand why people lack trust and
confidence in the state biomedical health systems.
One of the prevailing questions is why people behave
the way they do (for example by continuing to hold
gatherings through the practice of traditional rituals,
burials and other ceremonies), despite widespread
biomedical interventions that tell them to behave
otherwise (eg to practice social and physical distancing
to curb the spread of COVID-19).
There are two central reasons why people often
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“Under apartheid
South Africa,
healthcare workers
were responsible for
the breaking of Black
people in varying
levels. This did not
solely affect political
prisoners; it also
affected their families
and communities.”

choose to ignore, or to not participate in, critical
biomedical operations key to perceived curbing of
infections. These issues are, firstly, a general widespread
distrust of the state and political power in the general
populace. Secondly, there is a historically rooted distrust
of biomedical systems rooted in the West.
Context must be considered
Speaking recently to CBS Miami, infectious diseases
expert Professor Aileen Marty of the Herbert Wertheim
College of Medicine at Florida International University
observed that COVID-19 is most easily transmitted in
spaces where people are up close and personal, as
observable in many urban contexts across the world.
The responses to COVID-19 have largely followed
a biomedical public health-informed approach that
includes social and physical distancing, various forms
of hygiene practices and treatments in the case of
transmission of the virus.
What has largely been missing in these discourses
of COVID-19 responses and approaches is narratives
and experiences from contexts where the biomedical
system is not the only hegemonic form of healthcare.
South Africa is one such context.
While biomedicine enjoys hegemony in South Africa,
we have a medically plural society where people do
not only consult biomedical services, but various other
avenues of healing. This most commonly includes the
important healing roles played by traditional healers
(izangoma) and herbalists (iinyanga).
Mistrust rooted in past abuses
South Africa has a very complicated relationship with
western biomedical systems. These complications
stem from the existing historical knowledge of the
implications of healthcare workers in collaborating
with the apartheid government. As the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission Reports showed, the
medical system under apartheid was used nefariously
to break Black people. This included psychiatrists
giving Black prisoners medication that would weaken
them, making it easy for prison wardens and the
police to torture them during detention. Psychologists
were tasked to identify the weaknesses of prisoners,
their breaking points and vulnerabilities of hundreds
of prisoners.
Under apartheid South Africa, healthcare
workers were responsible for the breaking of Black
people in varying levels. This did not solely affect
political prisoners; it also affected their families and
communities.
It is not surprising, then, that there has been some
distrust and scepticism from some sections of the Black
population in South Africa about COVID-19. In parts
of public memory, healthcare workers continue to

By Dr Qambela Gcobani and Esihle Lupindo,
University of Johannesburg

work towards Black people’s deaths, rather than their
treatment and healing of medical conditions.
In the post-apartheid context, we have seen forms of
replication of arguably apartheid-based research such
as the controversial study conducted at Stellenbosch
University in South Africa in 2019 which concluded
that “Coloured” women stand the risk of having a much
lower intelligence because they have low levels of
education and risky behaviours. This research has been
taken down from research journals for being both
racist, eugenicist and intellectually racist.
How Ebola was halted
Furthermore, part of the tensions lies in so many
biomedical approaches often doing away with, or
delaying various other forms of traditional practices.
Marty reminds us that the huge Ebola outbreak in West
Africa was ended without an anti-viral or vaccine.
What is often not in the public domain, but was
central to halting the spread of Ebola in West Africa,
was the role of social scientists, especially medical
anthropologists. Like many African contexts, West
African contexts have various traditional practices
where touch, physical embracing and close human
contact is central to social well-being and the
attainment of African personhood under African
cosmology.
When the biomedical and epidemiological
approach during the Ebola outbreak asked people to
not conduct various burial rites and not to touch the
sick or deceased bodies of loved ones, there was a
lot of resistance, as Senegalese social anthropologist,
Cheikh Ibrahim Niang notes in his work in Guinea,
Sierra Leone and Mali.
Similarly to the West African context noted by Niang,
in South Africa we have the dual resistance and distrust
of the state that in pandemics such as HIV/AIDS was
characterised by apathy and what has been called the
period of “AIDS denialism”. This period in South African
history resulted in preventable deaths of an estimated
2,65 million adult life years through states neglect and
the failure to provide lifesaving antiretroviral treatment
to the general population, as then recommended by
the World Health Organisation.
Turning to indigenous systems
for healing
This history rooted in pain and the trauma of
government neglect has resulted in various forms
of fatalism toward the state and political powers in
South Africa, especially in relation to these powers
providing assistance that prolongs life for many in the
country. In the days where the state and biomedicine
failed many, the accessibility of other forms of healing
systems through izangoma and iinyanga were central

“For these rituals,
touch, gatherings
and communal
fellowshipping are
central to helping
young people
transition from one
phase of life (eg
boyhood) to another
(eg manhood).”

to many of the Black population accessing healthcare
outside of biomedicine.
In her wide-ranging work on social healing in South
Africa, sociologist Nthabiseng Motsemme has done
well to index the ways in which the violence of our past
in South Africa resulted not only in mass deaths, but
further violated sanctuary spaces and practices. This
defilement of sacred spaces included funerals and, as
Motsemme argues, had a profound impact on many
Black South Africans’ abilities to have a sense of balance.
In trying to build parallels with the work that
Motsemme has done, we can begin to think around
the implications of this global pandemic as one that
has been and, perhaps will continue to be, destructive
to Black African people’s sacred spaces. This will
destabilise things like traditional initiation schools for
the different cultures and contexts in the continent that
still perform them. For these rituals, touch, gatherings
and communal fellowshipping are central to helping
young people transition from one phase of life (eg
boyhood) to another (eg manhood). For those people,
initiation school and the ceremony that follows is not
simply a moment but a continuous lifelong process
that has a social significance
In South Africa the number of people who may
gather in a single location has been regulated. This
means that new-born babies cannot for now undergo
the crucial ritual of imbeleko – an ancestral ritual
performed to introduce a newborn to their ancestors.
Perhaps a Western biomedical lens would argue that
families can gather for these occasions and still manage
to do them successfully. Yet, this ignores that in Black
communities, ceremonies and rituals are both family
and community resources. These rituals are incomplete
in the absence of the other. The reason for this is that
when the ceremony and ritual have been conducted,
the people these were done for must live, function and
live fulfilling lives in these communities.
African medical problems, whether they affect the
whole globe or the continent only, cannot be resolved
efficiently through the biomedical system only because
even though years might have passed the distraction
of lives caused by biomedicine has not been forgotten
by many. There has to be a rapidly growing awareness
that context is imperative and some medical issues
need context-based solutions as opposed to universal
solutions or preventative measure.
Dr Gcobani Qambela is an anthropologist and awardwinning educator at the University of Johannesburg.
Esihle Lupindo is a South African writer and graduate
student in Sociology researching the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission and Black Queer Space making
in South Africa.
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Ubuntu
and
solidarity
in the COVID-19 era

U

buntu and solidarity are concepts that
have come to characterise Africans in the
precolonial and post-colonial epochs, and are
pertinent now amid the Covid-19 pandemic. Covid-19
has triggered fundamental questions that beg
answers: To what extent do communities cooperate
with a view to containing and mitigating the spread of
the disease through providing mutual support for the
vulnerable and economically disempowered sectors
of the population? What is the role of non-state actors
such as non-governmental organisations, media
houses, private companies, philanthropic foundations
and ordinary citizens in the provision of safety nets for
the urban and rural poor? Would post-COVID-19 usher
in an Ubuntu-style of government and leadership in
both the public and private sectors?
Grappling with these questions requires one
to pause, self-introspect, review and re-examine
existing norms, value frameworks, governance,
private, social and community structures, and thus
contemplate the repositioning of state and non-state
actors in constructing the new economy eloquently
pronounced by President Ramaphosa on 23 April
2020 in his address to the nation.
A new economy, as described by President
Ramaphosa, would be based on equality, fairness,
dignity, transformation and empowerment of the
downtrodden, working poor and economically
marginalised groups in the mainstream economy.
Ubuntu’s history and roots
Ubuntu is an old African term for “humanness”- for
caring and for sharing. Ubuntu is a literal translation
of collective brotherhood and collective morality.
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“Ubuntu is closely
associated with
notions which
encourage group
solidarity, an
example being
simunye (“we are
united/one”),
and reciprocity.
Ubuntu promotes
cooperation
between individuals,
cultures and
communities.”

Ubuntu could be used to demonstrate solidarity,
which is often a necessary precondition for survival in
South African townships and rural areas characterised
by poverty. It is best expressed by the Xhosa proverb,
“umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu”, which means “I am
because we are”.
Ubuntu is closely associated with notions which
encourage group solidarity, an example being
simunye (“we are united/one”), and reciprocity.
Ubuntu promotes cooperation between individuals,
cultures and communities. An Ubuntu style of
government means a “human” style of government
based on collective solidarity and communality rather
than individualism and particularity.
The White Paper on Social Welfare (1997) describes
the importance of Ubuntu as follows:
“The principle of caring for each other’s wellbeing will be promoted and a spirit of mutual
support fostered. Each individual’s humanity is
ideally expressed through his or her relationship with
others and theirs in turn through recognition of the
individual’s humanity. Ubuntu means that people are
people through other people. It also acknowledges
both the rights and the responsibilities of every citizen
in promoting individual and societal well-being.”
Polarities exposed
The Covid-19 outbreak has glaringly exposed the
ineptness, inadequacies and endemic governance
deficiencies facing most African governments. This
is most evident in the area of food security. On 13
April 2020, the UN Food Agency projected that about
300 000 Africans are likely to die owing to limited
access to food supplies resulting from lockdowns
(and not from the virus per se) imposed by various
governments to contain the spread of the virus.
The distribution of food parcels in South Africa has
been marred by political meddling and politicking.
This has revealed the sheer inhumanness of some
public representatives in the face of a pandemic that
is likely to adversely affect many South Africans for the
foreseeable future. All these shenanigans are inimical
to the spirit of humanity, togetherness, communality,
generosity and dignity that serve as the hallmarks of
Ubuntu.
On the other hand, the outbreak of the COVID-19
pandemic in South Africa has also renewed the
essence of Ubuntu and solidarity, manifesting through
the contributions made by ordinary citizens from all
walks of life to the Solidarity Fund, independently set
up to help manage the effects of the virus on public
health, small, medium and micro enterprises, food
security and marginalised sectors of the population,
particularly the unemployed and urban and rural

By Dr Sam Koma
HOD: Research, Milpark Business School

poor. Young and old members of the public have
displayed immense generosity by making small
contributions to some of the funding mechanisms
established by the government, media houses and
philanthropic foundations.
More significantly, President Cyril Ramaphosa,
together with the national executive (Cabinet),
pledged one third of their salaries to the Solidarity
Fund for the months of April, May and June, an
example followed by political parties represented in
parliament. Likewise, some of the senior executives in
the banking industry have announced their pledges
to the Solidary Fund. These actions signify the sense
of generosity, humanity and selflessness among
public leaders that is the sine qua non for building and
consolidating an Ubuntu style of government postCOVID-19.
Basic income grant needed
The introduction of the COVID-19 Relief of Distress
grant to the value of R350 a month for unemployed
individuals is most welcome given the dire socioeconomic conditions facing the majority of South
Africans, as well as foreign nationals living in the
country. One would wish to see the continuation
of the grant after the COVID-19 period in the form

“The distribution
of food parcels in
South Africa has
been marred by
political meddling and
politicking. This has
revealed the sheer
inhumanness of some
public representatives
in the face of a
pandemic that is likely
to adversely affect
many South Africans
for the foreseeable
future. “

of a basic income grant for unemployed individuals
above the age of 18 years and not in receipt of
unemployment insurance benefit and the existing
social assistance schemes, namely, the old age grant,
child support grant, disability grant and the foster
care grant. This basic income grant would go a
long towards reaffirming the human dignity of the
unemployed, vulnerable and poor groups and better
their living conditions in the long term.
Evidently, the South African government now
has an opportune moment to fully drive the
implementation of a social protection system that
includes the more than 10 million unemployed
individuals excluded from pre-pandemic social
assistance schemes through provision of a basic
income grant plus universal national health
insurance. Social protection would profoundly
contribute to efforts to reduce the high levels
of inequalities, unemployment and poverty. A
government embedded in Ubuntu values may
also help shape new philosophies underpinned
by service quality, innovation, speed and
excellence, responsive public administration,
corporate citizenship, enhanced staff motivation
and attitudes throughout the public sector and
private sector.
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Shock

over the ‘discovery’ of inequality is surprising

S

ince the start of the national lockdown more
than eight weeks ago, South Africans have
listened attentively on those occasions when
President Cyril Ramaphosa addressed the nation. I soon
learnt that our president’s now ominous “My fellow
South Africans...” speech meant that our imprisonment
would be further extended.
Although in truth, self-isolation is nothing like prison.
For starters, we were not being punished as a result
of any transgressions, but our confinement was for
protection rather than incarceration. We are in a war.
Obviously. Why would the government deploy soldiers
if we were not fighting a deadly enemy? Why would
guns be necessary, if not to annihilate an adversary? But
where exactly and who exactly the enemy is, we do not
know. All we know for now is that C-19 lives on surfaces
for prolonged hours and the aggressively vigorous
washing of hands for 20 seconds and over-sanitising of
all surfaces when one has interacted with the outside
world, is crucial.
But we are still unsure about the masks. Some have
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“The snake has
always been there
and as we are in
crisis, the snake
is still very much
alive. The snake in
this instance is our
treacherous history
and the current
corruption. Just
because a snake is
ill, does not make its
bite less venomous.“

turned into fashion statements and they have helped
others in pacifying their OCD-infused paranoia. I’m
indecisive. But I take all measures to protect myself
according to stipulated measures provided by
recognised health bodies such as the World Health
Organisation and South Africa’s ministry of health.
Not Twitter, where aspirant pseudo-virologists
and immunologists inform you of your imminent
death should you not aggressively practise physical
distancing at Woolies whilst panic buying essentials for
homemade immune-boosters which include ginger,
lemon, turmeric and garlic.
They forget however, the reality of most South
African does not exist in one dimension. It’s one’s
socioeconomic standing that determines your ability or
inability to survive this pandemic.
Why the sudden sense of shock?
Let us do a quick lexical analysis of the words that
have been reiterated on all media platforms in the
past several weeks. “Stock up”. “Be productive”. “Work

By Siphesihle Sihlali
Researcher at UCT

from home”. Fundamentally, what does “self-isolate”
mean to someone who lives in an RDP house with
four other relatives? Words themselves are contextual
and present certain narratives that create meaning
and life. What does “stock up” mean to a grandmother
who gets pension on the first of the month from one
government location with no one to ensure that the
people in the line keep their one-metre distance? What
about those self-isolating with their abusers?
We need to move away from these middle-class
notions and deal with the issues of poverty and
inequality at hand. What has also been the most
exasperating is the notion that there is nuance about
how C-19 has exacerbated the inequalities in South
Africa. Have we not seen mothers being scorched in
the sun with their children begging at the robots? Have
we ever gone one weekend without reading about
civil unrest where South African citizens protest for
clean drinking water? Why are we shocked? Why are
we acting flabbergasted as a nation as though we have
found a snake in our beautifully decorated rainbow box?
The snake has always been there and as we are in
crisis, the snake is still very much alive. The snake in
this instance is our treacherous history and the current
corruption. Just because a snake is ill, does not make its
bite less venomous.
We have seen the arrests of officials who have
already defrauded the system of the basic R12 00 food
parcels. Police officials have been arrested for accepting
bribes at road blocks and also for selling alcohol. Lives
have been endangered by overzealous soldiers who
want to display their power with overt aggression and
grave violence. Usually performed on black bodies. We
have seen this with the homeless immigrants in Cape
Town CBD moved to Bellville and the community of
Lawley in Gauteng, who had the Red Ants destroy their
houses because they had allegedly illegally occupied
the land. The Department of Justice and Correctional
Services issued a moratorium on evictions, which has
been clearly ignored by the City of Johannesburg and
Cape Town.
Words not translated into action
Although President Cyril Ramaphosa has acted
strategically and deliberately - bringing much-needed
decisive leadership – his words have not translated
to deliberate actions on the ground. Although
government has in the last weeks taken a more propoor response with a humanitarian approach, we
see government playing catch-up instead of dealing
with the pandemic. In the former “bantustans”, which
are referred to as the rural areas in South Africa, some
rural citizens complain that they as small-scale farmers
are not being informed about the essential services
permits that they could apply for to sell their produce.

Some also say that government officials favour their
relatives for the permits, whilst others allege that
permits are being sold for R600 by local councillors.
Even though the Department of Agriculture, Land
Reform and Rural Development has issued R 1,2 billion
for agricultural relief to small-scale farmers earning
between R20 000 to R1 million annually, the chances
that they will gain access is again very slim. Rural areas
are not areas of poverty in the conventional sense;
communities have land, livestock and their own
ploughing fields. However, the difficulty comes in the
lack of infrastructure and resources to do even better
for themselves as subsistence or commercial farmers.
There are no proper roads and water and electricity are
frequent problems. The proactive response of some
traditional leaders themselves has not been felt by rural
community members, even though traditional leaders
have been prioritised as essential service providers.

“In some parts of
Eastern Cape, women
can no longer collect
firewood for cooking
and have replaced it
with plastic bottles,
a substitute that is
severely damaging to
their health. Yet rural
citizens have large
stretches of land on
which they farm and
livestock which needs
to graze.”

C19 in the rural landscape
Social justice organisations have come together to fill
in where government has left the most gnawing gaps
centred on food security, the informal economy and
monitoring of corruption. Socio-legal organisations
such as the Legal Resources Centre and Lawyers for
Human Rights have created hotlines where rights
violations can be reported, and Ndifuna uKwazi has
won a court victory that has put a moratorium on
evictions during this lockdown period. The Solidarity
Fund, although extremely overwhelmed with
community requests, has managed to provide some
20 000 out of the 250 000 pledged food parcels in five
provinces. The strict limitation of movement having
been the first ways in which government had sought
to decrease the spread of the virus, has in fact created
new issues, especially in the former bantustans.
In some parts of Eastern Cape, women can no longer
collect firewood for cooking and have replaced it with
plastic bottles, a substitute that is severely damaging
to their health. Yet rural citizens have large stretches
of land on which they farm and livestock which needs
to graze. The possible re-opening of schools has also
caused concern because schools in marginalised
communities usually consist of one teacher with 50plus students, who share pit toilets.
In moving forward with this pandemic in South
Africa, it is very important to look at what the statistics
say about the condition of this country. They provide a
basis from which a cohesive, integrated yet contextual
outline for a proactive humanitarian response can be
established. This pandemic may not be the last blackswan event to afflict South Africa and the world. We
cannot again find ourselves as “shocked” in the future
as we are today to “discover” the depth of inequality in
our society.
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The Victims
of COVID-19 and a Disorganised
Nation: The Nigerian Experience

Introduction
Nobody yet knows just why COVID-19 is not
ravaging Nigeria and perhaps the other African
nations with sickness and death to the degree that
it is devastating parts of Asia, Europe and America.
Furthermore, that sickness and death have not
yet followed that pattern in the case of Nigeria is
certainly not as a result of adequate planning and
early adoption of relevant precautionary measures.
The greatest danger for Nigeria, and perhaps
Africa broadly, lies ahead, but not in the form of
sickness and death on the scale that COVID-19 has
brought about elsewhere (contrary to what has
been projected by Western analysts). This amount of
sickness and death, perhaps even more, from COVID19-related issues will follow in Nigeria from the harsh
socio-economic realities precipitated by the current
lockdown. The devastation will not be directly
from the virus itself but indirectly from the ensuing
conditions, made worse by a combination of Africa’s
political and economic naivete and Western and
industrialised nations’ selfish interests and insincerity.
To forecast mass sickness and death from
COVID-19 in Nigeria of the magnitude we have
recently seen in China, Europe and America is a
projection from the usual Western prejudiced point
of view against Africa and will turn out to be false.
Such predictions presuppose that the coronavirus
had late access to Africa, arriving much earlier to
parts of Asia closest to China, then to Europe and
America. However, the truth is that the spread was
simultaneous, and especially with China’s current
strategic “partnership” with Africa, the continent may
even have had the exposure right at the very outset
of the virus.
Nigeria’s lack of scientific curiosity and thirst for
innovation for its own strategic needs, and of the
machinery for a self-driven vision that enhances
adequate planning of the future, will rob us of the
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“Only locally
engineered solutions
will suffice in the
fight against the
COVID-19 economic
meltdown. “

knowledge of why her COVID-19 experience is what
it is thus far. That is why I argue that for Nigeria to
control the rate of the impending devastation from
the meltdown, it would have to embark on this
scientific self-awakening and awareness. Only locally
engineered solutions will suffice in the fight against
the COVID-19 economic meltdown.
Just as this virus has mostly killed those with
underlying medical issues, the severest and most
devastating attacks from its economic effects
will be against countries with underlying sociocultural, economic and political problems. This is
the reason for the recommendation of an inwardlooking approach that can facilitate the creation of

By Tyolumun Kinga-Upaa

local models for adequate capacity building that
will serve to address current needs and anticipate
future dangers, both foreign and internal. Hopefully,
this would contribute towards establishing and
strengthening the tradition of making adequate
projections to help eradicate poverty and sickness,
as well as create wealth.
COVID-19 and the Nigerian response
On 31 December 2019, Chinese health officials
reported 41 cases of a strange pneumonia in the
Wuhan province to the World Health Organisation.
“Most [of the patients] were connected to the
Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market, a wet market in

the city of Wuhan” (Secon, H. in Business Insider by
Pulse, 19/03/2020).
Twenty days later, the United States of America
recorded its first case of Covid-19, and by the time
the first Covid-19-related death outside China was
recorded in the Philippines on 2 February, it was
clear the world was headed for a major health crisis.
On 30 January 2020, just two days prior to the death
in the Philippines, the WHO declared a public health
emergency of international concern. A day after this
declaration, President Donald Trump banned foreign
nationals from entering the US if they had been in
China within two weeks prior, thereby beginning
the first border control measure as a result of this
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emergency (Secon, H. in Business Insider by Pulse,
19/03/2020).
While all these developments were going on,
Lai Muhammad, Nigeria’s Minister for Information
and Culture, came out to announce publicly that
Nigerians could continue to travel as freely as
they wanted to China or any other country where
COVID-19 had already manifested (Plus TV News, 31
January 2020). This announcement did not reflect
any sense of precaution on the part of the Nigerian
government; it rather smacked of empty arrogance
and recklessness. By the time we arrived at the
point of contemplating border closure, it was clear
that the reason it had not been talked about it
earlier was that many of Nigeria’s political class and
their business cohorts or their wives and families
were overseas, mostly for individual businesses or
pleasure.
Besides the first COVID-19 case in Lagos by an
Italian who had arrived in the caital, it was this
returning elite club of Nigeria that brought back to
the country what has generated most, if not all, the
officially declared COVID-19 cases Nigeria has today.
The nation had to stay unprotected from the danger
until this privileged class had returned home.
By the time the WHO declared the COVID-19
outbreak a global pandemic on 11 March 2020, it
was clear that all Nigerians had become its victims,
especially those living in the country, because of
political irresponsibility and the nation’s lack of
capacity to make useful projections. There are
those who may have already contracted it and
are in the incubation period. While there is talk
of some tracking of contacts, others are sadly
already on the way to contracting the disease. The
death count so far has been low and the rate of
recoveries encouraging, but it is always difficult to
rely on official statistics in this country. Most official
numbers carry political connotations and there is
always someone waiting in the wings to benefit
from them.
Be that as it may, it is difficult to see how Nigeria’s
tracking machinery can be effective, giving the
kind of chaos in which operates as a nation. This is
a country where the only reliance for any form of
security and cure is normally on God. Nevertheless,
there are two things that we can applaud the federal
and some state governments for doing. The first one
is that at the last count, about 5 000 tests had been
conducted and just over 300 infections recorded.
Of those, 70 patients have been successfully treated
and discharged from hospital, and all those infected
appear to be getting the best care possible. That is
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“Low-income
earners in the
locked-down states
who depend on daily
pay are now left
without any sources
of sustenance and
are locked down in
shanty settlements
without adequate
access to the means
to address hunger,
poverty and the
virus on their own.”

why only 10 deaths have been officially recorded
from the virus so far.
The second positive thing is that, albeit late, the
federal and some state governments eventually
subscribed to the idea of a lockdown to cut the
chain and spread of the COVID-19 virus, and testing
centres have been multiplying. There are 11 of them
now spread across the nation.
Nigeria is not under a nationwide lockdown, but
all official business in the country has effectively
been closed down by shutting down Abuja (the
federal capital territory), and states such as Lagos
(the commercial capital) and Rivers (the Oil capital).
However, this has created other social and health
challenges. Low-income earners in the lockeddown states who depend on daily pay are now left
without any sources of sustenance and are locked
down in shanty settlements without adequate
access to the means to address hunger, poverty and
the virus on their own. The government’s claims
of palliative measures for the vulnerable must
be taken with a pinch of salt, giving the level of
government corruption and irresponsibility. Even
more dangerous is that should people in these
communities start getting sick, they will be without
access to any amenities and proper hygiene, not
to mention information about the pandemic and
adequate medical care.
It is true that much of the world is now either
in partial or total lockdown as the effective way
of curbing the virus, and even the West has opted
to trample on its most prized ideal of freedom.
However, most of these societies have already
developed the social and economic structures that
work to a reasonable degree in supporting indigent
citizens in such circumstances. Nigeria is totally
lacking in this regard, and so it is incomprehensible
how it is hoped that an unplanned lockdown can be
managed without serious adverse effects.
This indefinite suspension of our freedom to move
and act as we wished is already affecting politics
and democratic institutions as we are seeing in
the democratic primaries in the United States of
America. How must we now start understanding
a world where we can potentially indefinitely shut
down global politics, finance, and economics, all for
a non-military threat?
Much of aviation is suspended and sport, our
recent most popular international money spinner,
has also taken a serious hit as it has been adjourned
indefinitely. These are some of the questions that all
nations must put before themselves and reason out
of their local context.

By Tyolumun Kinga-Upaa

As a consumer economy, even in sports Nigerians
only participate as foreign spectators, importing
their contents via satellite television for local
entertainment. Our increased forms of anxiety
during this COVID-19 lockdown are also because
of the shutdown of international sports. While
planning for the restart after the pandemic seems
to be gainfully employing and healthily utilising the
minds of those who produce them with the hope
of something economically beneficial to come,
both the young and old in Nigeria can only wait in
boredom. And when sports will eventually return,
it will not bring any solution to our economy that
would have been further battered by the COVID-19
outbreak, shutdown and lockdowns.
Not even religion has been spared. As all social
activity has been suspended in communities,
public religious celebrations have also been
temporary proscribed not always with the full
agreement of religious leaders. Some states are not
yet under lockdown but have given guidelines that
public gatherings of large congregations beyond
fifty are not permitted. These parameters have
not always been followed. After just one week of
closing places of public worship, a state governor
in the northern part of Nigeria announced the
lifting of the ban on Friday prayers in mosques,
meaning that coming Fridays will witness large
Muslim crowds gathering to worship in mosques
and on blocked streets. This is a decision that is not
health-based but religio-political.
Many churches across Nigeria have also been
attempting to flout these guidelines. But even here
it is Nigeria’s lack of foresight and planning as well
as disdain for public safety that are being laid bare.
Right at the beginning of the stay-at-home order
for churches and mosques, signs of financial strain
resulting from the lack of planning on the part of
many churches were beginning to be experienced
due to the sudden block on church-attendance
collection income. One church actually went into a
quick deal with the telecoms companies to establish
a platform through which their members could pay
different levies and collections by means of mobile
telephones and internet even while being locked
down at home (See Naira Land Forum, https://www.
nairaland.com). This lack of concern for locked-down
families is an unfortunate form of avarice on the part
of supposed spiritual leaders at a time of global crisis
through the use of technology.
However, other churches, mosques, and religious
leaders have shown more responsibility in the use
of technology. There have been several kind of

religious outreach programmes through television,
internet and smart telephony. Lots of supportive
messages are going out on air, church services
and Masses are getting streamed live to spiritually
and psychologically support locked-down families
at home. YouTube is flooded. Despite the lack of
professional formation on the part of many religious
leaders in Nigeria, the religious establishment
accounts for roughly 95% of the country’s needs for
psychological counselling and mental health. With
this scenario, even the religious world as Nigerians
have known it has come to a stop and all they can
do now is wonder what world they shall have when
the survivors of this moment return to “normalcy”.
Another unfortunate thing is that the country’s
most ingenious use of technology to access the
locked-down victims at home is being employed by
religion, and to a significant degree for the financial
and economic benefits of the big Pentecostal
conglomerates. Even this use of information
technology at such a time follows the consumerist
attitude.
All the scientific signs of hope are coming to
Nigerians from either BBC or CNN networks. It is on
CNN that it was heard that plasma was obtained
from Jason Garcia, a 36-year-old aerospace engineer
from Escondido, California, for transmission to the
sick in hospital and that this was producing signs of
great improvement in the medical condition of the
recipients (Silverman, H. CNN, April 6, 2020). BBC also
ran the story on Sunday, 5 April of researchers who
are proposing the use of the old tuberculosis vaccine
(BCG) to help boost the immune system of victims
and enable their bodies to fight and defeat COVID-19
and all that it brings (Rabin, R. C. in The New York
Times, 3 April 2020).

“The economic
dimensions of this
crisis for a country
like Nigeria, which
exports only
petroleum (whose
price has been
crashing) and imports
almost everything
else, will begin to
manifest most clearly
when the virus is
gone.”

The post-COVID-19 scenario: planning an
adequate response for the future
It has already been made clear that the world will
know such global meltdown from COVID-19 as has
never been experienced before. To appreciate the
degree of the danger that lies ahead for Nigeria as
a result of this, we must begin by pondering her
lack of productive use of technology, as well as her
overreliance on the West and China for development
and other socio-economic solutions without her
own local contribution. This is the reason that will
make of us chronic victims of the impending harsh
realities of the social and economic meltdown from
the pandemic.
The economic dimensions of this crisis for a
country like Nigeria, which exports only petroleum
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(whose price has been crashing) and imports almost
everything else, will begin to manifest most clearly
when the virus is gone (Charlie B. Chilufya, S.J. in
Jesuit Missions (UK) Newsletter, 23 March 2020). Plans
to prepare the ways of responding to this crisis
have already begun; and no doubt, Western nations
and China who are known to be proactive have
surely started reflecting on what measures to adopt
in support of their citizens and systems after the
COVID-19. To allow a bit of cynicism here, we can be
certain that because of the passion of these leaders
for their countries, citizens and systems, they may
have already started looking for ways of exploiting
Africans and our circumstances to create solutions
for themselves. These solutions may be based on
the further dehumanization of African countries
to improve the circumstances of Western and
industrialized nations. This victimization in the case
of Nigeria normally originates from her persistent
inability to reason, plan and execute deliberate and
well-crafted ideas tailored towards improving the
country.
Nigeria had the opportunity to launch the now
very popular border-closure and foreign-arrivalsquarantine measures that the WHO has continued to
laud Vietnam for employing to control COVID-19 in
a way that even Western countries could only wish
for (Fleming, S. in World Economic Forum Newsletter,
30 March 2020). However, the cluelessness and
irresponsibility at all levels of governance, especially
the top, worked against this vision as Mr Lai
Muhammad chose the moment when Nigeria
should have been cautious to put the nation and its
economy in harm’s way.
Despite the call of many Nigerian citizens for
their government to be proactive and employ
these protective channels, it was only after Western
nations started some form of border-closure and
social-distancing measures that the Nigerian
government began to sing the praises of these
options. There is always that tendency to prefer
the importation of foreign solutions crafted to
suit other nations. Yet, these programmes of
“international solution” are usually planned with
the understanding that succeeding where their
application was intended would be contingent on
the continued dependence and disorganisation of
vulnerable countries such as Nigeria. This is why it
is obvious that whatever the outcome of COVID-19
for Nigeria, it would be the product of lack of
political and fiscal planning tailored towards national
interest. The latent function of this ineptitude usually
goes back to benefiting the interests of individual
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“The wealth of
any country comes
from its health, and
that can only be
adequately planned
for when such a
country is able to say
exactly how many
citizens it must
account for.”

politicians who have become a conduit for the
industrialized world as it continuously seeks and
gains advantage of this economic lack of foresight
and political gullibility.
Therefore, in beginning to think of the adequate
measures needed to tackle the local effects of postCOVID-19, Nigeria must begin to prepare herself for
local capacity building. Whatever the international
agenda, Nigeria must shrewdly insist on only those
measures that will protect and truly boost her
local economic and social life. This is the only way
that she can avail herself of the capacity to avoid
some of the obstacles that she is faced with in this
present condition for the future. Nigeria’s greatest
difficulties in managing the COVID-19 pandemic
range from trying to track, access and hopefully treat
and support her citizens. If not addressed, these
challenges will get worse if any such times again
show up in the future.
Without a national database (and by this I don’t
mean the national identity card project) and the
absence of functioning religious communities (who
are inadequate but viable places for meeting the
poor living outside of decent society in normal
times), and properly planned cities and community
settlements, one wonders how the sick, weak,
and vulnerable can be identified and supported.
Whatever the loan facility or international bailout package and the conditionalities that will be
attached to it, the Nigerian government must
commit serious efforts to the building of a credible
national database without any internal political
motives that push her political actors to falsify
systems. While telecom companies have succeeded
in building their telephone database and the
government-inspired Bank Verification Number
(BVN) exercise has been hugely successful, Nigeria’s
government is not interested in the accurate
documentation of citizens and where they live,
because this will make voter manipulation, election
rigging and other forms of blatant corruption a nearimpossible task. In the absence of such a database,
government lip service in the management of
this pandemic cannot be challenged with any
credible statistical proof. As things stand, monies
have definitely been released into the custody of
representatives that have over time shown acute
and chronic lack of conscience, and soon Nigerians
shall be given non-existent statistics on who was
assisted with what.
This attitude has sadly become an acceptable
culture in Nigeria, but it can be changed at this
time of imposed retreat, which I also hope could

By Tyolumun Kinga-Upaa

turn into a time of meditation and contemplation
on conscience and nation building. Every such
reflection must start from the mental reconstruction
of the picture of our social and national
environment, beginning with where people have
been living and the conditions in which those who
work for them, or whom they work for, live. The
wealth of any country comes from its health, and
that can only be adequately planned for when
such a country is able to say exactly how many
citizens it must account for. In collaboration with
the telephone companies, banks and any other
institutions that created databases of citizens they
cater for, Nigeria’s government can, within a short
period, put together a near-accurate national
database to help with national planning and even
credible elections.
Most Nigerians live outside of society and
the government has deliberately refused to do
something about it, usually for political reasons. It
is in these communities that most of the workers
that serve the affluent politicians who unfortunately
imported the Coronavirus into Nigeria are housed. In
the lockdown, the drivers who brought them back
from the airport and stewards who were cooking
and cleaning for them until they tested positive
have gone back into these peripheral communities
without any planned amenities.
Again, irrespective of the conditionalities of any
bail-out package, the government must sincerely
commit funds and other efforts to correcting
unplanned settlements and living. Most houses
in Nigeria and even in Abuja, the country’s
most recently founded city, are not organised
and numbered. Street organisation and house
numbering is one way that gives governments,
security and emergency services of organised
societies unimpeded access to citizens in times of
emergency and other needs like this. It is because
of the inhabitants of these communities outside
organised society that we may never be able to
reasonably estimate the number of those who
have contracted or died of this virus in Nigeria.
The lack of roads and hospitals has already
produced fertile ground for the spread of viruses,
bacteria and disease. If anyone from most suburbs
of Lagos and Abuja were to fall sick now, there
would not be any possibility of an ambulance
reaching them to take them to the testing and
treatment centres. There are no roads to most of
these settlements. Those with the means would
then rely of the popular “okada” (motorcycles)
or “keke” (tricycles) to access the nearest facility,

“To fight any postCOVID-19 scenario,
Nigeria must begin
now to think of her
own solutions and not
wait to feed off the
crumbs of Chinese,
American and
European strategies.”

thereby further endangering other unfortunate and
unprotected citizens.
The unfortunate practice in Nigeria where decent
housing in privileged parts of town is reserved for
the rich and no low-income housing provided to
cater for domestic and other support staff to help
run the city is a disaster that must be corrected
now. In the area of housing, the pattern must
be corrected. Low-income dwellings must be
adequately planned side by side with housing for
the rich so as to curtail the development of slums.
The government must provide the required funding
for this from whatever it gets and ensure that this
low-income housing is given to those for whom it
was planned.
Nigeria is a religion-based economy sorely
dependent on God, but this has been so because
of a completely decayed security infrastructure for
any form of safety. Again, taking the new city of
Abuja still under construction as the benchmark,
we find this hugely disturbing variable that the
government of Nigeria unfortunately appears unable
to notice and work to correct. The one social service
developing exponentially with the new and rapidly
growing housing estates within Abuja are religious
places of worship. Different churches and mosques
are springing up quickly alongside these estates,
but the only hospitals in Abuja are mostly those that
were planned for just the central district area.
No sign is evident of aggressive and deliberate
development of fresh schools and hospitals to
cater for the education of the children and health
of the families who will be living in these estates.
While schools and hospitals remained the hallmark
of early missionary activity in our country, some
of these newfound churches with humongous
and even obscene auditoria cannot boast a single
hospital, and maybe only a few schools for business
purposes. We cannot even speak of the contribution
of mosques in this regard.
However, as we have noticed with the COVID-19
pandemic, the only viable social service in this
country became the first that was required to
shut down to protect the nation. It is the few
medical doctors, pharmacists, nurses, medical
technicians and all the staff who work across already
overstretched medical facilities who are working flat
out in inadequate and sometimes even dilapidated
conditions to keep citizens alive and hopeful.
Yet these men and women are valued much less
than the imams, pastors and general clergy. If this
situation is not reversed with proper planning,
Nigeria will not now and in the future be able to
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contain such severe attacks on her national health
and social life as has been brought by COVID-19.
Religious economy is doing very well in Nigeria
and so will not need to be funded by any bailout. However, giving the historical contribution
and commitment of the religious establishment
(especially the early missionary and more
institutional churches) to education and health,
and most presently to mental health in particular
through counselling and humanitarian activities,
the government should consider meaningful
partnerships with decent religious bodies in
combating the post-COVID-19 dangers. Details of
this can be worked out, but even religious bodies to
the extent that they are Nigerian are not insulated
against corruption and so need to be strongly
supervised. This partnership must work with serious
checks and balances.
Nigeria needs to revamp both her education
and health sectors to stand any chance of growth.
While education may be a much longer-term
project, the health sector must be an immediate
concern. A significant amount of whatever funding,
irrespective of the terms and conditions, must
immediately be ploughed into the sector. Given
Nigeria’s demographics, these are the sectors that
will cushion the effects of whatever difficulties will
be inherited from COVID-19.
As a matter of urgency, the Nigerian government
should slow down or even suspend its road and
railway revamp projects for some time; if not, it
should ensure that bail-out to reboot the economy
is not thrown into these projects at all. This is for
two reasons. First, because these are Chinese-driven
projects, throwing any recovery funds into them
at this time will rather help China accelerate its
stabilization and do nothing to kick-start Nigeria’s
recovery. It will boost employment and productivity
in China even as Nigerians will be seeing some
work on the ground. That will again only promote
Nigeria’s status as a consumer society without kickstarting any potential to produce on her part.
The heaviest investment of funds earmarked
for countering COVID-19 effects in Nigeria should
go to the energy sector, but largely to revamp the
country’s electricity supply. Most Nigerians are
self-employed in the country’s informal economic
sector. They survive on the little things they create
and sell either from their homes or back-house and
low or mini-skilled factories. The cost of powering
these activities from generators has inhibited
these businesses’ growth even in normal times.
The turnaround of Nigeria’s electricity situation will
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stimulate productivity, which has a link with research
and manufacturing at all levels.
Nigeria herself has some capacity to drive this
turnaround. However, even if she were to lack in this
and rely on foreign partners, the expected results
would directly impact all sectors of the Nigerian
economy and begin the process of building the
nation’s capacity towards major constructions in the
near future. This will help economic recovery, boost
stabilization, and promote capacity building more
than anything else.
Sports have become not just entertainment but
economic products with vast financial dimensions
and benefits. Just as with electricity, many jobs will
be created through the sporting industry, especially
for the youth but not uniquely. Nigeria’s government
must commit these funds to revamping sports
which are places of opportunity even for the most
impoverished in all societies to pull out of poverty
with discipline, hard work and dedication. It is one
investment that will also directly impact the poor.
Investments in sports will help the psychology of
the youth and curb many social vices too. Therefore,
the meltdown in global sports is actually an
opportunity for Nigeria and Africa.
Rather than pay huge satellite TV subscriptions
to import sporting entertainment and essentially
revamp the sporting infrastructure of Europe and
America, Nigeria must embrace the commitment to
revamp her sporting culture and facilities and use
them as employment centres. The sports themselves
will help rebuild the people’s psychological state
with the spirit of healthy competition. This is another
area to which, no matter the conditions given
for bail-out, Nigeria must find a way to commit a
sensible degree of the fund.

“To fight any postCOVID-19 scenario,
Nigeria must begin
now to think of her
own solutions and not
wait to feed off the
crumbs of Chinese,
American and
European strategies.”

Conclusion
Nigerian cities, villages and communities have
not been planned with the guiding principle of
moral responsibility to safeguard her citizens and
provide an enabling environment for them to thrive
and leave a nation behind for future generations
to be proud of. Therefore, to end this collective
victimization by circumstances, Nigeria must go
back to the basics of responsible planning of
communities, beginning with her deployment of
any resources to fight the international meltdown
from COVID-19.
In such situations, a well-planned society is
the first condition for adequate assessment of the
problem, which then allows us to look out for one
another even as we wait for professional help. Given

By Tyolumun Kinga-Upaa

that Nigerian cities are mostly a mess, it is difficult to
see how the most affected could be accessed and
supported. This mess is however not because of lack
of resources but of political will, and the subsistence
of a damning culture of corruption.
In the long run we shall discover that Nigeria’s
government was largely absent in this battle
because its seat has been occupied by individuals
who are either largely ignorant or blinded by the
culture of corruption and greed. It is this culture
that continues to deliberately promote the decay of
institutions for the prize of political hegemony for
those who are already plugged into the system.
To fight any post-COVID-19 scenario, Nigeria must
begin now to think of her own solutions and not
wait to feed off the crumbs of Chinese, American
and European strategies. To begin this process,
the country must accept the imperative to fix her
politics, proceeding without any religious and ethnic
considerations.
All religious adherents and members of ethnic
groups are now helpless in the face of this
pandemic. It is only the doctors and other medical
professionals and their support staff who are
showing the resolve to fight this situation, even
risking their lives to cover up for incompetent
politics. The only language these doctors and
professionals are speaking at this moment is that of
the safety of Nigerians and not of tribes. They have
become the property of all religions as Muslims,
Christians and the other faiths are all praying for
them in ways that the nation has never done before.
For the choice of civil leadership, Nigeria must go
for eminently qualified citizens irrespective of their
ethnicity and creed. Patriotism and the ability to be
self-critical, accept public criticism and lead with
a positive vision must be the key indicators of the
needed profile.
Just as the religious groups and churches
are re-inventing themselves even via internet
technology, so must the whole nation re-invent
itself. Greater attention must be given to revamping
the decayed educational and health systems, which
are the foundations for any meaningful market and
development. Recreating Nigeria’s electricity and
power generation apparatus remains the bedrock
for regenerating the economy, and this can only
be achieved through locally thought-out strategies
informed by the Nigerian context.
The Chinese have total monopoly over the
so-called revamping of Nigeria’s infrastructure,
especially roads and the railway. These can be
suspended, and the government must begin

by identifying those things that our citizens can
do before partnering with foreign investors. The
starting point for any of these ambitious projects
will be to embrace an aggressive form of social
engineering. Without the deliberate and adequate
planning of society, no nation can provide
the ennobling environment for industrial and
technological development.
Engineers of society must structure it with
the guiding principles that boost other scientific
developments. To thrive, Nigeria needs a local vision
that will enable her to take responsibility for herself
and earn her respect before the comity of nations.
It is only such a vision that can also help her combat
the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Anything short of that will lead to total disaster.

“Without the
deliberate and
adequate planning of
society, no nation can
provide the ennobling
environment for
industrial and
technological
development.”
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Political

philosophy in the midst of crisis

I

often begin teaching my Social and Political
Philosophy course with a discussion of Rick
Turner’s argument, “The Necessity of Utopian
Thinking”. This is the title of the first chapter of his
book, The Eye of the Needle, which is a political theory
reflection on democracy, published in 1972 by the
anti-Apartheid activist and (then) University of Natal
academic.
The word “utopian” is rightly, by definition,
associated with the unachievable, but mistakenly
then often further associated with something being
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useless or without worth. Rick Turner’s assassination,
widely believed to be at the hands of the Apartheid
state, is evidence of just how much utopian thought
can threaten established power.
His argument about the value of utopian thinking
in the midst of oppression and struggle has come to
mind a number of times over the last weeks of the
COVID-19 pandemic, leaving me wondering what
specific insight it can bring to this political and social
moment. The thought is not that the political or
social context of 1970s South Africa is comparable to
our current moment, but rather a sense that Turner’s
work may speak afresh to the politics of our time.
The argument
Turner invites us to notice that we all too often fail
to distinguish between absolute impossibility and

By Dr Christine Hobden
Department of Philosophy, University of Fort Hare;
Iso Lomso Fellow, Stellenbosch Institute of Advanced Study

other-things-being-equal impossibility. It is absolutely
impossible for a lion to become a vegetarian, but, he
argued in 1972, it is not absolutely impossible for a
black person to become the Prime Minister of South
Africa; it is other-things-being-equal impossible.
But do other things have to remain equal? We
treat our social and political institutions as if they
are naturally occurring mountains that we have to
manoeuvre around rather than a set of behaviour
patterns that we (at least potentially) have the power
to change. Turner argues that while institutions
might have some material features like written-down
rules or buildings that house them, ultimately, our
institutions are formed and maintained in the way
we collectively behave toward one another.
The value of utopian (or ideal philosophy) thinking
then, is that it provides space to consider what about
our society is truly unchangeable and what is, upon
closer examination, possible to change. It allows us
to examine our institutions in comparison to other
possible versions and so begin to truly evaluate our
social and political arrangements. While we may not
be able to reach the ideal now, or even ever, having
it in mind enables us to better understand and
evaluate our current situation, and more strategically
plan for the future.
In its time, Turner’s argument was a call, especially
to white liberals, to allow space to conceptualise
a truly equal South Africa and to fight for this,
rather than only focusing on small shifts that felt
more immediately possible within the seemingly
unchangeable political system of the Apartheid State.
So why think of this now?
It strikes me that our current moment is a perfect
illustration of Turner’s claim that our social and
political institutions are not naturally occurring
mountains but features of our (or perhaps more
accurately, the elite’s) creation. Across the world
people are realising, in different ways, that this
capitalist consumerist society is not unchangeable.
We are suddenly experiencing a moment where
many of our “essential workers” are those traditionally
undervalued and exploited, such as cleaners, grocery
store employees, delivery drivers, and perhaps most
importantly in this patriarchal world, the myriad
roles of care-giving for the vulnerable in our society.
To be sure, such workers remain, for the most
part, underpaid and exploited, but we are being

“There is theorising
to be done around
what the ideal
democratic and
ethical responses to
the pandemic ought
to be, even as we
acknowledge that our
pre-existing failings
will mean we are
likely to fail at fully
realising these ends.”

confronted with the hypocrisy of this reality in new
and particularly stark terms. There is a sense, at least
in some quarters, that it might actually be possible to
re-assess and re-shape our current labour market to
ensure human labour is properly valued and treated
with dignity.
The crisis of the COVID-19 pandemic has thrust
us into the first step of Turner’s argument: we are
in a moment where most (but of course not all) of
society is realising that things do not have to be as
they have been. Exceptional circumstances have
revealed, among other things, that, if priorities
are shifted, accommodation can be found for the
homeless, society can do without endless supplies
of endless products, and governments can supply
basic grants to support the unemployed. To be sure,
we should not confuse short-term emergency relief
with sustainable long-term measures. Yet the actions
of states and citizens around the world have revealed
that both are capable of a lot more than we normally
allow in our policy-making and advocacy.
As we face up to the pandemic, we are rightly
focusing very clearly on what is possible, as guided
by scientists, economists and political scientists. But
reflecting on Rick Turner has reminded me that, even
in the direst of times, we should not shy away from
also engaging in what he calls “utopian thinking” and
what we might today label ideal political philosophy.
There is theorising to be done around what
the ideal democratic and ethical responses to the
pandemic ought to be, even as we acknowledge
that our pre-existing failings will mean we are
likely to fail at fully realising these ends. We can
nevertheless aim toward them, and better evaluate
our government’s and society’s behaviour in light of
these ideal theories.
Perhaps even more importantly, in this moment
that has revealed even more clearly the inequality
and injustice of our world, and the world’s capability
of being something different, we need to work hard
to theorise what that different world might look like.
It is unlikely we will agree, or fully realise our ideal
accounts. But that is not, in the end, theorising’s
point or main value; political philosophy can help to
orient us, to highlight the values we want to keep
before us in each complex and compromised policy
decision we have to make, and to bear the standard
against which we can evaluate our progress and pin
our hopes.
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COVID-19

Virtual
platforms
ensure continuity in teaching,
learning, assessment, supervision
and mentoring

Dr Sizwe Phakathi
Head of Safety and Sustainable Development
at the Minerals Council South Africa

N

ot so long ago, the country’s universities
were severely disrupted by the Fees Must
Fall protests orchestrated by students
themselves. Countrywide, the Fees Must Fall
campaigns halted teaching in universities, promoting
university administrators and some commentators
to ponder the use of e-learning programmes.
Thankfully, the South African government intervened
decisively and reached an agreement with the
leaders of various students’ organisations. The Fees
Must Fall protests eventually ended after months of
disruption and chaos at universities.
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AFRICAN HSS RESPONSES

COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemic broke out at a time
when various organisations in the private,
government and non-governmental sectors
were already gearing themselves for the
Fourth Industrial Revolution. Across the world,
countries and organisations were not prepared
for the COVID-19 pandemic, which has led
to the shutdown of schools and universities,
among other institutions. In South Africa, where
the government has taken measures that are
necessary to safeguard our lives from the deadly
pandemic, academic programmes across the
country’s universities have again ground to a
halt and many university students are sitting idle
at home. It is during these challenging times of
the COVID-19 pandemic that we imagine what
e-learning and virtual learning could have been
like if online electronic platforms were widely
utilised at South African institutions of higher
learning.
Of course, there are institutions of higher
learning that have incorporated e-learning in
their academic programmes. However, such
electronic platforms of teaching have not
been widely introduced and implemented in
South African universities and technical and
vocational educational and training (TVET)
colleges. The utilisation of e-learning in the
South African education sector is still challenged
with inequalities relating to access to data. Many
households from which many black students
come cannot afford to purchase data. This is
one of the barriers to e-learning/virtual learning
in South Africa. It seems to be the privilege of
those who can afford it. A number of academic
institutions have also not adequately invested
in information technology (IT) infrastructure
necessary to implement e-learning programmes
on a large scale.
The good news is that there are various
electronic platforms and devices that could be
used to mitigate against the adverse impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on South African universities.
A number of organisations have swiftly switched
to these virtual platforms as part of their
responses to the lockdown measures taken to
contain the spread of the virus. Based on my
experience, I would like to propose the use of the
following virtual platforms and devices as part of
the humanities and social sciences (HSS) response
during and beyond the COVID-19 pandemic.
These virtual platforms and devices could be used
for teaching, learning, assessment, supervision and
mentoring, from the comfort and safety of our
homes.
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Suggested Responses
Aspire

“The good news is
that there are various
electronic platforms
and devices that
could be used to
mitigate against the
adverse impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic
on South African
universities.”

This is an online learning management system (LMS)
I got to know and make use of at the University of
Pretoria’s Gordon Institute of Business Science (GIBS).
This online platform virtually connects students
with lecturers, supervisors, programme managers
and fellow students, allowing the academic learning
process to proceed. Aspire is based on an online
software application called Blackboard which is used
across multiple learning institutions globally to deliver
learning, content and results to users while facilitating
engagement and collaboration with other students
within courses and institutions.
From my experience, Aspire works very well as a
virtual teaching, learning, assessment and supervision
platform. It enables lecturers to post the course/
teaching material online, including course outline,
assignment questions, test/exam questions, lecture
slides and readings. Students are provided with
usernames and passwords to access the lecture,
teaching and supervision material. Students are
also able to submit their assignments and research
projects through Aspire, while programme managers
and administrators of academic programmes can
post important communication relating to teaching,
learning, assessment, supervision and mentoring.
Students’ marks are also posted to Aspire, which
protects the privacy of the students’ marks.
Aspire also works well for students doing research
projects at master’s and doctoral levels as it provides
virtual interaction between the student, supervisor and
programme administrators. This LMS will work well for
the HSS especially when it comes to the submission of
progress reports from students and their supervisors.
It will also facilitate online communication between
programme administrators, teaching staff, students,
researchers, supervisors, mentors and funders.
Google Classroom and Meet
Developed by Google for schools, Google Classroom
and Meet is a free web service that simplifies the
creation, distribution and grading of assignments in a
paperless way. The service can be accessed anywhere,
including from phones, when the Google Classroom
app is downloaded. To use the service, students and
teachers/lecturers need to register for an account with
a username and password.
Through Google Classroom and Meet, the teacher/
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lecturer can post class schedules, assignments,
announcements and his or her office hours. There
are dialling options where students can dial in for
classroom teaching discussions with the teacher. The
service also provides for real-time chatting while online
during teaching discussions and enables participants to
make online presentations.
Google Classroom and Meet is therefore one of the
virtual platforms that could be considered as part of
the HSS responses to the COVID-19 pandemic and
beyond. It can work for virtual meetings between
students and fellow students, between students
and their supervisors, and between mentors and
mentees. It can also be used for virtual interactions
between programme administrators, managers,
students, researchers and supervisors, and is ideal for
the submission of students’ work, teaching material
and supervisors’ feedback or assessment remarks to
students.
In fact, Google Classroom and Meet, has been a
fantastic virtual learning platform for my daughter’s
school’s teaching programme during the COVID-19
lockdown period. One of my virtual meetings during
this virus lockdown took place via Google Meet where
we discussed progress made on a research project.
The presenter was able to present to us virtually the
slides and graphs pertaining to the findings of the
research project. We could also type our comments
and questions as we were virtually listening to the
presentation.
Zoom
Zoom has become the most
used virtual platform since
the outbreak of the COVID-19
pandemic. It caters for virtual
meeting and presentations for
any number of participants,
regardless of geographical location. In my workplace,
as part of our measures against the spread of the
COVID-19 pandemic, we stopped all in-person
meetings between colleagues, consultants, senior
management, committee and Board members.
Zoom enables the host or chair of the meeting
to direct the discussion points in an orderly fashion

and the participants are also able to raise their hands
virtually to obtain the attention of the host. Zoom
further provides a video option where participants
can see each other on the screen and has the option
muting the audio while other participants are talking.
GIBS has decided to host Zoom-enabled online
graduation ceremonies as one of its responses to the
COVID-19 pandemic. On Tuesday, 7 April 2020, a PhD
student I co-supervised graduated through a Zoomenabled and facilitated graduating ceremony.
This virtual platform can facilitate academic, research
and research administration meetings of all kinds, and
can also be used for virtual research interviews with
certain research participants so that students and
researchers do not lose time while unable to do faceto-face interviews/fieldwork. Meetings can be recorded
and transcripts provided. Moreover, Zoom would be
good for online hosting of seminars and workshops for
institutions and participants at different locations.

“The recommended
platforms assume
that the users have
access to means of
connectivity such as
internet and wi-fi. In
South Africa, there
is still inequality in
terms of access to
data – and indeed the
COVID-19 pandemic
has sharply reminded
us of that.”

Microsoft Teams
Microsoft Teams is one of the
new electronic platforms that
have seen rapid development
and usage in recent years, and is
a good choice for organisations
and individuals using Microsoft
Office365 products. Like Zoom, it provides options for
video conferencing, online meetings, real-time chatting,
calls and filing. Microsoft Teams allows for online
presentation of documents and reports for participants’
review and comment. It also tracks who has made
changes and comments on the document.
As such, Microsoft Teams is another virtual learning
platform that could be used as part of the HSS response
to the COVID-19 pandemic. This virtual platform can
facilitate meetings, be used to conduct virtual research
interviews with certain research participants and
enable online hosting of seminars and workshops.
It also allows for the recording of the meetings and
provision of transcripts. Skype and
Skype for Business
Skype or Skype for Business
is another platform for online
meetings. Its instant messaging
software works well with
Microsoft Office 365 and it
offers video and chatting
options. As part of the HSS response to the COVID-19
pandemic, Skype would be an ideal online platform
for meetings about academic and research matters,
including supervision and mentorship, and could be
used to conduct virtual research interviews. Skype has
been one of the most-used online platforms in various
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interaction involving teaching staff, administrative staff,
students, supervisors, mentors and mentees. Important
announcements can reach WhatsApp group members
quickly and short documents can be sent.
Emailing between teaching and administrative
staff and students also comes in handy during
these challenging times. This should go beyond
just submission of assignments. Important teaching
material and announcements can be communicated
through emails. In my experience, emailing between
teaching staff and students has not been happening
as much at undergraduate level than at postgraduate
level.
Beyond covid-19 research agenda
The accelerated uptake of electronic platforms
of teaching and learning may have unintended
consequences. These platforms may impact on certain
types of jobs by displacing certain groups of people out
of employment. While these virtual technologies may
create demand for new kinds of jobs, it is important
that the humanities and social sciences community
should craft a post-COVID-2019 research agenda.
The COVID-19 pandemic has already intensified the
use of electronic platforms in various organisations,
many of which are not likely to abandon the use
of these virtual devices and platforms beyond the
current pandemic lockdowns. Organisations will think
differently about the old traditional ways of office
clocking times that demanded the physical presence
of employees in physical buildings. Life after the
COVID-19 pandemic will not be the same and the HSS
community would need to research the opportunities
and challenges that the pandemic has created for
different segments of society, while also providing
solutions to the challenges.

organisations, especially those promoting working from
anywhere locations.
Webinars
Webinars are widely used around the world las a
virtual platform for hosting live online discussions on
specific topics of interest, usually of an educational
or instructive nature. Webinars support audio and
visual communication and enable the sharing of
slides and interactive participation through chat
boxes and question-and-answer features. They would
work well for the hosting of real-time virtual teaching,
presentations, research projects, seminars and
workshops for academics, students and the general
HSS research community. Webinars are therefore one
of the virtual platforms that should be considered in
the HSS response during and beyond the COVID-19
pandemic.
Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing is yet another intervention measure
that can offset the adverse impact of the pandemic
on teaching, learning, assessment and supervision. It
entails the use of voice communication devices to hold
discussion between participants in different locations.
It requires an allocated code between the host of the
meeting and invited guests. Teleconferencing would
work in areas where supervisors and students need
to discuss research projects, as well as for discussions
between programme administrators, managers,
teaching staff, mentors and mentees.
WhatsApp and email
WhatsApp groups can also be a useful platform for
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“The COVID-19
pandemic has
already intensified
the use of electronic
platforms in various
organisations, many
of which are not
likely to abandon
the use of these
virtual devices
and platforms
beyond the
current pandemic
lockdowns.”

Conclusion
There is a range of electronic and virtual platforms
that can be used for teaching, learning, assessment,
supervision and mentoring in the HSS during and
beyond the COVID-19 pandemic. The recommended
platforms assume that the users have access to means
of connectivity such as internet and wi-fi. In South
Africa, there is still inequality in terms of access to
data – and indeed the COVID-19 pandemic has sharply
reminded us of that. This inequality is a challenge that
the HSS will have to overcome not only during but also
after the COVID-19 pandemic. We can all be sure that
post-pandemic, the world will not be the same in terms
of ways of working, teaching and learning. May the HSS
not waste the crisis of the COVID-19 pandemic but use
this time to conduct solution-oriented research on the
technological challenges resulting from the COVID-19
pandemic.
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